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RECOGNITION 
The Institution is recognized as class "A" College by the 
State Department of Education, the Southern Association of 
Colleges and Secondary Schools, and is approved by the Ameri­
can Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons and American Coun­
cil on Education. 
COLLEGE CALENDAR 
June 3 Summer Term Begins 
August 15 Summer Term Ends 
September 1 Registration for Nurses 
September 14, 15 Entrance Examinations 
September 16 Dining Room Opens 
September 16 First Semester Begins 
Septembed 16 Registration and Payment of Fees 
September 20, 7:30 A. M Classroom Work Bebins 
November 11, Armistice Day Holiday 
November 25, Thanksgiving Day Holiday 
December 25, Christmas Day Holiday 
January 27, 28, 29, and 30 First Semester Examinations 
January 31 First Semester Ends 
Second Semester 
February 1, Second Semester Begins 
February 22, Washington's Birthday Holiday 
April 21 San Jacinto Day 
May 18, 19, 20, 21, Second Semester Examinations 
May 22 Baccalureate Sermon 
May 23 Commencement Day 
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
OFFICERS 
F. M. LAW, President 
WALTER G. LACY, Vice President 
S. G. BAILEY, Secretary 
TERM EXPIRES 1939 * 
EDWARD J. KRIEST, Owner and Publisher, Dallas Times-Herald Dallas 
ROY B. DAVIS, Manager of Plains Cooperative Plainview 
R. W. BRIGGS, Contractor Pharr 
TERM EXPIRES 1941 
F. MARION LAW, President, First National Bank Houston 
WALTER G. LACY, President, Citizens National Bank Waco 
JOE UTAY Attorney-at-Law Dallas 
TERM EXPIRES 1943 
HENRY C. SCHUHMACHER, President, Schuhmacher Co Houston 
ELLIOTT ROOSEVELT, Fort Worth 
Vice President, Hearst Radio, Inc., and President, KTSA 
Broadcasting Company 
W. R. WHITE, Banker and Ranchman Brady 
PRAIRIE VIEW COMMITTEE 
H. C. SCHUHMACHER, Chairman WALTER G. LACY 
ROY B. DAVIS 
NON-RESIDENT ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS 
T. 0. WALTON, LL. D., President 
G. A. LONG, B. S., Supervising Accountant 
J. K. WALKER, B. S., Supervising Engineer 
PRAIRIE VIEW STATE N. & I. COLLEGE 
OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION 
OFFICE OF THE PRINCIPAL 
W. R. BANKS, A. M., Principal 
N. B. EDWARD, B. S., Executive Secretary of the College 
B. C. WATSON, Secretary to the Principal 
DIRECTORS 
J. J. ABERNETHY M. S., Director, Division of Mechanic Arts 
T M ; Director, Division of Arts and Sciences 
E C' TO M^ TLD" Dlrnt0r' Divisi°n °f Nwsing Education 
T A t I' Dlrector' Division of Home Economics 
L. A. POTTS, M. S. A., Director, Division of Agriculture 
K. L. DABNEY, Dean of Men 
M. E. SUAREZ, Dean of Women 
OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR 
J. B. CADE, A. M., Registrar 
W. H. WIGGINS, A. B., Assistant Registrar 
ZANNIE STOKES, K S" Secretary to the Registrar and to the Director 
ot the Division of Arts and Sciences 
RUTH LOVE, A. B., Research and Transcript Clerk 
OFFICE OF THE LOCAL TREASURER 
C. W. LEWIS, Local Treasurer 
C. R. HALL, B. S., Chief Clerk 
H. R. TURNER, B. S., Accountant 
L. C. MOSLEY, B. S., Cashier 
C. S. WELLS, Head Bookkeeper 
E. G. HENRY, B. S., Inventory Clerk 
T. R. LAWSON, Property Clerk 
L. E. SCOTT, Paying Teller 
S. E. SMITH, B. S., Postmaster 
J. A. EVANS:, Stenographer 
LEE PERKINS, A. B., Dining Hall Auditor 
E. FRAZIER, B. A., Storekeeper, Dining Hall 
B. H. HEARD, B. S., Dining Hall Clerk 
B. T. GREER, Receiving Teller 
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THE LIBRARY 
O. J. BAKER, M .L. S., Librarian 
EUNEIDA GOENS, B. L. S., Assistant Librarian 
AGNES MADDOX SCOTT, B. L. S., Assistant Librarian 
MABEL HOOD, R. R. L., Assistant Librarian 
OTHER OFFICERS AND ASSISTANTS 
G. W. BUCHANAN, Manager, College Exchange 
C. WEDGEWORTH, B. S., College Exchange 
W. H. RILEY, B. S., Secretary, Division of Mechanic Arts 
LEON MITCHELL, Head Telephone Operator 
J. E. DAILEY, B. S. Assistant Telephone Operator 
MRS. E. M. GREENE, Matron 
F. L. DUMAS, Secretary to the Director of Agriculture 
OFFICERS OF INSTRUCTION 
Professors 
ABERNETHY, J. J., Director of Mechanic Arts Division; 1916. B. S., 
Kansas State College, 1916; M. S., 1934. 
BULLOCK, Henry Allen, Sociology; 1930. A. B., Virginia Union, 1928; 
A. M., University of Michigan, 1929; University of Michigan, 1934-
35. 
CADE, John B., History, Director of Arts and Sciences Division, Regis­
trar; 1931. A. B., Atlanta University, 1921; A. M., University of 
Chicago, Summer, 1928, 1933-34. 
CARPENTER, Charles E., French, Head of Language Department; 1925. 
B. L., University of California, 1901; M. L., University of California, 
1908; Advanced Work, University of Kansas, Summer, 1932. 
FRANKLIN, J. M., Director of Nursing Education Division; 1919. A. B., 
Bishop, 1908; M. D., Meharry, 1913. 
HARRISON, G. Lamar, Education, Head of Education Department; 1932. 
A. B. Howard, 1926; B. E., University of Cincinnati, 1927; M. A., 
1929; Ph. D., Ohio State, 1936 
JACKSON, F. A., Economics; 1930. A. B., Atlanta University, 1924; 
M. B. A., New York University, 1930; New York University, 1934-
1935 
MAY, E. C., Home Economics Education, Director of Home Economics 
Division, 1923. B. S., Kansas State College, 1919; M. S., 1933. 
PERRY, R. Patterson, Chemistry, Chemistry of Natural Science Depart­
ment; 1927. A. B., Johnson C. Smith, 1925; M. S., Iowa University, 
1927; Graduate Work at Iowa University, 1931-32 and summer, 1932. 
POTTS, L. A., Rural Education; 1929. B. S., Iowa State College, 1925; 
M. S. A., Cornell University, 1932. 
PRA,RIE VIEW S"TE N. * COLLEGE 
RANDALL A W t\t 
'923. B. S, Ak„"„ 1™"m c„T "•«»«•«<* Department; 
SAsS,^E^^,d"•C°1»""'l='S'^e'I91e; A'M-
WARRPW' 1926: M' A' Cornell^1^28°^Ph "n DepartmentJ 1928. B. S., 
WARREN S. E., Historv rw" ' Cornell, 1936. 
A' B> Allegheny College' "l925°f A^M Sciences Department; 1932. 
1929; University of Wis . ' •> University of Wisconsin 
WILSON, C. L M h COnsin- 1933-35. Wisconsin, 
and College'Utilities^ 1932 SuPerintendent of Buildings 
State College, 1925; M  E ~  K a n s a s  vTt- Arts, Kansas 
sas State College, 1933. " College, 1929; M. S„ Kan-
Associate Professors 
ALEXANDER J .  M Ani m  ,  t t  ,  
State College, 1924; M S 10®!^' r^n' B' S'' Prairie View 
Iowa State College. '' College, 1930; Summer 1935, 
m Rf°N' E' J' Child Care- 1929 r S v 
M. A., Kansas University' 1929- IT '• ansas State College, 1917; 
1929- 1929' Uniyersity of Minnesota, Summer, 
BOOKER, w. M„ Biology 1929 A P W 
B1) University of Io ^ ' • B> Morehouse College, 1928; M. S., 
BRANNON M S «S 
I900. Tr . ' Superintendent of Nurses- 1Q9Q t> m 
COLLINS, MVLrSClot0hfMmToSOta, Summer' 1930, 1931. USkegee' 
WOLEV. mf' 
University of Iowa. 1931 • p' h i Morehouse, 1927; M. S„ 
Summer 1928; Candidate for Ph*n 0°^' University of Detroit, 
EVANS^ °£ W°rk comPleted. ' niVCrSlty of Iowa with two 
W, 1918-; SStTwfrf191L D- V- M- Iowa State Col-
PULLE 1934' COlIei?e' SUmm6rS 1924' 
}*£' 1929. A. B. Bishop, 
JOHNSON^Marjori, A Ed ' Conservatory; A. M.( 
f A- Ohio State UnWersty^W^P A'B"' 0berii" ««** 1930; 
1935' ' 4' le View State College 
KIRKLAND, Manolia Alma l?ri 
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MORTON, G. W., English; 1932. A. B., Atlanta University, 1927; A. M., 
Columbia, 1929; One year of graduate work, Columbia, 1931-32. 
PETERS, G. C., Mrs., Foods and Nutrition; 1931. B. S., Prairie View 
State College, 1925; M. S., Iowa State College, 1931; Columbia Uni­
versity, Summer 1935. 
POWELL, M. L., Clothing; 1932. B. S., Hampton, 1929; M. S., Cornell, 
1931; Columbia University, Summer 1935. 
REEVES, G. W., Education; 1930. A. B., Atlanta University, 1924; 
A. M., University of Michigan, 1932. 
Assistant Professors 
ARCHER, Nelson T., Education; 1933. A. B., Morehouse, 1929; A. M., 
BALTON, Monroe R., Animal Husbandry; 1937. D. V. M., Kansas State 
Agricultural College, 1935. 
BROADDUS, Stenson E., Horticulture; 1937. Kentucky Normal & In­
dustrial Institute, 1923; B. S., Michigan State College, 1935. 
Columbia, 1930; Director of Teacher Training. 
^HARRISON, W. R., Rural Economics; 1931. B. S., Howard University, 
1930; M. S. Cornell, 1931. 
PHILLIP, Lee C., Social Science, College Chaplain; 1932. B. S., Prairie 
View State College, 1928; B. D., Howard University, 1931; Graduate 
Work at Union Theological Seminary, New York City, 1931-32; In­
structor, Prairie View State College, Summer, 1928. 
PRESTON, Anne C., Education; 1933. B. S., Virginia State College, 
1931; M. A., Columbia, 1932. 
TERRY, J. L., Spanish; 1932. B. S., Kansas State Teachers College, 
1930; M. S, 1931. 
TURNER, L. N., Mathematics; 1932. A. B., University of Michigan, 
1930; A. M., 1931. 
Instructors 
BANKS, C. H., Itinerant Teacher-Trainer; 1929. B. S., Hampton Insti­
tute, 1928; Iowa State College, Summers, 1934 and 1935. 
BELL, George C., Printing; 1933. Trade Certificate in Printing, Tuske-
ge'e Institute, 1928; Kansas State Teachers College, Summer, 1936. 
BENNETT, Will Henry, Music; 1936. A. B. Morehouse College, 1931. 
BLEDSOE. P. E., History; 1892. B. S., Talladega, 1907. 
BOULWARE, Marcus H. English; A. B. Johnson C. Smith, 1932; A. M., 
University of Michigan, 1936. 
BRITTAIN, T. H., Carpentry and Cabinet Making; 1930. Normal Di­
ploma and Certificate in Carpentry, Tuskegee Institute, 1905; Stu­
dent, Bradley Polytechnic Institute, Summers, 1909, 1913, 1919, 
1925. 
*On Leave of Absence 1936-37 
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BRYANT-OWEN, Huldah, Foods and Nutrition; 1932 B S H „ 
University, 1927; Advanced Work, University of Chi ' B°Ward 
M. S, University of Chicago, 1936. Chicago, 1931-32; 
CAMPBELL, Anna L., English* 1930 A Ti t? 
stitute, 1927; M. A., Northwestern, 1935. " Po'ytechnic In-
CAMPBELL, Madeline I, Medical Supervisor- 1936 R \r P • • in­
state College, 1936. N>) Pralne View 
CARTER, Horace W„ Drawing and Designing- 1935 R Q • A 
tecture, Ohio State University, 1934- Ohio' Stnfp TT • -7 
mers 1930 and 1935. ate Umve™ty, Sum-
BRANNON, M. S., Superintendent of Nurses- 1928 R TM T T, 
p"","' 1928- of MinneXZl.y 
rairie View State College, Summer, 1929, 1935. ' 
CLEAVER, A. G., Broom and Mattress Making- 1926 ni„i„ r> • • 
View St,., Col,eS,. 1911, Ĉ Ufcato i„ S«"s mZJ 
DABNEY TL Mi1, ;f Udent' T°!keeee In"ilU,e-
,InteTrne; 1936' M- D" Meharry, 1935. 
ANIEL, Sopheha Louise, Commercial Studies- 1935 R Q W Institute, 1932. ^uaies, 1935. B. S., Hampton 
FARlegEeL192?enrietta' La™dry; 1927" B' S" Pr®e View State Col-
FATegfi9S%t'SEtCEd0 R 1936' qA' B'' KanSaS State Teachers Col-
PRY V r n!• ,p •' Kansas State ColleSe> 1936. 
i» U28' " S' E E- Stat, College, 
GRIFFIN, E. E„ Dietitian; 1933. R. N Prairie View q+a+ n u 
INGRHKAM, D„„thy. Music; 193g B 
IS"2,RSJ SS?ir.f Hi Tz 1926! Certi-
, "• A. University of C*S?& ***" »** 
JOHNSON, E. J., Auto Mechanics* 1927 • a 
Prairie View State College 1919 "A • ! , T te m Auto Mechanics, 
chanics. ® ' 9' Asslstant Instructor in Auto Me-
JONES, N A, Auto Mechanics 
ston University, 1910-18- Chief R„,V- R, • . ce> u/SV- Lang-
iege, 1920-29; LJ ~ 
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LYNK, William A., Jr., Chemistry and Physics; 1936. A. B., Virginia 
Union; M. S., University of Michigan, 1935; One Year Above Mas­
ter's Degree, University of Michigan, 1935-36. 
MARTIN, D. W., Electricity; 1927. B. S., Mechanic Arts, Prairie View 
State College, 1928; Assistant Engineer, Prairie View State College, 
1919-27; Kansas State Teachers College, 1933. 
MARTIN, J. L., Printing; 1936. B. S., Prairie View State College, 1936. 
McMECHEN, Georgeanna, Music; 1934. A. B., Morgan College, 1931; 
B. S. Mus., Oberlin Conservatory, 1934. 
MUCKLEROY, L. P., Plumbing; 1931. Certificate in Plumbing, Prairie 
View State College, 1930; Kansas State Teachers College, Summer, 
1935. 
RAYFORD, Robert W., Dry Cleaning and Tailoring; 1934. Prairie View 
State College; Instructor in Tailoring, Prairie View State College, 
1907-1908. 
ROSS, Addie L., Home Economics Education; 1933. B. S., Alcorn Col­
lege, 1931; M. S., Iowa State College, 1932. 
RUSH, R. L., Education; 1930. B. S., Prairie View State College, 1931; 
M. E., University of Cincinnati, 1935. 
SHEFFIELD, Annie L.; 1936. A. B., Atlanta University, 1919; M. A., 
Columbia University, 1936. 
SMITH, A. K., College Dentist; 1928. A. B., Fisk University, 1922; 
D. D'. S., Meharry Medical College, 1928 
SMITH, G. L., Fruit Growing; 1931. B. S., Hampton Institute, 1929; 
Kansas Agricultural College, Summer, 1935. 
TAYLOR, S. B., Mathematics, Head Athletic Coach; 1930. B. S., North-
wesetern University, 1924. 
TERRELL, W. P., Itinerant Teacher Trainer, Industry; 1931. B. S., 
Kansas State College, 1904; B. S., Massachusetts Institute of Tech­
nology, 1906; Colorado University, Summer, 1933 and 1934; Direc­
tor of Industry, Prairie View State College, 1906-21; Itinerant 
Teacher Trainer. 
THOMPSON, Harvey E., Horticulture; 1935. A. B., Mississippi Indus­
trial College, 1933; B. S., Tuskegee Institute, 1935. 
WASHINGTON, Lela, Technician; 1935. B. S., Prairie View State Col­
lege, 1930. 
WATSON, M. A., Night Supervisor of Nurses; 1932. Diploma, Nursing 
Education, Prairie View State College, 1932. 
WHITE, R. W., Pharmacist; 1934. B. Cc. Pharmacy, Ohio State Uni­
versity, Columbus Ohio. 
WILSON, J. M., Tailoring; 1931. Certificate in Tailoring, Tuskegee In­
stitute, 1927; Kansas State Teachers College, Summer 1936. 
WORMLEY, I. J., Surgical Supervisor; 1932. Prairie View State Col­
lege, Division of Nursing, 1932. 
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EXTENSION SCHOOLS 
Jackson, F. A.,  Di rec tor; 1930 A R At) * TT • 
New York University, 1930- New Srl lf 1924; M- B- A., 
- - B, 
Freeman James N r.' T I' Umversity of Cincinnati. 
Heath C0^ «5T ̂  19M-
Pennsylvania ' ° liege, A. M., University of 
EkhS'oE= ̂ ,1— « ion Sch00]s; M1 A B i 
suZ^1%^£'TjTm" & "53W"t 
Yancy, James inl . , ""* °' S""he™ Califorma. 
A-*•• 
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL 
offered through^h^depMtnmnf°1Th1°sf th® United States and Texas is 
State Department of Education as fulfilh 'S aCfpted for credit by the 
stitutional History. filling credit requirements in Con-
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
Rowan Mrfl W^StM^n^ B rf'' Pennsylvania state College 
l«e CoU,?e' ""A»«t; B. S, P*a™ View 
Cornier' Mrs'' f'o" A Vi~ «- College 
B S.^Prairie View *™°» *•* 
S:^;„JrsHBC^ Bo Vie. a*. Colieg, 
EXECUTIVE CABINET 
Principal W. R. Banks, Chairman 
Director E c' Division of Nursing Education 
D rector L' A Potr' n-1SI°n °f H°me Eco"omics 
n 01 tA'Potts' Dlvisi°n of Agriculture 
Director 5' B C d "r- DiViSi°n °f Mechanic A*s 
C w i V ' VIS1°n of Arts and Sciences O. L. Wilson, College Utilities 
PRAIRIE VIEW STATE N. & I. COLLEGE 15 
C. W. Lewis, Local Treasurer 
Dr. E. B. Evans, Athletics 
Dean E. L. Dabney, Dean of Men 
Dean M. E. Suarez, Dean of Women 
Mrs. I. W. Rowan, State Home Demonstration Agent 
C. H. Waller, State Leader 
G. W. Buchanan, Manager, College Exchange 
0. J. Baker, Librarian 
W. H. Wiggins, Assistant Registrar 
N. B. Edward, Executive Secretary 
THE ALUMNI AND EX-STUDENT ASSOCIATION 
The Alumni and Ex-Student Association of Prairie View State Col­
lege was organized in 1901. Graduates and all ex-students who have 
been honorably dismissed are eligible for membership. 
The Association maintains an executive office at the College with 
the following officers: 
O. J. Thomas, President, Sameron 
Lee C. Phillip, Executive Secretary, Prairie View State College. 
Rubye L. Rush, Recording Secretary, Prairie View State College. 
R. T. Tatum, Treasurer, Beaumont. 
Alumni Day is observed annually on Saturday before Commence­
ment of the regular session. 
NOTE: For list of Standing Committees refer to the College Hand 
Book. 
PRAIRIE VIEW STATE N. & I. COLLEGE 
General Information 
Location 
WallerT?oBe8'e «- located in 
over the Houston and Texas CentrTladrfDaily trains 
Prairie View. T,*i «„ice „ lo £ •« 
History 
Texas to establish an 1" Tm' CoRe^f^ ^ Pifteenth Le£islature of 
r°eS. gThe Con was iocatedWaller cZ^ "* 
support of a Normal Tn WaR^County6'1 P1'°Vlding for organization and 
SlwZlv ?' Min°r' firSt Principal 
1884-1886—l' C ' ^"derSOn' second Principal. 
1890 mo a' . nderson> third principal. 
cost of fVooi 00 enCUltUraI Building' a Wst<^ brick, erected at a 
of $35,OOO.OOdmimStratl°n Buildmg' three-story brick, erected at a cost 
1889—^Ti5 L" BIackshear> fourth principal. 
Colored Teachers 'a^PraHie^vfewTo the P^6 f v™ NormaI Scho°l for 
Industrial College. 6 Praine Vlew State Normal and 
1919—September 1-October 10 N A n i , 
"""-I «• Terrell, fifth 'principal. ' * "**>* 
islature. ». C.HeB, Dep,r«m,„t eatabli.h.d by „ .« of Les_ 
a co«"f JJs'ISSm"''11, trick dormftoiy for erected at 
a cost of f25,000.00Ha'' "" story bnck dormitory for men, erected at 
- * —<* «.»»o.oo 
ed at a cost of $15,000 00 dormitory for women, erect 
1916 Minor Ha„, tbree-s.ory „,,proot bui]di„e ^ ̂  
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ed at a cost of $55,000.00. 
1916—Household Arts Building, three-story fire-proof building, 
erected at a cost of $55,000.00. ... . . + 
1916 Power and Ice Plant, one-story fire-proof brick, erected at a 
cost of $35,000.00. 
1916—Laundry, two-story fireproof brick structure, erected at a 
cost of $30,000.00. 
1918—Spence Building, three-story fireproof brick, housing Divi­
sion of Agriculture, erected at a cost of $60,000.00. 
1918-1919—J. G. Osborne, acting principal. 
1919-1925—J. G. Osborne, sixth principal. 
1923—Canning Plant, one-story fireproof brick, erected at a cost 
of $2,500.00. , , 
1924—Science Building, three-story fireproof building, erected at a 
cost of $70,000.00. 
1924—College Exchange, two-story brick building, erected at a 
cost of $14,000.00. . 
1925—Veterinary Hospital, one-story fireproof brick building, erect­
ed at a cost of $15,000.00. 
1925—Elementary Training School, Rosenwald design, erected a 
a cost of $9,000.00. 
1925—Practice Cottage, two-story frame structure, erected at a 
cost of $5,000.00. 
1925—Music Conservatory, two-story frame structure, erected at a 
cost of $3,000.00. 
1925-26—P. E. Bledsoe, acting principal. 
1926—W. R. Banks, seventh principal. 
1926—BIackshear Hall, two-story brick dormitory for women, erect­
ed at a cost of $36,000.00. 
1926 Woodruff Hall, two-story brick dormitory for men, erected 
at a cost of $36,000.00. 
1926—Warehouse and Filling Station, one-story fireproof structure, 
erected at a cost of $6,000.00. 
1926—Evans Hall, three-story fireproof brick building for women, 
erected at a cost of $100,000.00. 
1928—Farm Shop Building, one-story frame, erected at a cost of 
$1,800.00. . _ _ _ 
1929—Hospital, three-story fireproof brick building with 50-bed 
capacity, erected at a cost of $100,000.00. 
1930—Industrial Engineering Building, a two-story fireproof build­
ing, erected at a cost of $90,000.00. 
1931—Education Building, a three-story fireproof building, erected 
at a cost of $75,000.00, with the aid of the General Education Board. 
1933—Anderson Hall, a three-story fireproof building for women, 
18 ™A'RrE *• * t, C0llECE 
Bo„,. * »' 000.00,with the 
J S i ^ r „ , ,  E d M i m  
«»»«. WMed o»T^Pr «*» 
PURPOSE 
a t"t '"Tr -
First. It is n M ' ®Stabhshment and 
"xjrfJ h00'f",h'—-—-
*nd S"Vrr:T"a "Wye"co,,ese — - *— 
»« a ejtiins' r*S "«STeac?;Lrrtifi^ "" d— 
a r1" "I »«ban"t4 J».?" °< 
the liberal and ! f ",ay resPectiveIy prescribe ma""er as the 
Pursuits and profes education of the industrial rd" ° ' t0 promote 
Fourth r r 0"8 °f life"" ' Classes in the several 
Health Education a^wiVn theJore^inS, it shall offer such t • • 
nurses while at the Provide the State with nrT training in 
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EQUIPMENT 
Division of Agriculture 
LIVESTOCK: The Division maintains the major breeds of live­
stock and poultry for economic production and for laboratory use. Ade­
quate modern conveniences provide for giving both theory and practice 
in Dairy, Poultry, Swine and Beef cattle production. 
CROPS AND SOILS: Of the 1,435 acres owned by the school, 
about 400 acres are under cultivation each year. The farm land is gen­
erally level and is most suitable for growing cotton, corn, watermelons, 
vegetables and legumes. As many of the above crops as possible are 
kept throughout the school year for the purpose of training students. 
A 30x30 ft. well lighted, well ventilated soils laboratory is located on the 
second floor of the Agriculture building. This laboratory makes it 
possible to combine theory with practice. 
HORTICULTURE: A thriving ten-acre college vegetable garden 
with an irrigation system is maintained. The irrigation system makes 
it possible for students to study vegetable production with even regu­
larity. A small orchard is maintained for the study of fruits. A well 
equipped Canning Plant is provided for teaching students how to can 
surplus products. 
VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE: The Division of Agriculture 
maintains a room in which all class work and conferences pertaining to 
Vocational Agriculture are held. The room is well equipped with charts, 
maps, and other illustrative material on both plants and animals. 
FARM SHOP: This department occupies a one-story Rosenwald 
Model "B" Shop building. An additional 40x40 ft. room is provided for 
teaching farm blacksmithing. Thorough work is given in harness re­
pairing, farm carpentry, farm blacksmithing, rope work, and concrete 
mixing. 
VETERINARY SCIENCE: The Veterinary Science department 
occupies a building that is used exclusively for Veterinary work. The 
building contains an office, Dispensary, Bacteriology laboratory, Clinic 
Room, operating room, and stables. The department has a valuable 
collection of pathological and normal specimens, all of which are used 
for classroom instruction. 
Natural Science Laboratories 
Division of Arts and Sciences 
BIOLOGY: The Biological laboratories contain a large number of 
high grade microscopes and a complete supply of models and dissecting 
material. The lecture rooms are fitted with demonstration desks, a large 
collection of charts and slides. 
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ratus providing adequate laboratoV\vorkG' C°llectlon of general appa-
^tive analysis, quantitative analysis or- ™ ge"®raI Chemistry, quali­
ty laboratories contain a large number of ^ PhySiCal Chem^try, 
The laboratory of Biochemistry is equipned wfiT v ̂  of apparatus, 
apparatus, a Duboscq colorimeter and a" & Slyke blood *as 
quantitative clinical examination of hln i equipment necessary for the 
PHYSICS: The laboratorv e't ' feCCS' and tissues-
ent for work in general college Physi^ SUPPly °f equip' 
apparatus, the laboratory contains a D V o- and magnetism, 
tiansformer, induction coils, Crooke's X m* generator' several motors, a 
troscope, op.ic fc, "">«• • »» 
Library ^ «^»rr,„tLrv ôor/'- e—- »-»• 
performed, there are three reading roomi e ^ dUti6S 3re 
readmg room for men and women- < 2 \  p • T S PurPoses: (1) Main 
(3) Private reading room for mel J lTh *"**** r°°m for w°men; 
sitting 200 readers. The book mil ' +• Ilbrary accomodates at one 
000 volumes exclusive of some 3 00 unh °n ,COtlSlsts of approximately 13, 
dard books and periodicals for reference""' ifT^13" There are stan-
tional reading purposes chosen with due m iT Cultural> and recrea-
lege community as reflected- (l) Tn H, 3?gard for the needs of the Col-
wons of the College; (2) In the A h* demands of the five major divi­
des fostered; and (3)\n the trendTTf ^--curriculaI aci v-
sisting of the Librarian, Assistant l! -W°rld The staff, con­
serves the students, faculty memt rs TT' *** *Ve StUdent assistants, 
courtesy, patience, intelligence, and effictency!0™^ neighb°rs with 
Bu D;vision of Parsing Education 
story fireproof strurture^whTcTa^3"0" Division is housed in a three 
third floors are reached by an levator y °f T* ̂  The -cond and 
thT'di 6 °fflCe °f tHe superintendent of the h 6 fl°°r are main of" 
the dispensary. The X-ray machine the ho*Pital, dental office and 
and radioclinical laboratory, the X" av" f°r both Houros'copic 
" d  * ~  
eral wards, four private wards fI°°r are located four cen 
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SURGICAL SECTION: The main surgical and obstetrical division 
is located on the third floor, and is served by two wards, two private 
wards, a nursery, a delivery room, and a major operating room. The 
internes, and four graduate registered nurses, are supplemented at times 
by physicians, dentists, and pharmacists from the siwrounding territoiy. 
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Division of Home Economics LI BR A FT 
CLOTHING AND TEXTILES: The following equipment is pro­
vided for instructional purposes in Clothing and Textiles: Closet for 
partly finished garments, mirrors, sewing machines, tables for cutting 
and working, electric irons, ironing boards, bust forms and stands, and 
other small articles. 
FOODS AND NUTRITION: The Foods and Nutrition Laboratories 
are comprised of three regular laboratory units, well equipped with 
modern gas ranges and individual work desks. In addition to the regu­
lar work desk equipment, there are two large equipment supply pantries 
which include a refrigeration unit. One very attractive feature of the 
department is a well furnished practice dining room. 
NURSERY: The Nursery School is well equipped to provide for 
the social, emotional, and physical development of the pre-school child. 
PRACTICE HOUSE: The Practice House is economically and com­
fortably furnished with items needed for housekeeping and homemaking. 
There are five bedrooms, one kitchen and pantry, one dining room, one 
living room and two bath rooms. 
PERSONAL HYGIENE SHOP: The Shop is supplied with the 
furniture and equipment found in all up to date hygiene parlors. Shem-
poo facilities, driers, manicure tables and facial chairs are included in 
the equipment. 
Division of Mechanic Arts 
AUTO MECHANICS SHOP: The shop equipment includes one 
clyinder grinding machine, one electric drill, one hydraulic lift, one oxy-
acetylene welding outfit, one armature testing machine, one weaver 
jack, one automatic air compressor, one painting outfit, one pneumatic 
greasing machine, and one electric driven car washer. There is also an 
ample and complete supply of hand tools and instruments. 
BROOM AND MATTRESS SHOP: The Broom Shop has the fol­
lowing equipment: five foot-power winders, three presses, one power 
cylinder craper, one power winder, one set of scales and small tools 
necessary for broom-making. The Mattress Shop is equipped with two 
24-inch cotton pickers, two sewing machines, and other minor equipment. 
PRAm,E V,EW N. * , college 
CARPENTRY SHOP- Tk r-
Sir-f »"h """tag ami°e ^SSi,OP " *» a> 
-w7oi„tereq,Ui|'m»t M, L*°.* »«»»»»«« the 
2 turning lithe* P0!"eP' °?e shaPeL one tool grindlr" 'Y variety 
FT pot ' sanding machine anrl ' wood trimmer, 
ELECTRIC REPAIR SHOP M ' mortiser. 
Sr„Wi»« m? •<»"»«<• -Hh the 
motors* in the 1Pn "" <tf Sf w"k 
the students! ^ - ,e 
^entEwmmfsesRI^o CONSTRUCTION- The 1 ,v 
tains two large d'V ^ drafti"S' rooms. Each drat g depart" ments f„, • drafting tables, 9 sma,i , ... h drafting room con-
ents foi instruments, one fiW T drafting tables with compart 
15-inch paper cutter Th n . g Cablnet and teacher's dPO£ C01«Part-
ing tables e department also h= o J, k' and °ne 
W., verticle blue nriHn , as 2 additional large draw fis-sr* «'»»•". -
'h'neTUo'e !"""' '* ,a"y -Ouipped a. ; r™"^:£  =™ -  rss  
hand ironer ' °ne C°1!ar dampening machine macl"ne, one collar iron-
.Jj.net, one s„jne w.ne_ oLTeZtST ""'f2 
. <» connection »,lh fc , „ , * * 6'™" 
-r»S5 ts^s 
MACHINE SHOP- TU XR zsss.'sgt ssxju- sr «h «• 
«»« „d ,« a^™eea"S(rhine- ™ 
MASONRY SHOP- The t I the ab°ve listed machines P" 
s r, ̂ \*-r Xse. s-.sr— - r,„mb. 
1 and power plants. The 
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power and light for the entire campus is furnished by plant. In 
connection with the power plant there is an ice plant well equipped with 
modern equipment for ice making and storage. The above equipment 
is available for study and test by students. 
PRINTING DEPARTMENT: The print shop is equipped with five 
double type stands with news and job cases, one cabinet containing 23 
cases of job and display type, two large imposing stones, one wood im­
posing table complete with reglets, letter-boards and sort drawers, 96 
steel sort boxes, one case of metal furniture, one paper cutter, one 
punching machine, one perforator, two job presses, one cylinder press, 
two linotype machines, one wire stitcher, one saw trimmer, two revolv­
ing proof presses, and one folding machine. All machines are equipped 
with individual motors. 
SHOE MAKING DEPARTMENT: This shop is fully equipped for 
teaching all phases of shoe making and shoe repairing. There are the 
usual machines, including a stapling machine, sole cementing machine, 
vamping machine, two finishing machines, one nailing machine, one sole 
cutter, one sole stitcher, three sewing machines, and two eyelet and hook 
machines. All necessary small tools and equipment are also available 
to enable students to receive the best training in making and repairing 
shoes. 
TAILOR SHOP: The shop is spacious and modern in its equip­
ment with one large triple mirror, eight sewing machines, six work ta­
bles, four 20 pound electric steam pressers, four adjustable forms for 
fitting students. 
RELIGIOUS INFLUENCES 
While no particular denominational influence is exerted at Prairie 
View State College, the authorities of the institution are thoroughly com­
mitted to the benefits of religious training. A chaplain has charge of 
the religious activities which include Sunday School, Morning Worship, 
Vesper Service, and Weekly Prayer Meeting. 
The Young Men's Christian Association and the Young Women's 
Christian Association supply, in a large measure, spiritual and moral 
aid to the young men and the young women in college. 
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS 
Wholesome influence is exercised through the following student 
organizations: The Alpha Pi Mu Honorary Society, The Mu Alpha 
Club, The Dilettante Literary Society, The Beta Pi Chi Scientific Society, 
The Agriculture Club, The Sigma Nu Debating Club, The Charles Gil­
pin Dramatic Club, The Home Economics Club, and "The Panther," 
which is issued monthly by the students of the college. 
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4- The E. M. Greene Prize 
6- GacnBeHVprieznesSch0larship Award 
7. Black Rose Award 
Wren's Pan-Hellenic Prize 
DISCIPLINE AND GOVERNMENT 
«quireLntea:eCOsucPhelthat ttnVot T't 7 * Wh° fi"ds the 
7th 7n0t.meet the requirements and wh CheerfullV" Those students 
WltH the Principles and ideals of the 7, is not in accord 
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The U w7rovifeh;^ ff Actional of Te„,. 
than 7Jon38 Wh° commits the offense^fTT educational institu­
tion $25.00 nor more than ?250 00 or !h n k g Sha11 be fi«ed not less 
Ha°zi„7ISE S r%~hos°0RBRBE CONFINED -»-«-»<-
mgwith others, in iikinJbeTw' °** StUdent alone' or act-
violence To °r attemptinS to strike', bea't'"^^ m£Uming' or seriously 
any student or students of a' sta/86',!™3"-1 °r do serious 
of Texas. educational institution 
ATHLETICS 
The Department of Athw 
vS Z IT-00"™"*> CLPIZd»"« 
under the S f°°tba11' basketbaTl' traJ 7™™' Program. 
eipate. "°n' """ » f "» 
all the classes pa: 
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Academic Information 
ADMISSION 
General Admission Requirements 
Admission to all branches of the College is under the control of the 
Registrar and Registration Committee. All communication in regard to 
admission of students to the College should be addressed to the Registrar, 
Prairie View State College, Prairie View, Texas. 
Admission may be (1) to Freshman standing, (2) to advanced stand­
ing, (3) as adult special students, or (4) as irregular students. 
Applicants for admission to the Freshman class must have grad­
uated from an accredited high school and completed satisfactorily the 
required number of units of preparatory work. Conditional admittance 
may be gained otherwise as stated below. 
A unit is the equivalent of one high school study satisfactorily pur­
sued during one school year of at least thirty-six weeks, on the basis of 
five recitations a week of 40 or 50 minutes each. Laboratory courses 
indicate three recitation periods and two double periods of laboratory 
work. 
Of the units required for admission from high school, eight are re­
quired while seven are elective. The following represents the distribu­
tion of these units: 
(Required LTnits) 
English 3 units 
Algebra i unit 
Plane Geometry \ unjt 
History and Civics 2 units 
Natural Science (with laboratory) 1 unit 
All credits for admission must be filed and classified in the Regis­
trar's Office before the student may attain academic status of any kind. 
All students entering are required to take a psychological test and 
an English test in grammar for the purpose of proper sectioning. 
Admission by Certificates 
Students who present complete certified transcripts showing grad­
uation from accredited four-year high schools will be admitted without 
examination. Transcripts should be on file in the Registrar's Office at 
least one month before the registration date of the semester in which the 
students plan to register. At the request of the applicant, a blank for 
this purpose will be sent by the Registrar for the Principal of the High 
School from which the applicant was graduated. 
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„ + ^ Admission by Examination 
trance ^ SCh°°ls MUSt en-
throughout the State in April under the su^"1111^10118 USUally held 
ment of Education. These examinatin SUpervislon °f the State Depart-
responsible school officials and the" "S ^ conducted in each county by 
ment of Education to be gr^ed ^ ^ ̂  ̂  
entrance certificates are issued w h U h  basis of these papers uniform 
the fer ^irie^r *" —- * 
Department of E<1 ucalill" Austin^ tLT" Sf°UM W"te to the State 
warding Spring entrance examinations ^ info™ati°a ™-
ber 14 and I^iSt^"1111^10118 Wi" b® 8'iven at Prai™ View, Septem-
entratrlxttajLTs ZZTty 2?  ̂
ments may be made by writing the P • ptember at hoi"e, arrange-
Prairie View. Texas, ItTs^suggested ^T^'' Prairie y«w College, 
nations shall be made through v„ arrangements for these exami-
aae through your principal or superintendent 
A student ira dm,SS,on to Advanced Standing 
advanced standing m thTs" coReg" an°ther wil1 be admitted to 
script of all Previous woVcotpieted011 Pr"entatto» °f a" official tran-
mission and graduaLm equal'toThis^? standards °f ad-
credit in so far as it applies on an, £f W1" be ?iven equivalent 
so far as the applicant does not ente W ®red ln this College and in 
senior year. 1 ater than the beginning of the 
upon the maintenance1 of1^Tglod aCCepted; final acceptance will depend 
student. S g°°d avera&e standing for one year by the 
Admission as Adult Special 
p „ (Individual approval) 
^issio^^^u^en^its ̂ fo^Preshma^st^^i^^h^ ^ ***** ad" 
lent academic training or who have nth Wh° present equiva-
paration for collegiate courses ma bn adequate pre-
on the approval of the Director of the r aS "adult sPecials" up-
desires to enter. Division in which the applicant 
Adult specials are subiect tn th„ 
dents and are candidates for graduation3™^ re8ulatlons as regular stu-
quirements. 8 aduatlon when they have fulfilled all re-
A personal interview with „ ,. 
student is necessary!'VleW ^ a" app]ica"t for admission as a special 
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Admission as Irregular Student 
Applicants who cannot meet all requirements for admission, or 
special students admitted because of mature years, may be permitted to 
restrict their studies to special courses upon petition to the Registration 
Committee and the Director of the Division in which the work is to be 
pursued. Such permission is usually confined to those interested in trade 
courses. 
Failing to Pass 
Any student who, at the mid-semester report fails to make a pass­
ing grade in 50 per cent of the hours in major courses for which he is re­
gistered, will be placed on probation; if at the end of the semester such 
student still fails to pass in 50 per cent of the hours in major courses 
for which he is registered, he shall be dropped from the institution for 
at least one semester. 
Extra Loads 
Any credit course taken in addition to the normal program of 15 se­
mester hours constitutes an extra load. To carry an extra load the stu­
dent must obtain written permission from the Classification Committee. 
The maximum credit hours shall be granted on the basis of scholarship 
alone. Maximum credit hours may be granted to students maintaining 
a scholastic average of "B" or above. 
Examinations 
Examinations in all college courses are given at the end of the first 
and second semesters. Exemptions from examinations will not be given. 
In all examinations, account is taken of English usuage. 
Mid-Semester Tests 
Mid-semester tests are given at the end of the first nine-weeks per­
iod of each semester in all college courses. The parents or guardians 
of all students doing work below passing grade are notified of this con­
dition shortly after the results of the Mid-Semester tests have been re­
ported to the Registrar's Office. 
Absences from Examinations 
A student who is compelled to be absent from a semester examination 
on account of sickness or other imperative causes, should petition his 
Director beforehand if all possible—for permission to postpone the ex­
amination. This permission must be presented in writing to the teacher 
who is to give the examination and submitted by the teacher with the 
grade to the Registrar's Office 
A student absent from a semester examination without the Director's 
permission is graded '"F" and required to repeat the semester's work if 
he desires credit for it. 
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Grading System 
rr,. Symbols of Grading 
i'T1?"'"* c (7,M); D 
means that some relatively small part of th*5" ® A grade of "r' 
done because of sickness o ^ un" 
can become passing by completing" unavoidable reasons. Grades of "I" 
"F" is failure. Credit Tor a court W°r\prfCribed by the instructor, 
cured only by repeating the course. " 18 giV6n can be se" 
« , , . Incomplete Class Work 
the completion Tf °the SwMkVth/ bey°n<1 ^ e"d °f the Semester 
or other imperative causes should in Semester on account of sickness 
tion the Director—beforehand if n °" thr°Uf?h a friend- P«ti-
Work- If this permission is granted"ST"'VPeTmission to delay the 
a year and credit for it given at t 'r \ may be finished within 
dent whose work is tttd itlTT' 0" f the inStrUCt0r' A stu-
mission is graded "P." 6 without the Director's per-
For a grade of "A" in !itiGrad^.Points 
be given as there are hours intte co^' tlm6S a® many points wil1 
many points; and for a grade of " Th'" 3 °f twice aS 
other grades yield grade points l?s' , Same number of points. No 
uation. ' grade points are required for grad-
Semester Reports From the Registrar 
"""" "« '« •«"»*• « Suardians at ,h. end eaeh 
An nvc • a- Deficiency Examinations 
t a k e n  L ' —  — *  "  *  
m the same course. It must be m thlS.purpose or with the next class 
grade was received. If HassL m°nths after tbe 
becomes "D." A student who fails f 'S made the term grade then 
-JET" - — ~ ZSSSSS. a «Wmcy 
"TPo n Honor Roll 
",i P°b"Sh'd " lhe «»" »' ««>• ae-
tnll a student must make an" ° quallfy for the honor maKe an average of "R" „n 
with no grade below "C" in any course " C°UrS6S 
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DEGREES, DIPLOMAS, AND CERTIFICATES 
Graduation Requirements 
Special Requirements: All seniors are required to pass a stan­
dard test in English Grammar and a special test in Arithmetic before 
they will be approved for graduation. Drill classes are open to those 
who fail to pass these tests. 
Thesis Requirements: Every candidate for the Bachelor's de­
gree must write a thesis or an essay on some practical topic or project 
in the field of the major subject. The thesis or essay must be type­
written, double-spaced on plain white bond paper, and must be approved 
by the adviser under whose advice it has been written and Head of the 
Department and two copies, original and first carbon, filed in the Direc­
tor's Office not later than May first of the academic year in which the 
degree is to be conferred. Candidates for the degree at the Summer 
School Commencement must file their thesis before August first. 
Graduation Honors 
Students earning a total of 240 grade points are graduated "With 
Distinction." Students earning a total of 300 grade points are grad­
uated "With Great Distinction." No student who has made a grade be­
low "D" shall be eligible to consideration for honors regardless of his 
total number of points. 
Applying for Graduation 
Any student expecting to graduate at the end of a regular long ses­
sion is required to apply by letter for the degree or trade certificate ex­
pected during the first five days of the first semester of his attendance 
during the session. If graduation is expected at the end of a summer 
session, the application for degree or trade certificate should be made 
during the first three days of the first term of his attendance during the 
summer session. 
The letter of application should be directed to the Registrar. 
Degrees and Diplomas Offered 
To qualify for any degree, a student must present at least 128 se­
mester hours of credit and 128 grade points. 'Degrees and diplomas as 
follows are offered: 
1. From the Division of Agriculture, Bachelor of Science 
2. From the Division of Arts and Sciences, Bachelor of Arts, 
Bachelor of Music, and Bachelor of Science 
3. From the Division of Home Economics, Bachelor of Science 
4. From the Division of Nursing Education, Graduate Nurse Di­
ploma and Bachelor of Science 
5. From the Division of Mechanic Arts, Bachelor of Science 
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Exery candidate'," Expected'to attend ?UbIidy on Commencement Days, 
which his degree is to be conferred unl" Pei'f°n the Commencement at 
which case he wi„ petition " 8'°°d C3USe' 
No degree will be conferred without °"e ™ ™ advan«e. 
lent to two semesters comprising thirtv-six Ca"lpus l'esidence equiva-
sions comprising thirty weeks and the we®ks' or three summer ses-
least thirty semester hours of work c completion in residence of at 
No second bachelor's degree J ^ 1°™* ^adua«on. 
completed at least thirty semesterhour' AW* ^ Candidate has 
toward the first bachelor's degree " addltlon to those counted 
mester degree' at ^ «x se-
in residence at the College 6 nia"'01 sukject must be completed 
Trade Certificates 
courses in MeSnL^Art^Divislo1" COn]pl.e{io11 °f n°n-coIlegiate trade 
Brickmasonry, Broom and Matt " m ?S ows: Automotive Science, 
Making, Eiectrical Repaii Shon IT Carpentry and Cabinet 
sLln̂ Xf̂ elTS Tatrfn?"'^ 
successfully0 completed1 and'hav^^K) CyaluenforUteachtegSpurposes[e ^ 
Teaching Certificates 
the student may be reconmiTndedT ^ W°lk °f thS sophomore class, a six-year elementary certTfiTate " ^ ̂  SCh°01 certifi-te, 
depending upon the courses comnW aperma"ent elementary certificate, 
elementary certificate the special ° ' pro ed that for the Permanent 
NOTE- Snealai . P 'al 1 e1uil'ements are met. 
ficate: ' P requirements for the elementary permanent certi-
First Year 
Sem. Hrs. 
Credit vl' , ? Grammar and Composition „ 
Edu 113—Introduction to Education ... ? 
Psychology 103-Elements of PsychoWv ' ? 
M u^.o14' General Biology ... 3 
aA Applied Math;::::::::6 
Phys. Educ—Prac. for Elementary Grades 
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Second Year 
Eng. 213, 223—Literary Types g 
Educ. 233—Materials and Methods in Elem. Grades 3 
Educ. 243—Rural Schools Methods 3 
Educ. 203—Elementary Practice Teaching 3 
Educ. 2X3—School Hygiene 3 
Hist. 103—Constitutional Hist ZZIZZZI 3 
Musci 273—Public School Music 3 
Geog. 203—Human Geography 3 
Elective 
Phys. Educ.—Prac. for Elementary Grades 2 
JUNIOR: On completion of the work of the junior class, the stu­
dent may be recommended for a high school certificate, valid for six 
years, provided that all requirements are met. 
SENIOR: On completion of the work of the senior class, the stu­
dent with a degree may be recommended for a high school permanent 
certificate provided that he has fulfilled the requirements for the certi-
icate, which include twenty-four semester hours of education, twelve 
of which must bear on the high school including a course in Practice 
Teaching. 
ISSUANCE OF CERTIFICATES: All certificates are issued by 
e State Department of Education and signed by the State Superinten­
dent of Public Instruction. 
ORDER OF REGISTRATION 
Report to: 
1. Treasurer's office for payment of fees. Fees must be paid be­
fore any part of registration can be continued. 
Note: Any students not planning to board in dining hall and lodge 
m the dormitory must get a special signed permit from the Principal 
before going to the Treasurer's office. 
2. Dean of Men or Dean of Women for permanent room assingment. 
3. Hospital for physical examination. Every student must pass 
a satisfactory physical examination before final admission. 
4. Proper person for inspection of uniforms. 
Director of Home Economics—Uniforms for Women 
Note: Every womn is expected to own a navy bule skirt, at least 
four washable white blouses, and a small dark hat. A dark bule coat 
suit is very desirable. Sensible walking shoes, umbrella, rain coat, ga­
loshes or boots, and a heavy serviceable coat are needed. 
Dean of Men—Uniforms for Men 
Note. Eveiy man will provide himself with regulation uniform 
requirements as follows: two pairs of Olive Drab serge trousers, one 
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fplŝ S l̂s 
01 m ma e and color and may be purchased at our College Exchange. 
EXPENSES 
The following fees, subject to change, are required of students: 
Payable September—BOTH MEN AND WOMEN: 
Matriculation for first semester g25 qq 
(Including regular laboratory fees) 
Maintenance, September 16 to September 30 9 00 
Activity Fee 
T°tal $39.00 
Matriculation for Second Semester $25 00 
(Including regular laboratory fees) 
Board for February 
Activity Fee 18.00 
(Not required of students enrolled first semester) 
Total „ 
NOTES: 
1, Eveiy Student wll° d°es not enroll until the beginning of the 
p S h i m S 6 l f  W i t h  m ° n e y  f ° r  n n ^ f o r m ,  k e y  d e -
$18 00 for F t " °ri atnCulati<m Fee of ?25.00 and maintenance of 
for February. The approximate cost of uniforms is $7 00 for 
women students and $25.00 for men students. 
requirinJ^l^rf tHlrd Sessi0n of the Texas Legislature passed a law 
$50 00 for m i ? supported institutions to charge a minimum fee of 
$50.00 for matriculation for the long session. 
Board and Maintenance 
i. Sl:i'ir'""jV"'"*"1™ »«»«•. »!'"»' strictly in advance, 
who io J11'."7°' S °" ,he <* ™»<h 
ff.ii • their bills promptly are subject to suspension The 
ob&T£T„iLrl8i?,y,rforce<li A" -o 
ness on the fifteenth of the month. 
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Ch.ckTo„°y oU'r'fr^ralf r^r',8 r"1'' """" bj C"hi"'= 
and Industrial C„U,« Al'Seek™ a™ S"" N™' 
cepted subject t„ fin^'payLrt xke Stutit"i """ """" ,C" 
bflity for remittances nf.de by «SH"8 "° 
Expenses for Nurses 
. First Year 
latriculation First Semester ®9r 
Activity Fee $^5.00 
Books uniform, and supplies for First Semester 5'°° 
(Estimated) 
No charge for board 40 00 
Matriculation for Second Semester 2- nn 
Books, supplies for Second Semester (Estimated) "! 13 00 
No charge for board 
t, , .„ Second Year 
Books, uniform, activity fee, and supplies (estimated) ...... 29 00 
No charge for maintenance and matriculation 
_ Third Year 
Books, uniform, activity fee, supplies (estimated) 35 00 
No charge for maintenance and matriculation 
p. Music Fees 
practice, $3.00 a month.0 IeS°°nS a Week' lncludmg the use of piano for 
Activity Fee 
an optionaVfTof^forne^611',130'7 ^ °f 6ach cIaSs voted 
aeti|ies, to £ - — 
student pub£ 
£:;So =SC C°nteStS" febating C°nteste' drama«c acti-' 
estral music for approved entertainments. 
' Commercial Studies Fee 
Typewriting 7^ P"' Tnth » *» ^riband or 
v Key Deposit Fee 
Tbi. .mfuntw'li b!SLfanTttoV'* ."'nd™ts upon t,ep0"1 ?°-50-
wHbln three day, af^St^ 
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After that date new keys will be purchased with the students' deposits 
and the locks changed. 
Textbooks 
All students are required to use textbooks adopted by the Committee 
on Textbooks. These textbooks may be purchased at the College Ex­
change. 
Late Matriculation Fee 
All students who matriculate after September 23, 1937, will pay a 
fee of $1.00 extra for late matriculation. 
Transcript of Records Fee 
It is the policy of the institution to issue one transcript to or for a 
student without charge. A charge of $1.00, payable in advance, will be 
made for each subsequent transcript issued to or for a student. Placing 
information on applications for teacher's certificates constitutes issuing 
a transcript for a person making the application. 
Diploma and Trade Certificate Fees 
1. Cost of College Diploma is $5.00 (optional) 
2. Cost of Graduate Nursing Diploma is $7.50 (optional) 
3. Cost of Trade Certificate is $2.00 (optional) 
Deductions and Refunds 
During the long session any student withdrawing officially (1) dur­
ing the first week of class work in a semester will receive a refund of 
four-fifths of the matriculation; (2) during the second week, three-fifths; 
(3) during the third week, two-fifths; (4) during the fourth week, one-




Students who have credit for thirty-two hours are classified as 
sophomores; those having sixty-four hours are classified as juniors; and 
those having ninety-six hours are classified as seniors. One hundred 
twenty-eight hours are required for a degree. 
Class Attendance 
Regular and punctual attendance to classes is required. Any stu­
dent who is absent more than nine times, for any cause, from any course 
which meets three times per week, shall receive no credit for same. Any 
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student who is absent more than three times for any cause, from a course 
which meets once a week shall receive no credit for the same Any stu­
dent who cuts a class more than the number of times the class meets 
per week shall suffer a reduction of grade of two cuts, e. g., a student 
who earns a grade of "A" and has two extra over cuts shall be given 
"B" and so on. Any student who is absent from class must present an 
approved admit from the Dean of Men or the Dean of Women before 
he will be admitted to class again. Absences due to late registration 
count as though the student registered at the beginning of the term. 
Persistent absence from classes (including required physical and 
military science) shall be sufficient cause for dropping a student from 
the rolls of the college. 
Change of Program 
After the first registration for the session, a student may add a 
course only with the approval of his director. No course may be added 
after the tenth working day of any semester. The total number o 
hours must not become less than twelve. A student who drops a course 
after the first ten days of either term for any cause other than with­
drawal from the College, is, at the discretion of the director, given "F" 
in the course for the term. To drop a course officially requires the con­
sent of the student's director; to drop a course unofficially (and per­
sistent absence from class amounts to dropping) means to sever one s 
connection with the College. 
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Outline and Description of Courses of Study 
THE UNIT OF CREDIT 
lege^'tL'L0!^^ Vi6W StSte N°rmal and Industrial Col­
or lecture hour V t S6meSter h°m' presents one recitation 
practice or delJ r u ^ (18) weeks" Tw° laboratory, 
tion or lecture hour.'3 °U1"S represent the equivalent of one recita-
folloILVtrSif^r"0113,0"61' a k6y t0 the figures in Parenthesis descriptive tales and numbers of courses: 
(A) EDUCATION 113 (3-0) 
laboratorv i^' " ^ 1'l'!'1 tbree lecture or recitation hours and no 
(B) p„vIt°7t h°UrS Wl11 be 8'iven weekly. 
^ EDUCATION 112 (0-4) 
lecture 'ml'cate-s l'lat l°ur practice hours and one recitation or 
,r, '^7, ® hour wlU be given weekly. 
(C) CHEMISTRY 114 (2-4) 
atory^or l.v.' r' " tW° lecture-recitation hours and four labor­atory or practice hours are given weekly. 
are mtfofmfoi^fdT^ ^ number used for designating courses 
from left to right thl^first a"d departments of thf college. Reckoning 
subject indicates the* - . arablC nume,'al following the name of the 
ception, the numeral 5 indict ™ ^ course is to begiven; (ex-
cates the semester and th ®s semor level), the second numeral indi-
(Note: Odd numerals indict 11 "Umber lndicates the semester credit. 
the second semester; zero or^'X" m'r S®me.S^er; even numerals indicate 
semester). indicates that course is offered either 
mester, three semester h^urs^redS mea"S Freshman level- fi™t se-
DIVISION OF AGRICULTURE 
E. B. Evans, D. V. M' A' I>0ttS' M" S" A" Director 
C. H. Banks, B. S. ''' Alexander, M. S. 
S- E. Broaddus, B. S. Eolton, D. V. M. 
H. E. Thompson, B S G. L. Smith, B. S. 
W. R. Harrison, M. S. 
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E W n/7 'I®1" a -0U1'-year course loading to the degree of 
course -re tiJ'6"^ ™ ^riCalture- The entrance requirements for this 
in thl d ! 38 fCr the °th'' divisions of the college. The work 
bandry Crons" So'l H al'our'd instruction and practice in Animal Hus-
kua sSl ®01k> Horticulture, Rural Engineering, Rural Economics, 
Servke In addit rmahy SCienC6' Rm'al Education, and Extension 
balanced I addlt.10n to subJects purely agricultural the student is given 
sciences closS iVu professlonal and vocational subjects, and the 
sion_) y lelated to agriculture. (See requirements for admis-
Graduation Requirement 
be 0ne bu"dred «nd twenty-eight (128) semester hours of work must 
, h e  c o n~ 0 1  "°" y '« l h« 
achelor of Science m Agriculture is granted. 
Summer Session 
of those CwboSe: ^ ̂  S7lniCr SeSSi0n are offered t0 meet the needs 
economTcs Speciaraft^i " V°Cati°nal -^riculture or home 
agriculture ' attention is given to methods of teaching vocational 
«.,i„ary science, aid thoro„Kh 
S f cSleS. sam:IlUte !"lieCt A" '"'"l 
lor of Science if iSt™ *PPM "™"'d U» d<«™ »f Beta-
EDUCATION 
First Semester 
English 113 (3_0) 
Grammar and Composition 
Chemistry 114 
Inorganic 
Animal Husbandry 113 (2-2) 3 
Market Classes 
Horticulture 112 
Frut & Veg. Growing 
Rural Engineering 112 (1-2) 2 
Graphic Methods and Show 
Card Writing 
Freshman 












(1-2) 2 Horticulture 122 
Fruit & Veg. Growing 












Sem. Second Semester 
Hrs. 





Additional courses in Chemistry may be substituted for required 
courses if approved by the heads of the Department of Agriculture and 
the Department of Science. 
First Semester 
Sophomore 
Sem. Second Semester 
Hrs. 
English 233 (3_0) 3 
Public Address 
Animal Husbandry 213 (2-2) 3 
Poultry Production 
Biology 114 (2-4) 4 
General Biology 
Horticulture 212 (1.2) 2 
Canning 
Rural Engineering 212 (1-2) 2 
Farm Shop 
Infantry 211 ( O.3) 1  
Military Training 
Additional Work in Chemistry 
English 243 
Public Address 
Animal Husbandry 223 
Incubation and Brooding 




















Veterinary Science 313 
Anatomy and Phys. 
Animal Husbandry 313 
Farm Dairying 
Rural Economics 313 
Intro, to Agr. Eco. 
Infantry 311 
Military Training 
Animal Husbandry 323 
Feeds and Feeding 
Electives 
Junior 
Sem. Second Semester Sen 
Hrs. _ Hrs 
(2-2) 3 Agronomy 323 (2-2) 
Soil Fertility 
(2-2) 3 Animal Husbandry 343 (1-4) 
Farm Meats 
(2-2) 3 Rural Economics 323 (3-0) 
Farm Management 
(3-0) 3 Veterinary Science 323 (2-2) 
Anatomy and Phys. 
(0-3) 1 Infantry 321 (0-3) 
Military Training 
(2-2) 3 Rural Education 373 (3-0) 
Special Methods 
2 Electives 





Plant Science 413 
Plant Physiology 
Education 493 
Obs. & Student Teaching 
Education 433 
Visual Instruction 
Rural Sociology 413 
Human Relations 







Rural Economics 423 
Marketing Agr. Prod. 
(2-2) 3 Plant Science 423 
Plant Pathology 
(1-4) 3 Science 442 
Economic Entomology 
(3-0) 3 Education 423 
Super. Practice 
(3-0) 3 Education 413 
Extension Method 











T1V O-YEAR COLLEGIATE COURSE IN AGRICULTURE 
ino- ThlS Course 1S designed for those who are actually engaged in farm­
ing or who expect to be farmers. The course is intended to meet the 
able or who do not desire to take the full four years of college work. 
features ofTex^ Jricultoe! ̂  C°Vei"ing' ^ g6n6ral ^ sPecialized 
OPPortunities for graduates of this course will depend largely upon 
WOrk WMe ™ «"•** * 
through which agriculture ^ ambltl°"' W,th th« readjustment 
farmers are forcedTn ! ? 1 PaSSmg' and the close competition 
it more ner-e« +1 6 18 COmi"g a condition which will make 
commercial farmers ^ Tl ? ̂  ̂  self-sufficient as well as the commercial farmers, to be trained and intelligent. 
an AgTicStur?^^ °f thiS C0Urse> the student is granted 
to complete the full f " CaSG & student decides later to return 
degree for the two I TC°UrS6' he Wil1 receive credit toward his uegree ior the two years of work already done. 





Sem. Second Semester 
Hrs. 
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First Semester Sem. 
Hrs. 
Grammar and Composition 
Animal Husbandry 113 (2-2) 3 
Market Classes 
Animal Husbandry 213 (2-2) 3 
Poultry Production 
Horticulture 112 (1-2) 2 
Fruit & Veg. Growing 
Infantry 111 (0-3) 1 
Military Training 
Rural Engineering 112 (1-2) 2 
Graphic Mth. & Show 
Card Writing 
Horticulture 212 (1-2) 2 
Canning Fruits, Vegetables, 
and Meats 
Second Semester Sem. 
Hrs. 
Composition & Rhetoric 
Animal Husbandry 223 (2-2) 3 
Incubation & Brooding 
Animal Husbandry 233 (2-2) 3 
Swine Production 
Horticulture 122 (1-2) 2 
Fruit & Veg Growing 
Infantry 121 (0-3) 1 
Military Training 
Rural Engineering 122 (1-2) 2 
Terracing 
Mathematics 183 (3-0) 3 
Vocational Math. 
Second Year 
Sem. Second Semester Sem. 
Hrs. Hrs. 
(2-2) 3 Agronomy 323 (2-2) 3 
Soil Fertility 
(2-2) 3 Animal Husbandry 343 (2-2) 3 
Farm Meats 
(1-2) 2 Rural Engineering 222 (1-2) 2 
Farm Shop 
(3-0) 3 Science 442 (1-2) 2 
Economic Entomology 
(2-2) 3 Rural Economics 313 (2-2) 3 
Farm Management 
(2-2) 3 Infantry 421 (0-3) 1 
Military Science 




Animal Husbandry 313 
Farm Dairying 
Rural Engineering 212 
Farm Shop 
Rural Economics 313 
Farm Accounting 
Animal Husbandry 323 
Feeds & Feeding 
Vet. Science 313 




DESCRIPTION OF COURSES OF STUDY 
AGRONOMY 313 323. Cotton, Corn, Small Grain Production and Soil 
Fertility. (2-2) Credit 3 each semester. 
ine- ™avi°prUgk Stl*dy of these crops, including the growing, harvest-
of soUstnd^ USeS' SeCOnd Semester-Soil Fertility: Formation 
chemical aml Ko f• princiPles of fertility, including the physical, 
ac eno ogical factors affecting crop production and plant 
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nutrients; depletion, maintenance, and methods of perfecting a system 
of permanent agriculture. 
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 113. Types and Classes of Livestock. (2-2) 
Credit 3. 
Judging types, carcasses, markets and market classification. 
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 323. Feeds and Feeding. (2-2) Credit 3. 
Composition and digestibility of feeding stuffs, physiology, prepa­
ration, feeding standards and calculation of rations. 
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 213, 223. Poultry. (2-2) Credit 3 each se­
mester. 
Scope of the industry, breeds, feeding, housing, sanitation, culling, 
marketing, and caponizing. Second Semester—A study of efficient 
disinfection of incubator, effective method of cleaning brooder houses, 
handling coccidiosis and bacillary white diarrhea infections. Consider­
able time is given to incubaton and brooding. 
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 313. Farm Dairying. (2-2) Credit 3. 
Secretion, composition, testing and separation of milk; the farm 
manufacture of butter, ice cream and cheese. Second Semester—Con­
sideration is given to the general management problem of large and 
small herds, beginning a dairy herd; feeding and fitting animals for 
show and sale. 
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 233, 343. Swine Production. (2-2) Credit 
3 each semester. 
This course comprises a systematic study of the economical methods 
of growing swine for the market and home use. The work includes 
practice in feeding, management, and housing of swine. Second Course 
Farm meats, killing, cutting and curing of farm meats. 
HORTICULTURE 112, 122. Fruit and Vegetable Growing. (1-2) 
Credit 2 each semester. 
A study of the principles of fruit growing with special reference to 
Texas conditions; including location, varieties, soils, fertilizers, plant­
ing and cultural methods; pruning, spraying, harvesting and storing. 
Second Semester—V egetable growing: A study of the principles of suc­
cessful vegetable gardening in the South, with special reference to home 
gardening and canning. 
HORTICULTURE 212. Canning Fruits, Meats and Vegetables. (1-2) 
Credit 2. ' 
Canning on a community basis for individual and market purposes 
will be emphasized. 
EDUCATION 493. Observation and Practice Teaching in Agriculture 
m Secondary Schools. (1-4) Credit 3. I or II. 
i T,he, student Participates iu conducting class exercises and the con-
rol of the classroom at first as an observer, but gradually entering into 
teaching responsibilities until he takes complete charge. This work 
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is confined to teaching high school students. 
RURAL EDUCATION 423. Supervised Practice Records in Vocational 
Agriculture Education for Secondary Schools. Credit 3. II. 
ourse designed to teach fundamental principles of costs of pro-
duction in farm enterprises. 
RURAL EDUCATION 433. Visual Instruction, Secondary Schools. 
Credit 3. 
Classroom instruction with lantern slides, making up educational 
exhibit for Fairs and Conferences. Use of pictures, maps, charts in of­
fering instruction. 
RURAL EDUCATION 373. Special Methods for Secondary Schools. 
(3-0) Credit 3. 
Courses of study. Lesson plans, equipment, reference books, yearly 
tm'r'Tt are some tEe subjects considired in this course. 
^ RAL ENGINEERING 112. Graphic Methods and Show Card Writ­
ing. (1-2) Credit 2. 
RURAL ENGINEERING 212, 222. Farm Shop. (1-2) Credit 2 aach 
semester. 
Collecting, plotting, and charting agricultural statistics. Presen­
tation and illustration of data collected. 
ENGINEERING 122. Terracing. (1-2) Credit 2 
RURAL ECONOMICS 313, 323. (3-0) Credit 3 each semester. 
+P. 1Ca, 10n Econom'c principles to Agriculture. Second Semes-
, pecia emphasis placed on practical Farm Management Problems. 
• y ° ayu records; choosing a farm, farm Ibor and equipment, 
mm 1 rg SyStem' and Production costs. 
RURAL ECONOMICS 423. Marketing. (3-0) Credit 3. 
GS und®ldy™£ the successful agencies, legal rights and obli-
markptirHT 1Slnf °u of marketing transactions, the middleman, special 
on cotton marketing861* Marketing SyStem" Special emphasis placed 
RURsteciai°CI°k0GY -I,13' Human Relations. (3-0) Credit 3. 
affect the firming'cksses6 Stud ^ eC°n°mic and SOcial forces as they 
in general community improvement P1'ePare<1 b6C0me leadel'S 
EDUGATI°N 413" Extension Methods. (3-0) 
teaching will hi ? I" obi ems covered in the methodology of extension 
working out wavs'lf" SP6Clal emPhasis- Laboratory work will include 
*"d e,itendin! 
SCIpUncipte13' fPlahnt Physi0l0gy" <2"2> Credits. 
SC^cZ'jri photosynthesis, 
L 4.3. Plant Pathology. (2-2) Credit 3. 
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Discussion of the nature, cause, and control of diseases of field and 
orchard. 
SCIENCE 432. General Entomology. (1-2) Credit 2. I. 
EieId contr°l °f insects on the college and community farms. 
SCIENCE 442. Economic Entomology. (1-2) Credit 2. II 
A study of the life histories and methods of control of the chief 
economic species of insects. 
VETERINARY SCIENCE 313, 323. Anatomy and Physiology. (2-2) 
Credit 3 each semester. 
A study of the anatomical and physiological structure, the diges-
lZf' respiratory and genito-urinary organs of the horse, ox, sheep, pig, 
d chicken, and the more common diseases of farm animals and their 
pf cniion# 
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Division of Arts and Sciences 
J. B. Cade, Director 
The Division of Arts and Sciences offers courses in Biology, Chem-
du- ,"°miCS' Education. English, Mathematics, Music, Philosophy, 
1 hysical Education, Physics, Political Science, Sociology and Foreign 
Languages. 
The fust two years work affords the student an opportunity to sur-
i ej some of the general fields of the natural and social sciences, lan­
guage and literature, and to perfect the tools required in more advanced 
stu les. During the last two years of college work, a considerable de-
giee o 1 xoncentration in a major field is required, though ample oppor-
unit> is given for cultivating related interests or pursuing studies which 
do not fall within the field of the student's major. 
All Freshmen and Sophomore students of the Division of Arts and 
ciences, unless specifically excused by the Registrar before registra­
tion oi the Director of the Arts and Sciences Division after registration, 
aie required to follow the prescribed courses as set forth in the catalog. 
Divisional Requirements for Graduation 
The following general requirements must be met by all persons de­
siring degrees of any type from the Arts and Sciences Division: 
C°UrSe Sem. Hrs. 
English 12 
Foreign Language (one) 12 
Social Science 22 
Natural Science g 
Mathematics 0 
Physical Education 0 
Constitutional History g 
Negro History g 
Rural Studies ~ 3 
NOTE: Persons attending Extension Centers or Summer Sessions 
1 be required to present four semester hours as the equivalent of 
three semester hours earned during the regular session. 
Major and Minor Requirements 
DivistfneUh\C°mPl!tif °f th6 Sophomoro year every student in the 
consent of the nS t Tv d°,le so> must ^lect, with the advice and 
field of eL. t r Head C°nCeVned' some department as a major 
concentration and specialization. This is commonly referred to 
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as selecting a major field or a "major." In addition to selecting a major 
field or a "major" every student .must also select one or more other de­
partments as minor fields of concentration and specialization. This is 
commonly referred to as selecting a "minor" or "minors." All candi­
dates for graduation from the Arts and Sciences Division must satisfac­
torily complete a "major" and a "minor" before graduation will be 
recommended. 
At least 6 hours of the last 12 required for the completion of the 
"major" or "minor" must be done in residence. Courses may be speci­
fied by the department concerned. 
Degrees 
BACHELOR OF ARTS. The degree of Bachelor of Arts will be 
conferred upon all candidates who satisfy all the general requirements 
for graduation and satisfactorily complete their "major" work in Eng­
lish, the Social Studies, or Music. 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC. The degree of Bachelor of Music will 
be conferred upon all candidates who satisy all the general requirements 
for graduation with no less than 75 semester hours in music. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE. The degree of Bachelor of Science 
will be conferred upon all candidates who satisfy all the general require­
ments for graduation and satisfactorily complete their "major" work 
in Mathematics, the Natural Sciences, or Physical Education. 
NOTE: Persons selecting Education as a major field of concentra­
tion will be required to complete a second "major" in some field other 
than Education. The type of degree to be awarded any person pre­
senting two "majors" will be determined from his second "major." 
OUTLINE OF COURSE OF STUDY IN ARTS AND SCIENCES 
DIVISION 
First Year 
First Semester Sem. Second Semester Sem. 
Hrs. Hrs. 
English (3-0) 3 English (3-0) 3 
Mathematics (3-0) 3 Mathematics (3-0) 3 
Psychology (3-0) 3 Intro, to Education (3-0) 3 
Social Science (3-0) 3 Social Science (3-0) 3 
Natural Science (2-4) 4 Natural Science (2-4) 4 
Health Education (Mil. Sci. Health Education (Mil. Sci. 
for Men; Phys. Ed. for Wo- for Men; Phy. Ed. for Wo­
men) (0-2) 1 men) (0-2) 1 
SPECIAL NOTE: Persons desiring to do their "major" work in 
the field of Music will consult the Head of the Music Department before 
enrolling in Mathematics or Natural Science. 
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First Semester 
English 




Health Education (Mil 
for Men; Phy. Ed, 
men) 
Second Year 
Sem. Second Semester 
Hrs. 
(3-0) 3 English 
(3-0) 3 Const. History 
(3-0) 3 Elective 
(3-0) 3 Fereign Language 











for Men; Phy. Ed. for Wo-
Jdealth Education (Mil. Sci. 
men) (0-2) 
Third Year 
First Semester Sem. Second Semester 
Hrs. 
(3-0) 3 Foreign Language 
Sem. 
Hrs. 
(3-0) 3 Foreign Language 
Military Sci. for Men Military Science for Men 
Major definitely selected—2 subjects 
Minor tentatively selected—1 or 2 subjects 
Fourth Year 
Major requirements completed 
Minor requirements completed 
Other requirements completed 
Military Science for Men 
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCIAL STUDIES 
S. L. Faniel 
COMMERCIAL STUDIES 112, 122. Elementary Typewriting (0-6) 
credit each semester. I and II. 
The principles and practice of touch typewriting. A complete work­
ing knowledge of the use of the typewriter will be given. A student 
is require to type at the rate of 30 words per minute for 10 consecu-
writtng111 CS Un<'01 c°nditions, before taking advanced work in type-
UOMMERCIAL STUDIES 212, 22. Advanced Typewriting and Speed 
Piactice. (0-6) credit 2 each semester I and II. 
writim,St™y °f 'abUlati°n> COnterin£' c°Pying from rough draft, letter 
Student' • 101 • 0arl?S' CUttlng stencils- Speed practice and tests. A 
student s required to type at the rate of 60 words per minute for 10 rrr m,nn'e* un,"r t,rt con<ii,i™s 
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COMMERCIAL STUDIES 312, 322. Advanced Typewriting and Speed 
Practice. (0-6) Credit 2 each Semester I and II. 
Further practice in the various forms of typewritten material. How 
to type documents, theses; typing from corrected material. 
COMMERCIAL STUDIES 132, 142. Elementary Shorthand. (0-6) 
Credit 2 each Semester I and II. 
Shorthand Principles. A thorough grounding in the principles of 
a standard system of shorthand (Gregg). Prerequisite: A satisfactory 
evidence of at least average ability in English 
COMMERCIAL STUDIES 232, 242. Advanced Shorthand (0-6) Credit 
2 each semester I and II. 
Dictation and Transcription. Dictation and transcription of letters, 
reports, and manuscripts. Dictation is to be taken at the rate of 100 
words per minute for five consecutive minutes; transcription is to be 
accurate and at a reasonable rate of speed 
COMMERCIAL STUDIES 332, 342. Advanced Dictation and Report­
ing. (0-6) Credit 2 each semester I and II. 
rate orSn318 T accuracy. Dictation is to be taken at the 
' , 15,° ^0rds for ten consecutive minutes; transcription is to be ae-
at le^^n araPld rat6 °f SPeed' 1116 student is squired to present 
of 11 1!, ? onno6S ° ,°UtSlde W°rk' includin£ radio talks, sermons, etc., 
bind d• Z°fS m length" Such work must be taken in short­hand and transcribed. 
COMMERCIAL STUDIES 412, 422. Filing. (0-6) Credit 2 each se­
mester. I and II. 
A thorough study of various systems of filing and indexing. 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
G" LRHTarrp01!' °mMOWler' G- W- Reeves< N- T- Archer, A C. Preston, 
R. L. Rush, Ella M. Campbell, M. A. Kirkland, Emma LeGendre 
A. L. Sheffield (Part Time) 
Major Requirements 
of wWh 3 iT30! ll Education' 30 semester hours of work are required 
in P tV® mUSt be ln courses numbered 300 and above, and 3 
m Rural Education, and 3 in Rural Sociology. All persons who select 
Education as a major must complete at least one college course in econo­
mics and one m sociology. Students who select education as a "major" 
must also present a second "major." 
Minor Requirements 
Twenty one semester hours are necessary to complete a minor in 
above &t least nine must be in courses numbered 300 and 
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Description of Courses 
For Elementary Teachers 
EDLCC™tN3113L to an^th"011 ^ t0 Teachin^ (3-0) 
An introductory course tothestudv' * Education-
EMSTIon Ee'1"i,:'"1 °f Se,"ne f0rth 
Ti l' °* E'™»<ary School Snhjecta. ,S.», 
EDUCATION 133, 143. (Mus 173 1831 ivr 7 
School Music for Grades '(3-0) Credit o J* Materials in 
See Mus. 133, 143 for description ° S6meSter T» andIL 
^far^raS ^ ̂  
teachers. Student" Teathe^'wrn ^ ̂  d°n6 Und6r supervision of critic 
ss" =0r° —e — 
f™ V,'i vnzi lhe 
l:DLG"™NH223' Pr0blems 0f Rural Sch°o1 Teacher. (3-0) Cre-
comWning dlsses ^unervi °graMf ™akinS> making- the class schedule, 
Principal and the communitj^confined to' *he *e®cher's relation to tha 
EDUCATION 233 FW, V 1 he flrst seven grades. 
Credit 3 I .  ,entaiT Seh001 Methods and Materials. (3-0) 
mar and intermediate grades151 °Ce<iUreS for the teaching of the gram-
~ 3. , 
^Sfng'rf P^^eSST (if) °bserVation and Di^ed 
See Physical Education 443 for description 
EDUCATION 293 (formerly) 313) r, 
Credit 3. I. CIassroom Management. (3-0) 
control in Elementary'schooL. Pr°blems of classro°m organization and 
EDUCATION 323. Elementary Curriculum Construction. (3-0) Cre-
practices hflelatJn tfLst^duIatLafo0? C"rriculum> materials and 
ciples and procedures used in th i • Jectlves> anti a study of prin-
and curricula. d ™ the makln^ °f modern courses of study 
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EDUCATION 343. Child Psychology. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Fundamental principles of child growth and development. Prere-
puisites: Education 123 or equivalent. 
EDUCATION 573 (Mus. Ed. 503) Practice Teaching of Music in the 
Grades. (1-5) Credit 3. I or II. 
See Mus. Ed. 503 for description. 
For High School Teachers 
EDUWIOr 28r Educational Psychology. (3-0) Credit 3. II 
levpl p °n • faCt0rS &ove™ing learning at the Secondary School 
WcZST'-'aZ*™?"1 113" ReC°mmended Psychology Tot. 
(1-5) 1 Credit 3 711 IL ^ Sch°°L 
of acritkTeacTerV."^106-!63^ ™ .high SCb°o1 Under supervision 
EDUCATION 313* (i 1Sleq"Isl es" Education 313 or 333 or concurrently. 
EDUCATION^ (formerly 293). Principles of Secondary Education. 
and !!! !°CiaI -PhaSeS °f secon(,ary education together with principles 
PrtCS: E^cSon and adminiStrati- of secondary schois. 
EDUCCrTed<?tN3.33I3' M°d6t'n Meth°dS ^ SeC°ndar^ Education. (3-0) 
-*•* »d -— 
EDUCATION 353. Adolescent Psychology. (3-0) Credit 5 I 
-UCATfON 363. Home Economics Education. (3-0) Credit 3 II 
level. >""l0nt l""d"r»' « »>« high school 
EDUCATinN oS ! """"" *n<l lesson Planning. 
eond^fif )3.:r s:® 3T~hinE indu"™1 e"™ <•> *-
curjng^eSg™ ''SSnf1" e,Uii'men'- and economic way, „f «. 
and records 31 S' program Planning, discipline, reports 
"'I '» Secondary 
- - — — 
(3-0) Credit 3,'|"7n"" Ed°C,"t"' 3'3>' V»««°"»l Guidance. 
°' ihe mov,m»i »d»' 
personnel functions and ad ' • "i A careful consideration of ncdons and administration in eduction, in business and 
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SnaTlnforl?. Pr.eparati°n in education, and classification of occupa-
Schools USe m gUidanCe and P^acement in Secondary 
EDUCATION 401. Home Economics Problems. (1-0) Credit 1. I, IL 
Offered m connection with Practice Teaching in Home Economics. 
UCATION 403. Teaching Home Economics Subjects. (3-0) Cre­
dit 3. I or II. 
One semester of actual teaching in high school classes under super­
vision. 
EDUCATION 473. Special Methods in Agriculture. (2-0) Credit 3. 
I or II. 
level^01''K'h <d" teaching agricultural subjects at the secondary school 
EDUCATION 483. Practice Teaching in Mechanic Arts. (1-5) Cre­
dit 3. II. 
Obsei\ation and practice teaching of High School subjects under 
supervision. 
EDUCATION 493. Observation and Practice Teaching in Agriculture.-
(1-5) Credit 3. I or II. 
and practice ^hing in Secondary Schools. 
V' ON 513. Administration of Pupil Personnel. (3-0) Credit 
3. I or II. 
A study of compulsory education laws of Texas, census information 
and their use. State aids: general, special. School attendance and re-
poi mg assification grading and promotion. A critical examina-
lon o ie oiganization and administration of guidance program in large 
and small high schools. 
EDUCATION 523 Teaching of Social Sciences. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Methods and materials for teaching the social sciences in the High 
c oo . ouises of study, supervised study, library facilities, depart-
hSaPfriS1°n' and classroom methods are considered. 
^ ^43' Eigb School Administration and Supervision. 
(.3-9) Credit 3 each semester. I, II. 
v Edacatlon 533 aims to lay a broad foundation for the work of the 
ig sc ool principal and to provide information on the technique of 
"g . blgb sch°o1 Program. Students will be required to gain 
educ-if11^ ' n°r 6T?e. °f the history' objectives, and status of secondary 
education m che United States. 
detailed" Af™ 5f' a continuation of Education 533, provides 
after it has W ^ f problems of administering the high school 
and a sutrvSo 0r*anlz®d' considers the principal as an administrator 
the small hYr^rl ̂  ^ pr°Mems of tb® Principal of 
e small high school. Prerequisite: senior classification or the equiva-
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™10- S%(MaSic 603) Practice Teaching of Music in High 
pnTTnA^ 3' 1 0r IL See Music 603 for description. 
Hith s°k 1 m 643' /MUSiC 3?3' 383) Methods and Materials in mjgmtS: <3-<" Credit '• «• <s« «»• 
EDUto.f2 T S?e™sed Prac"ce Eecords in Vocational Agricul-
I or II. ducatlon at the Secondary School Level. (310) Credit 3. 
^CrtdRT I673' ViSUal InStruction in Secondary Schools. (3-0) 
General Education 
EDUCATION 253. History fo Education. (3-0 Credit 3 J „ tt 
EDHCATionS^stooTS °' publle, <» ">« United State,: 
d T.V School Hygiene. (3-0) Credit 3 T or TT 
cussed'°in ^ld«t<Se??ilSdaSt.Wi11 £ ^ "P ^ 
mentary Permanent Certificate. apphcatlon- Required for the Ele-
EDUCrtdh°? T" (SUMusTc3273InftrUd 6ntal M"SiC Educati™- (3-0) 
EDUCATION 323 Sociology 243) R 
Deals with the origin ZvJ 1 Soci°log'y. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
SitS: s schr rthr—" ~n°: 
semester I, IL Elei»cntary Research. (3-0) Credit 3 each 
catio^rt^ir * EdUCati°n" Prere<«: Senior classifi-
EDUCATION 433. Elementary Statistics. (3-0) Credit 3 I 
An introduction to thp s+ndtr a a- a.- credit 3. I. 
EDUCATION 443 Test* i at statisties and their use. 
The „l,c, ie.S «d™d UTen,S- <3-»<C«dit 3. II. 
construction of the *"d 
requisite: Education 433. measurements. Pre-
""ffi r 3" V°Cati0naI Education (Smith Hughes Act). (3-0) 
HuaghesSActPeCial att6nti0n ^ giV6n t0 the Provisions of the Smith-
EE^V^Uidy^sf^persoiiality1 ^dju^™en^s" <3-°) Credit 3. I or II. 
the unadjusted schoolchMd. 1116 phychol°^ of 
lent. Quisite. Education 353 or its equiva-
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EDUCATION 503. Curriculum Revision. (3-0) Credit 3. I or II. 
An orientation course in curriculum revision. A critical study of 
le various steps that have influenced curriculum changes. Analysis of 
Y aspects of curriculum revision will be made. 
J 433) Tests and measurements in Physical 
•RnTTr' Credit 3. I. (See P. E. 433 for description. 
EDUCATION 583. (English 463) The Teaching of English. (3-0) 
•PTATTA! 3' 11" *See EnSlish 463 for description.) 
EDUCATION 593. (Music 403) Observation and Practice Teaching 
in Applied Music. (2-2) Credit 3. I or II. (See Music for 
description.) 
RATION 623. (Math. 443) Methods of Teaching Mathematics. 
rnno» Credit 3. II. (See Math. 443 for description). 
EDUCATION 653. (Music 493) Observation and Practice Teaching 
in Instrumental Music. (2-2) Credit 3. I or II. (See Music 493 
Psychology 
PS\CIIOLOGY 103. Elements of Psychology for Beginners. (3-0) 
Credit 3. I or II. 
A treatment of the nature and principles of psychology as they re-
Fresh° eain^n^' kabit formation, and educational theory. Required of 
PSYCHOLOGY 203. Principles of Psychology. (3-0) Credit 3. 
Geography 
GEOGRAPHY 203. Principles of Geography. (3-0) Credit 3. I or 
, ,Treat® ,°f land forms' bodies of water, location, soil, minerals, nat-
' 7fa ;on' Chmate and tbe relation of these elements to man. Re-
LIRRA T0rki"g f°r an e'ementary permanent certificate. 
LIBRARY SCIENCE 113. Library Economy. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
small NLC°UrSt 1S, primarily for teachers and principals in the 
I ITS SOfT:W' Its aim is threefold: (1) to teach the 
WtiJn m the SCh°°1; (2) t0 teach correct methods of se-
graTh!c mfwZTg'A?!rViSing and distl'ibuti«g worthwhile printed and 
good books forachildrenand:adu£. ̂  deVel°pnlent °f aviation for 
PH\ SICAL AND HEALTH EDUCATION 
Bernice Brown, S. B. Taylor, E. L. Dabney 
Physical education is required of all t , 
throughout th, Iresh™, »d sopkom J ^ 
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studentl^ f°UJ h°UrS °f C1'edit' °ne hour for each semester. All 
classes ^ 7T t0 We£U' reguIation ™if°rms in physical education 
classes. Two uniforms are required for women; a blue one-piece suit 
hite socks, and white heels for athletics and corrective work and a 
dance costume m a pastel shade and suede dancing sandals The an 
com^^fkaSe^vLw11 °tl ^ C°StUmeS iS $2-°°' and each sho«ld 
- —-iarsz. rssi 
Major and Minor Requirements 
twenty-̂ m̂eX̂ urtT °f  ̂ for a "»*», and 
tion to the general ^ adf ̂  
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
n 
\ 
General Courses Required of All Won^i 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 111. Clog and Tar^tS^-
(0-2) I or II. lar^ancmg. Credit 1. 
History, appreciation, and practice in f,raJ . , 
tap dancing. The student is required to learn t Steps in cIoS and 
only one " ™'i "" 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 131 TVnni j 
(0-2) I or II S and Basketball. Credit 1. 
two sports. Each student"^expected t^ t(:chnique Evolved in these 
of these sports and to attain some skill in i knowled^e 
one semester. tnem. May be elected only 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 151 Felt r> 
n 11UXN 151- Polk Dancing. Credit 1. (0-2) I or 
rious^Ti'Thr^Tiorof'fLrPrtatti0n °f the f°lk dances of va-
and folk customs A mastery of stensafCm^ ^ 5°* S°"gS' f°Ik stories, 
of each student. Each student is required to"]^ danClngv ** expected 
dances of several nations Mav he 'if, , " a number of folk 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 211 WWT„ONIY ONE "MERTER-
(0-2) I or II. ° fey B<"> and Huso ball. Cradlt 1. 
tw„ ™:ZY "tL'IS, '•CHNI,"E' "»» 
« ** fa these spoHs. temSter'. k""""1*0 
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION 231. Interpretative Dancing. Credit 1. 
(0-2) I or II. 
Appreciation and interpretation of the natural movements of the 
body. A study of the elements of rhythm as they relate to the dance. 
Originality and creativeness in the dance are emphasized. May be e-
lected only one semester. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 251. Games and Individual Gymnastics. 
Credit 1. (0-2) I or II. 
This course is intended for those students whose physical examina­
tion upon entering the college shows them to be physically unfit for the 
regular work in physical education, or whose physical examination re­
veals certain physical defects that are remediable through exercises. 
Attempt is made in this course to contribute to the correction of such 
defects. The activity involved in this course is of a restricted nature, 
including games, contests and and relays which require only a moderate 
amount of activity. Admission to this course only on recommendation 
of the college physician, or by permission of the instructor. 
Archery, tumbling, track, soccer and hockey will eventually be add­
ed in separate courses to the above activities, or substituted for some 
of the activities included in Physical Education 211 and 131 described 
above. 
All courses described above are offered both semesters of each year. 
Ro course may be elected for two semesters either in the same year or 
in different years, except in case fo failure in a course. Each student 
must elect two of the courses numbered in the 100 group, and two from 
the 200 group, thereby completing the general requirement in physical 
education. These courses must be taken in the freshman and sophomore 
senior year. 
Advanced Courses 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 213. Introduction to Physical Education. 
Credit 3. (3-0) I. 
This course is designed for the professional orientation of students 
who intend to major in physical education. It includes the history and 
development of the play movement, the sports, and physical education; a 
study of the contributions to the field of physical education made by out­
standing physical educators in various countries, beginning with the 
eaily Greek period; the scope and significance of physical education, 
philosophy and principles, significant problems in physical education, 
and professional outlook in the field. Reports, discussions and class 
recitations. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 223. Community Recreation. Credit 3. 
(3-0) II. 
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A breif historical review of the growth of the play movement; or­
ganization of community activities; the nature and function of play, 
the social significance and uses of leisure; principles and aims of social 
and recreational centers; a study of daily programs, seasonal programs, 
festivals, exhibitions, tournaments, contests, club work; adult recrea­
tional activities. Actual participation in many of the activities will be 
a part of the class work. Reports, discussions, and class recitations. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 301, 401. Advanced Physical Education 
Practice. Credit 1. (0-3) II. 
This course is designed to give professional students of physical 
education opportunity to become skilled in the numerous activities that 
art included in the physical education program. It is a continuation of 
the^general physical education courses required of all freshmen and 
sophomores, but giving full academic credit. Preparing programs for 
j)u'Sc presentation will constitute a part of the work for this course. 
Repaired of all juniors and seniors majoring in physical education. 
JPHilSICAL EDUCATION 313. Principles of Physical Education. 
j Credit 3. (3-0) I. 
^ A study of the underlying principles of physical education, of vari-
_ous'scientific facts related to a study of physical education. The nature 
•'J of physical education, especially in relation to overlapping fields, such 
gjas^ health education and community recreation, and to education in gen-
Jtjeral. A critical analysis of various objectives advanced; a review of 
3"/ modern conceptions of education with application to physicay education, 
il Ijtepo^ts, discussions and class recitations. 
i* PHYSICAL EDUCATION 323. Organization and Administration of 
< j | Physical Education. Credit 3. (3-0) II. 
J* policies in the organization, management, and supervision of the 
J^sifcal education program; classification of students, staff, teaching 
load, time schedule, finances, etc. The administration of the physical 
education plant; gymnasium, locker rooms, swimming pool, showers, 
heating, lighting, ventilation; equipment, records, publicity, intra-school 
relationships, sportsmanship and awards. Reports, discussions and 
class recitations. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 333. Methods in Physical Education. 
Credit 3. (2-2) I. 
Qualifications of teachers, techniques, terminology, grading of acti­
vities according to age, sex, and physical abilities of children, and to 
space and equipment, aim and objectives, relation to general education, 
scope of the program, principles, characteristics of children at various 
ages, methods and materials, construction of play areas, class organi­
zation and management; special programs, standards of achievement, 
specifiic problems. The activities include games, exercises, dancing and 
sports. This course, for teachers, is designed to meet the requirements 
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,or.'"1 «•<> 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION T,RR N EDUCATION-
A basic survey of educational , Educat;°n- Credit 3. (3-0). II. 
the various aspects of srhn l it oppo! tumties in health to be found in 
health proeSpurvey of"?J"f'" -H-lyta, the aeh.ol 
dealing with the manv -i i • f v ° ng materials to be used in 
rural schools methods in H ™rled.health Problems found in the Negro 
The course include ° a studvffnfU l 6S® proble™. aad their solution. szrszzz = 
PHYS^n6 P,,y"Ca, 8d°ta-
' Credit 4. ^ Human Anatomy aad Physiology. 
PHY^tpii^nn"' see Bi0l°sy 314> 324. HiSICAL EDUCATION 411 491 c i,* 
for Women. Credit 1. (0-3)' °0achlng and Officiating Sports 
women, presenting^ectof qu" s""coaching major and minor sports for 
major part of the work fn u • gloups> and officiating at games. The 
intra-mural sports * C°UrSe WU1 be in coachi^ aad officiating 
2CA(2-ofULATI°N 412' Individual Physical Education. Credit 
individuals^ fundSentaf'off0" ̂ ?""" ̂  the needs °f handicapped 
activities in corrective proc<»dur!»P th6, selectlon and adaptation of 
to the care or attention of Ik s'abnornial physcal conditions that come 
demonstrations reports Lectures, recitations, 
PHYSICAL EDUCTTION ySiCal EdU°ati°n 354' 364" 
Credit 3. (1-4) II Coachmg and Officiating for Men. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION "LT^Te T d®SCnbed above for women. 
Education. Credit 3. (3^ I & MeaSU1'ements in Physical 
those designed to measure' nefr<ftS and types of tests' including 
the tests studies will be those of S h Capacity or Proficiency. Among 
and a number of efficiency standards"! ' 'i &nd McC1°y' 
where. Lectures recitations j US6 m publlc schools and else-
PHYSICAL EDicTT,ON «2 P i aT"°" P">b,""S' 
The application of dressings ^andflw S 2' (2:°> 
and massage; first aid treatment' f gm&' Padding, taping, bracing, 
cuts, serenes , stiffness 2WaL T^' bruises' bu™s 
and suspended respSon Left ' hemorrha^. fainting, poisoning 
p r a c t i c e .  P r e , , , * A  
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PHTSSJ£t i4,43- 0bse™tip» »d T-U„s. 
SUGGESTED COURSES FROM OTHER FIELDS 
NON-ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS 
ednCati0n '» take active 
sports, without academic creri't piogram' 111 athletic clubs, and varsity 
of skill in both major and minorfportf 6XPeCted to attain a fair defUee 
DEPARTMENT OP ENGLISH 
E .  L. Sasser, G .  W .  Morton, G .  A .  Lockett m u d  1  
A- L. Campbell, A. HM-ea .Part S^H^aS 
A. L. Sheffield (Part Time) 
Major Requirements 
which is counted as"Educfttom S6meSter hours in addition to 463 
Courses are prescribed as follows-
English 113, 123 
English 213, 223 or"!?!" 283 ® bo,irs 
English 313 " hours 
English 323 hours 
English 353 hours 
English 363 hours 
English 333 or 412, 422 h°U1'S 
English 433 or 443 " h°urs 
hours 
Total 30 hours 
Minor Requirements 
which 7, s zTSlZT'* •*"»« t««» 
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The courses are prescribed as following-
English 113, 123 ... 6 hours 
English 213, 223 or 273, 283 6 hours 
English 313 ;3 hours 
English 353 3 hours 
English 363 3 hours 
vm-i? Total 21 hours 
Ed. 48.5 is required of both majors and minors. 
DISCRIPTION OF COURSES 
Courses for Freshmen 
Freshman requirements must be satisfied fully before a student 
may pass on to the work of the sophomore vear 
ENGLISH 100. Drill I and II. 
Drill exercises in the fundamentals of English usuage. For those 
w io thiough placement test scores or later work show need for this 
laming. The work is not required; it is offered for those who wish to 
take advatage of it. 
ENGLISH 113. Grammar and Composition. (3-0) Credit 3. I or II. 
ntensive review of functional grammar; study and considerable 
prae ice in fundamental principles of written composition; written work 
ase< on piovocative readings and biblical narratives. Some attention 
r1 expression- Required of all Freshmen. 
iNL.klSH 123. Composition. (3-0). Credit 3. I or II. 
continuation of 113. Emphasis is placed upon expository writ-
ng. urther opportunity is given for oral expression. 
Prerequisite: 113. 
NOTE. Each member of the freshman class will be expected to own 
r UIA °f ^ebster's Co!leg'ate Dictionary, Fifth Edition, published by 
d C. Mernam Co., and an Authorized Version of the Bible. 
Courses for Sophomores 
lish ^lTand1^ 1^7,Completion of English 113 and 123. Eng-
FNPT?«£ oi o 7 b6 take" in secluence. NGLISH 213 Literary Types. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
upon princinl '^r'ri'1 e thiough its dominant forms. Special emphasis 
pies to stand»S d bterary criticism, and an application of these princi-
mtors in En^h pICS- Especially recommended for all majors and 
ENGT T^ J^ t ./requisites: 113 and 123. 
GLISH 223. Literary Types. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
inis course continues the work of 911 ,„;il • , 
lyric poetrv • tb major emphasis upon 
utmtm by Ne-
<? 
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ENGLISH 233. Public Address. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
struction CrrSe Pl7C6S emphasis. upon the practical work of speech con-
' rg,anl l0n, and delivery. Some attention is given to the 
leading of representative literary selections. 
EN GUSH 243. Public Address. (3-0) Credit 3. I and II 
and thTwRinTof^-233! ^ emphasis upon argumentative discourse 
ENGLISH 279 Th qT 7 "eWS lt6mS' Prere(luisites: 113 and 123. 
Stud? 5\ 7 , °f Literatm'e" (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
of ah f ,7 standards of literature with a view to the formation 
ENGLISH 2s3. Major Problems. (3-0) Credit 3. II 
School i l"Chine E"E"sh '» th« •»">"« 
lish including P'»«<l»lsilesi nine hour, Eng. 
ENGLISH 203. Usage. (3-0) Credit 3. I and II. 
recommendation, for "repelTers'rf Som^ t Up°n 
classman who needs furthpr n>- r • moie English, and any upper-
mechanics, this course mav he k +•* , ,7 rgely due to weakness m 
quired fre hmanco^se^nEJ77 I ^ ̂  ab°Ve the re" 
Ming grade. "» Sta'ta,, "» »«" • 
Courses for Upperclassmen 
S ENGUsTSfplf ZeTsiMan;°nT ̂  3°9' 313 and 463 = 
p „ . .  d i s c u s s i o n  a n d  D e b a t e .  ( 3 - 0 )  Credit 9 TT 
debnfe BrSifg 
attention is given to coachino- of , pr®Sentatlon are emphasized. Some 
be substituted for any e"Ld sonh ' »• ~ ™ay 
ENGLISH* 33^°°^°7,En andri23.eXCeP^ ~ 
Intensive studv^th^l M°?ment- (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
sis upon hte poetry of ByroiTshtdW f°™antiC movcment Empha-
ENGLISH 303. dournaiism.' JSf XX n.™" 
Phasis upon practicaTunrh <1p'ereMt 'l"'"' ;,f modern journalism. Em-
typewriter, print shon m-,7f quisites: Some skill in the use of the 
and English 113, 123. 1CC' °r re£lstration for print shop practice, 
ENGStudv °/3' VlCt°rian Literature. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
writers of iL^eZT^™ SeleCti°nS ^ ̂  leading poets and p™se 
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ENGLISH 353. The English Language. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
Study of the essential features in the growth and development of 
the language. Some attention is given to phonetics. For credit towards 
a major minor in English this course must b« taken while the student is 
is residence. 
ENGLISH 363. American Literature. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
A survey course. Study of historical influences and literary tend­
encies through representative selections from chief American writers. 
Some attention is given to work by American Negroes. 
ENGLISH 412. The Novel. (2-0) Credit 2. I. 
Study of the relations between literature and social and economic 
conditions as revealed in outstanding examples in the field of the novel. 
Prerequisite: eighteen hours of English. 
ENGLISH 422. The Novel. (2-0) Credit 2. II. 
A eontiuation of 412, Prerequisite: 412. English 412, 422 should 
be taken in sequence. They are especially designed for majors and 
minors in the field. 
ENGLISH 433. Shakespeare. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
Biief introduction to Shakespearean drama, the character and con­
ditions of the age. Major emphasis upon detailed study of representa­
tive plays of Shakespeare. 
ENGLISH 433. The Drama. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Biief study of origin and development through representative types 
from the Greek period to the present. Limited opportunity is provided 
for practice in play production. One laboratory practice is required. 
ENGLISH 463. The Teaching of English. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
(Students who take this course are encouraged to have the credit 
^!'e<' as wol"k in Education, Special Methods course, see Education 
.. . . kmPhasis upon methods and materials in the teaching of Eng-
IS in the public schools. Limited opportunity is given for observation 
and practice teaching. Prerequisites: 113 and 123. 
DEPARTMENT OF MODERN LANGUAGES 
C. E. Carpenter and J. L. Terry 
No major offered 
For a minor in languages, eighteen hours in one language are re­
quired, six hours of which must be in courses numbered 300 or above. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
French 
FRENCH 113, 123. Elementary French. (3-0) Credit 3 each semester. 
the linguistic foundation of the French including the mastery of 
rrench phonetics; special emphasis on verbs and idiomatic usage. 
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FRENCHES, 223. Reading and Grammar Review. (3-0) Credit 3. 
French conversation, idiom and verb drill. The reading material 
s simple and graded to review and emphasize the principles of French 
show'abi'litv ^ • S"*? ta to students wS snow ability. Prerequisite: French 123. 
FRENCH 313 Introduction to Classic' Literature. (3-0) Credit 3 I 
Prerequisite: French 223. 
FRENCH 323 Introduction to Romantic Literature. (3-0) Credit 3 I 
Prerequisite: French 313. 
Spanish 
SPANISH H3, !23. Elementary Spanish. (3-0) Credit 3 each semes-
tion D Durinp-^h prindp'es 0f pronunciati°n and grammatical construc-
viously learned on 6C01!? """"J**' emphasis is placed on principles pre­viously learned, on reading and on reproduction of materials from dic-
SPANKH^ 213,^ 223.^Advanced Grammar and Readings. (3-0) Cre-
SPANISHj 313. Spanish Prose and Free Composition. (3-0) Credit 
• • — «  
pronunciation. Prerequisite: Spanish 223. 
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS 
A. W. Randall, S. B. Taylor (Part Time), and L. N. Turner 
Major Requirements 
e m a t I d e Z T  ^  t h e  D e p a r t m e n t  o f  M a t h -
the following courses^ * * in Mathema«<* a choice of 
Solid Analytical Geometry .. , 
Modern Geometry Advanced Algebra 
Analytic Mechanics Projective Geometry 
Modern P. S. Geometrv Advanced Calculus 
Descriptive Geometry 
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' a l!la! 11 'n Mathematics, 24 semester hours are required, at 
least nine of which must be in courses numbered 300 and above. 
Eighteen hours are necessary for a minor in Mathematics, at least 
six of which must be in courses numbered 300 and above. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
MATHEMATICS 100. Senior Drill (no credit). (3-0) I or II. 
An intense study of business arithmetic, including* the fundamental 
c- pei a ^ons of integers, common and decimal fractions, denominate num­
bers and general business practices. 
MATHEMATICS 113. College Algebra. (3-0) Credit 3. I or II. 
Drill in solving linear and quadratic equations, elementary theory of 
equations, determinants, progressions, etc. Prerequisite: College En­
trance. 
MATHEMATICS 123. Trigonometry. (3-0) Credit 3. I or II. 
A standard course in plane trigonometry with an introduction to 
spherical trigonometry. Prerequisite: Same as for Mathematics 113. 
MATHEMATICS 173, 183. Elements of Applied Mathematics. (3-0) 
Credit 3. I or II. 
A course designed for students of Home Economics, *Agriculture, 
and applicants for permanent Elementary Teachers' Certificates. It in­
cludes a thorough review of the fundamental operations in arithmetic. 
Problems in home making, food clothing, farm and dairy investment and 
insurance are given. Open to all students. Will not be counted toward 
fulfillment of major or minor requirements in mathematics. 
One semester only is required for students of Agriculture. 
MATHEMATICS 213. Analytic Geometry. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
A study of the point, the straight line, the conics, graph of trigono-
metiic, logarithmic and exponential functions. Prerequisites: Mathe­
matics 113 and 123. 
MATHEMATICS 233. Unified Trigonometry and Analytic Geometry. 
(3-0) Credit 3. II. 
This course is a combination of the essential theorems and formulas 
in p ane trigonometry and plane analytic geometry. It aims to prepare 
e student for an early study of the calculus, and is especially designed 
tor Mechanic Arts students. 
MATHEMATICS 223. Differential Calculus. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
thoioug'h diill in the development and the applications of the 
vanous oimulae of differentiation of practical problems. Prerequi­
site: Mathematics 213 or 233. 
MATHEMATICS 313. Integral Calculus. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
to 6nS1i!ie StudyAof many tyPes of integrals and their applications 
given Prevm T' An introduction to differential equations is also 
given. Prei equisite: Mathematics 223. 
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-z r '^rrrr,s •- « 223 and 313 integral calculus. Prerequisite: Mathematics 
< « > . < * - * « •  
compass instructions solutions 0/°^ r equatlon.s lnvolvmg ruler and 
symmetric functions^ ' eliminants ^and""^ and determinants, 
Mathematics 223 and 313. discriminants. Prerequisites: 
ATH^emesterf ^ Dlfferential Equations. (3-0) Credit 3 each 
velvet SiirSuHcTilt* ®rfdfinary differential equations which in­
equations, and simultaneous diffe er,e" equations, linear differential 
differential equation, of 
and ffighSS4cho'olsMeS) ^cSfs^ Jathematics in Elementary 
tary tn'd high ^hoo^general "and ̂  P™SpeCtive of the elemen-
* - —s of 
DEPARTMENT OF MILITARY SCIENCE 
E. L. Dabney, I„f. Res., U. S. Army, Head 
The United qioi W' H' Bennett> Band Director 
training given at thi? stwThichh3S -dlr6Ct C°ntro1 over the military 
National Defense Act ofOver 200%^^ With Secti°n 55c' 
1917, belts and several U. S. rifles for 11 ' * ' calibre 30, model 
ammunition for training nnvr. ^ ^ Practice with necessary 
by tthe U. S. e,vctn! 
mmtaky So,«rr, 7 rRsEs 
mester. ' ' Infantry* (0-3) Credit 1 each se-
Pline, Infantry, hygiet^mid' sant"p6 Act' military courtesy and disci-
physical training. ' nitation. (b) Practical: Infantry drill, 
MILITARY SCIENCE 211 991 r t 
(a) Theoretical: Musketry Vs^ ^ Credit ! each sem. 
mand and leadershin as r 1 t, ^ Practical: Com-
MILITARY SCIENCE 311 3® AH fi^ Military Science 121. 
each semester Advanced Infantry. (0-3) Credit 1 
) eoretical. Combat principles; military history, (b) Practi-
( 
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cal; Command and leadership as officers and instructors. Prerequisite: 
Military Science 221. 
MILITARY SCIENCE 411, 421. Advanced Infantry. (1-2) Credit 1 
each semester. 
(a) Theoretical: Combat principles, military history, (b) Practi­
cal: Command and leadership as officers and instructors; combat princi­
ples. Prerequisite: Military Science 321. 
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC 
O. Anderson Fuller, Georgeanna McMechen, Will Henry Bennett, 
Dorothy E. Inghram (Part Time) 
The aims of the Department of Music are as follows: to offer courses 
anil maintain facilities for instruction in music that will meet the general 
aa pl ofessional needs of the student; to train students as creditable and 
e ticient performers and teachers of music in the school and commun­
ity, to develop throughout the college a love and appreciation for the 
best in music. 
Degrees 
The degree of Bachelor of Arts with a Music Major is offered for the 
completion of 128 semester hours credit in the prescribed curriculum of 
eit lei Piano, Yoice, Violin or Public School Music, of which 40 hours in 
music will be the minimum requrement. 
The degree of Bachelor of Music is offered for the completion of a 
minimum of 128 semester hours credit in the prescribed curriculum, of 
w lie l (5 hours in music will be the minimum requirement. 
Bachelor of Music Requirements 
fhe Bachelor of Music degree is designed to follow the Bachelor of 
• 1 tvt W'*" & *^US'C Mai°r with supplementary, professionalized training 
m usic. This would normally require five years to complete the re­
quirements or the degree. In cases of definite music purpose and 
special merit, the degree may be awarded in four years without the B. A. 
piece mg it. The curriculum leading to this degree offers more 
specialized and professional study in Music. 
, ..StU,d/nts must maintain an average of "B" or above in 50 per cent 
o the Music subjects in the Freshman and Sophomore years, and "B" 
a q0/"'' !n ®acb od *"be maj0r subjects in each of the remaining years, 
mini instrumental and Voice applied Music Curriculum requires a 
armliVpT t 1 To the major aPPlied subject, 15 hours in a minor 
applied subject and 30 hours in theoritical subjects. 
v .® bllC S1ch°°1 Music Curriculum requires a minimum of 18 
Dfied Ii!!i aPf'Cd (piano included), 12 hours in a second ap-
plied subject and 45 hours in theoretical subjects. 
by the head'of ^he d* ^ th6'r proper secluence will be outlined 
the student departnient to meet the needs and best interests of 
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,no Maj'0rs in Public School Music are required to present a thesis or special project in the fi„d of school „,«ic d„r,ne « 
for "" ",mred " ' requirement 
Advanced Standing 
to aSde-reeSmust'Vlho f°r advanced standinF in music courses that lead 
equivalent to thol TreVa nC\ SatisfactOT>" completion of courses 
v i n6d m this music curl'iculum and pass accept-
^~b""Sll,ed — '» — «f theSr 
NOTE: To be decided upon by consultation with department head. 
OUTLINE OF COURSE OF STUDY IN MUSIC FOR DEGREE 
FRESHMAN 
First Semester Sem 
English 113, (S-ofi' 
Grammar and Composition 
Psychology 103, (3_0) 3 
Elements of Psychology for 
Beginners 
French 113, (3.0) 3 
Elementary 
Major Music Subject (2-4) or 
T . (3-0) 3 
Intro, to Music 013 (3-0) 3 
Required Physical Edu. (0-3 1 
Military Science 111 (0-3) 1 
Second Semester Sem. 
„ .. Hrs. 
English 123, Composition (3-0) 3 
Education 113, Intro. (3-0) 3 
French 123, Elementary (3-0) 3 
Major Music Subj. (2-4) or (3-0) 3 
Introduction to Music 023, (3-0) 3 
Required Physical Ed. (0-3) 1 
Military Science 121 (0-3) 1 
Entrance Requirements for Music Majors 
Entrance requirements for Music Main,. * 
those in other degree courses nltlm, u ti, students are equivalent to 
« t .  t h «  s « j,e „sr;uUhouBh h'S ™V Vary in de"» »«»d-
.h.wS"d"L̂ ti!f«,™,5d •?' Pi,no' V°!« 
who do not T «nd technique. Those 
with™, c„m until wort "ib"in *"",y 
•n .bilitt to pta„~Ho ZV>""" "P"b"C Sch001 MUSlC m™1 «hib" 
until such deficiency is remov™" """"""h™"' " without credit 
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Other Requirements 
All students majoring in music are required to participate in vocal 
and instrumental organizations and ensembles. 
All students must elect a minor applied music subject. 
Majors in applied music are required to present a recital in the 
senior year of works suitable to the repertoire of a young professional 
pianist, vocalist or violinist. Majors in Public School Music must per-





French 213, Reading and 
Grammar 
Major Music Subject (2 
Harmony 153 
Elective 
Required Physical Ed. 














English, Elective (3-0) 
Education Elective (3-0) 
French 223, Reading and 
Grammar (3-0) 
Major Music Subject (2-4) or 
(3-0) 
Harmony 163 (3-0) 
Elective (3-0) 
Required physical Ed. (0-3) 
Military Science 221 (0-3) 
JUNIOR 
First Semester 





Military Science 311 
First Semester 
Major Music Subj 
Electives 








Sem. Second Semester 
Hrs. 





Military Science 321 
SENIOR 
Sem. Second Semester 
Hrs. 
(2-8) or Major Music Subj. 
(6-0) 6 
10 Electives 
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
Introductory Course 
MUSIC 013, 023. Introduction to Music. (3-0) Credit 3 each semester. 
• V, C°U1^e !n fundamentals and elementary theory for those begin­
ning the collegiate study of music and as a prerequisite for school music. 
History and Appreciation 
MUSIC 032, 042. Music Appreciation. (2-0) Credit 2 each sem. I, II 
A course in general music appreciation intended to serve as a means 
o m ro ucing and extending knoledge concerning music and offering 
a background for intelligent listening to music. No previous music 
Mus r ™s cour" is '» »" 
MUSIC 172 182. Music History. (2-0) Credit 2 each semester. I, II 
muskenth?VTrSe /"K MUSiC Hist°ry' C0Vering ancient and Primitive 
SuTlb 392 at0"'?! taS6S °/ ™US.ical Works and thejr composers. MUSIC 392, 302. History of Music and Appreciation. (2-0) Credit 2 
each semester. I, II 
model Sandycn°fi mUSiC  ̂ilIustrations and compositions, including 
T*rr<?ir sro contemP°rary music. Prerequisites: 172, 182. 
M?Jfr rT-bCiati0n f0r Children- (2"°> Credit 2 each sem. I, II. 
appreciation """ ""h "» ViCt"la' T»^ project,; 
Theory of Music 
MUSIC 192, 102. Diction (2-0) Credit 2 each Semester I, II 
ss <££ •— ™d dWi°n 
each «,r fn.8""™ E" T"M'^ ™ Credit 2 
embellishmentsTsigirt I'.ij execuf'°n of scales, intervals, 
dictation. ° singing and melodic and harmonic 
MUSIC 153, 163. Harmony. (3-0) Credit 3 each semester. I, II 
general harmordzatils.' ^ ** Passions, and 
MUSIC ̂ .73, 183 Methods, and Materials in School Music for the Grades, 
to Uj Credit 3 each semester. I, II. 
firstl™^^ f"dents PreParing to teach or supervise music in the 
and t the public schools. Songs, materials and problems 
MUSIC miirATinM31^? t0 these grades- Prerequisites: 013, 023. 
Ĉ tT™ r r- T~Chine in ,he °'*des 
Supervised teaching and observation. 
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MUSIC 253, 263. Advanced Theory and Introduction to Composition. 
(0-3) Credit 3 each semester. I, II. 
The first half of the year is devoted to further study with the use 
of chords, modulations and ornamentations. The second half is an in­
troduction to composition of the small vocal and instrumental forms 
beginning wtih analysis of the various forms. Prerequisites: 153, 163, 
392, 302, 253. 
MUSIC 272, 282. Instrumentation and Orchestration. (2-0) Credit 
2 each semester. I, II. 
A course in the study of the instruments of the band and orchestra, 
and writing and arranging for them. 
MUSIC 273, 283. Instrumental Music Education. (2-1) Credit 3. 
Methods in teaching band and orchestral instruments; problems in 
organization, materials and interpretation of literature. 
MUSIC EDUCATION 603. Practic Teaching in the High School. (1-5) 
Credit 3. I or II 
Supervised teaching and observation. 
MUSIC 332. Conducting. (2-0) Credit 2. I. 
A course dealing with the technique and problems of choral and in­
strumental conducting. Practice is offered through the organizations. 
Open to a limited number of advanced students. 
MUSIC 342. School Chorus Problems. (2-0) Credit 2. II. 
The organization, direction, and materials for school choruses and 
vocal ensembles; rural school and community singing. 
MUSIC 353, 363. Counterpoint. (3-0) Credit 3 each semester. I,II. 
The study of two, three and four-part counterpoints in all species; 
invertible counterpoint; canonic imitation; original writing in the sim­
ple contrapuntal forms. Prerequisites: three semesters of harmony. 
MUSIC 373, 383. Methods and Materials for High School Music. (3-0) 
A course for the training if teachers and supervisors of music in the 
junior and senior high schools with particular emphasis on methods, 
materials and corrective measures in regard to music faults. 
MUSIC 453, 463. Composition and Analysis. (3-0) Credit 2 each se­
mester I, II. 
Piactical composition from the smaller form to the more extended 
orms with parallel analysis. This course includes works for instru­
ments, voice and ensembles. 
MUSIC 400. Music Seminar. Credit in connection with major course. 
Extensive study in music problems and literature. 
Applied Music 
Elementary Courses 
MUSIC 052, 062. Elementary Organ. (1-4) Credit 2 each semester. 
Preparatory Manual Exercises and Pedal Technique; the playing of 
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Lts and° ŝ or̂ workŝ for'th'e ô'rgaif  ̂  ̂̂  °f  ̂
*bmy <n -'•» •»-
MUSIC 133, 143. Elementary Voice (2 4) Credit 3 u 
— ««. art. 
applied subject and for in-
USIC 100. Instrumental and Vocal. No credit. 
Intermediate Courses 
MUSIC 062, 072. Intermediate Organ (1-4) Credit 0 n 
A continuation nf tnni,„;„ i ' Credit 2 each semester. 
through the study of Preludes and^vi"568 extenslon of repertoire 
Carl, Mendelssohn, etc. The study of tlT * ' works o£ Guilmant, 
and concert purposes. USe e orSan for church 
cation°MusicM073,a07V4anCed C°UrSeS " °rgan Wi" be offered upon appli-
MUS1C 293, 203. Intermediate Violin (2-2) Credit 3 
Approach to advanced studies PV Sem" IL 
preparatory scale studies Suitable C1Ses ln change of position, MUSIC 213 223 studies. Suitable compositions. 
, £16> Intermediate Piano. ( 2 - 2 )  q  
A continuation of exercises for to n sem- I, II. 
M^rs/Tr11̂  °f •sim-^  * 6 6 ,  243. Intermediate Voice ( 2  2 )  q  •  
Further development of ' , . Credlt 3 eacb sem. I, II. 
songs of moderate difficulty andT Pr°duct!°n' vocal embellishments, 
MUSIC 252 26? oiiticulty and in one foreign language. 
a <"> c'ed"2 e*ch —• "• 
strumental music teachers and apphed subJect and for in-
MUSIC ?nn r V n and supervisors. 
USIC 200. Instrumental and Vocal music. No credit. 
Advanced Courses 
MUSIC 393, 303. Advanced Violin. (2-2) Credit 3 each sem. I, II. 
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Advanced technique. Composition of Kreisler, Raff, Drdla, 
Borowski. 
MUSIC 313, 323. Advanced Piano. (2-2) Credit 3 each sem. I, II. 
Piano repertory with emphasis on the sonata and similar difficult 
piano literature. Special public appearances. 
MUSIC 333, 343. Advanced Voice. (2-2). Credit 2 each sem. I, II. 
Vocal repertory, arias from standard cantatas, oratorios, composi­
tions of increasing difficulty in foreign languages. 
MUSIC 362, 372. Advanced Instruments. (1-2) Credit 2 each sem. 
I, II. 
A course for music teachers and supervisors. 
MUSIC 300. Advanced Instrumental and vocal Music. No credit. 
MUSIC 412, 422. Piano Accompanying. (1-2) Credit 2 each sem. I, H 
This course aims to give instruction and practice in accompanying 
vocal and instrumental soloists, ensembles and other organizations, and 
an acquaintance with the accompaniments of standard music literature. 
Students are required to serve as accompanists and in teachers studios. 
Prerequisites: Sufficient ability in piano playing and technique, 
sight reading ability, and permission of the teacher. 
MUSIC 403. Observation and practice in teaching applied instrumen­
tal music. (2-2) Credit 3. I or II. 
MUSIC 493. Observation and practice in teaching applied vocal music. 
(2-2). Credit 3. I or II. 
MUSIC 496, 406; 596, 506. Advanced Violin. (2-2) Credit 6 each sem. 
I, II. 
Continued attention to advanced technique. Kreutzer: Forty-two 
Studies. Concerti: Vivaldi, Corelli, de Beriot, Mozart and Hayden. 
Senior Recital. 
MUSIC 416, 426; 516, 526. Advanced Piano. (2-8) Credit 6 each sem. 
I, II. 
Advanced piano repertory with emphasis on the sonata, concertos, 
classical and modern piano literature of similar difficulty. Senior re­
cital. 
MUSIC 436, 446; 536, 546. Advanced Voice. (2-8) Credit 6 each sem. 
I, II. 
Advanced voice repertory. Interpretation of songs and arias of 
classic and modern vocal literature both in the English and foreign lan­
guages. Senior recital. 
Choral Music 
MUSIC 110% to 420%. Choral Music. Credit % each sem. I, II. 
Study and performance of sacred and secular choral music, canta­
tas and oratorios. These courses offer excellent, practical opportuni­
ties for expression in part singing. 
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Band Music 
The department maintains a military and concert band in connection 
with the department of Military Science. The maneuvers and activities 
of the band as a military unit and concert organizations are offered. 
Organizations 
The College Chorus, Mixed Glee Club, Male Chorus, Women's Glee 
Club, Concert Choir, Quartettes, Orchestras, Band and other vocal and 
instrumental ensembles offer excellent opportunities for music partici­
pation and expression, and are under the direct supervision of teachers 
of the department. 
Honorary Society 
The Mu Alpha Sigma Honorary Society was organized during the 
session 1935-36 for the purpose of giving recognition for achievement 
in meritonous performance, scholarship, research and original creative 
efforts in music. Membership is not granted upon application of a stu­
dent. 
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL SCIENCE 
R. P. Perry, W. M. Booker, T. W. Jones, T. P. Dooley, 
W. A. Lynk, Jr. 
DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY 
Major and Minor Requirements 
For a major in Biology, 36 semester hours are required of which at 
least 16 must be in courses numbered 300 and above. Of the 36 hours 
the courses must be included: Biology 134, 214, 344, and 414. 
Twenty-four hours are necessary for a minor in Biology of which at 
least eight must be in courses numbered 300 and above. 
In addition to the above requirements the following courses must be 
presented: Chemistry 114, 124; Physics 114, 124; and Mathematics 113, 
Description of Courses 
BIOLOGY 114. General Biology. (2-4) Credit 4. I. 
exer-nnrfl6^1^1 mtroduction to the Principles and theories of biology as 
emphfied by plants. The structure and physiology of the organs of 
strucTu^to f ntStare ^Tif ̂  i!" d6tai1' brin®inS out the relationship of 
the genetic t u / ̂  ̂  °f the pIant kingdom are belied, 
1-; ' , continuity of each being shown by general discussion and 
specific study of the group type. 
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BIOLOGY 124. General Biology. (2-4) Credit 4. II. 
A continuation of Biology 114. A brief synopsis of the animal 
kingdom, studying the structure and physiology of the organs and pro­
cesses concerned of each group. The principles of genetics, eugenics 
and other practical principles related to both animals and plants will be 
studied in detail. 
BIOLOGY 134. General Botany. (2-4) Credit 4. I. 
A morphological and physiological study of the organs of Sperma-
tophytes with special reference to the flowering plants. 
BIOLOGY 144. General Botany. (2-4) Credit 4. II. 
A survey of the plant kingdom emphasizing the structural differ­
ences, life cycles, methods of identification, collecting, and preserving 
representatives of each group. 
BIOLOGY 214. General Zoology. (2-4) Credit 4. I. 
Students who have had a course in High School Biology may matri­
culate for this course after consultation with the Head of the Depart­
ment. Special attention is given to the morphology and physiology of 
protozoa, perifera, coelenterata, echinodermata, platyhelminthes, nema-
thelminthes, and annelida. Considerable time is spent in classification 
and life histories of organisms. Prerequisite: Biology 124 or its equi­
valent. 
A continuation of Biology 214, dealing with the morphology and 
physiology of mollusks, arthropods, and certain chordates. A good part 
of the semester is spent in detiled study of the frog. Prerequisite: Bi­
ology 214. 
BIOLOGY 254. Genetics. (2-4) Credit 4. II. 
A course devoted to the study of the principles of heredity and va­
riations with applications to animal and plant breeding. 
BIOLOGY 314. Human Anatomy and Physiology. (2-4) Credit 4. I. 
This course is concerned with the anatomy and physiology of the 
skeletal, muscular, and nervous systems. Prerequisite: Chemistry 124. 
Arts and Sciences students should preent Biology 124 or it equivalent. 
BIOLOGY 324. Human Anatomy and Physiology. (2-4) Credit 4. II. 
A continuation of Biology 314. The anatomy and physiology of the 
circulatory, respiratory, digestive, reproductive, and endocrine systems 
are considered in detail. Prerequisite: Biology 314. 
BIOLOGY 334. Bacteriology. (2-4) Credit 4. II. 
Bacteria, yeast, molds, and protozoa are studied. Special attention 
is given to a study of their structure, reproduction, method of dispersal, 
habitat, methods of killing, and their relation to the health of domestic 
and human animals; to industry, agriculture, and household art. Pre-
requisite: Biology 124 or its equivalent. 
BIOLOGY 344. Comparative Anatomy. (2-4) Credit 4. I. 
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This course gives a survey of the characteristics of each class of 
vertebrates, followed by a consideration of the ontogeny and phytogeny 
of the systems among vertebrates. Prerequisite: Biology 224. 
BIOLOGY 354. Histological Technique. (2-4) Credit 4. I. 
This course deals with the technique of preparing slides of repre­
sentative tissues of the animal body. Prerequisite: Biology 224. 
BIOLOGY 364. Animal Histology. (2-4) Credit 4. II. 
A course covering examinations of slides of representative organs 
of the animal body. 
BIOLOGY 414. Vertebrate Embryology. (2-4) Credit 4. II. 
This course deals with maturation, fertilization, cleavage, gastrula-
tion, and anogenesis, using the chick and pig as representatives. 
BIOLOGY 431. Research. (0-2) Credit I. I and II. 
Open only to advanced students of Biology. 
BIOLOGY 440. Seminar. No credit. 
Must be taken by all major students. 
BIOLOGY 502. Laboratory Management. (0-6) 
A course for major and minor students in the technique of collect­
ing, preserving, and injecting specimen. Prerequisite: Biology 224. 
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY 
Major and Minor Requirements 
For a major in Chemistry 36 semester hours are required of which 
at least 16 must be in courses numbered 300 and above. 
Twenty-four hours are necessary for a minor in Chemistry of which 
at least eight must be in courses numbered 300 and above. Of the hours 
indicated for a major or minor in Chemistry, the following must be taken: 
Chemistry 114, 124, 214, 224. 
In addition to the above requirements the following courses must 
be presented: Mathematics 113, 123, 223; and Physics 114, 124. 
Description of Courses 
CHEMISTRY 114, 124. Inorganic Chemistry and Qualitative Analysis. 
(2-4) Credit 4. I and II. 
The course embraces an intensive study of the laws and theories 
along with a wide comparative study of the elements in the light of the 
periodic system. Qualitative analysis involving tests for and the separa­
tion of the common metallic ions is studied during the last half of the 
second semester. 
CHEMISTRY 113, 123. Inorganic Chemistry for Students of Mechanic 
Arts. (2-2) Credit 3. I and II. 
An intensive study of the principles and theories of chemistry with 
direct applications to the field of Mechanic Arts. The laboratory work 
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of the second semester is devoted to a study of the chemistry of indus­
trial processes and products. 
CHEMISTRY 214, 224. Quantitative Analysis. (2-4) Credit 4 each 
semester. I and II. 
The general principles of quantitative analysis along with the prac­
tical methods of analysis of engineering materials, food, fertilizers, and 
soil. Prerequisite: Chemistry 124. 
CHEMISTRY 234. Elementary Organic Chemistry. (2-4) Credit 4. 
I. 
The fundamental principles of organic chemistry for students of 
Home Economics and Agriculture. The course covers the important 
compounds and reactions of the aliphatic and aromatic series and is com­
pleted in one semester. Prerequisite: Chemistry 124. 
CHEMISTRY 244. Elementary Physiological Chemistry. (2-4) Cre­
dit 4. II. 
The course is designed for students of Home Economics and Agri­
culture and deals with the properties, digestion, and metabolism of car­
bohydrates, proteins, and fats; enzyme action, the chemistry of foods 
and animal nutrition, along with blood and urine analysis. Prerequi­
site: Chemistry 234. 
CHEMISTRY 315, 325.,General Organic Chemistry. (3-4) Credit 5 
each semester. I and II. 
This course is designed for students selecting Chemistry as a major. 
The fundamental principles of pure organic chemistry are illustrated by 
the preparation and study of the typical representatives of the aliphatic 
and aromatic series. Prerequisite: Chemistry 224. 
CHEMISTRY 413, 423. Industrial Chemistry. (1-4) Credit 3 each 
semester. I and II. 
A laboratory and conference course in the industrial manufacture 
of cleaners, soaps, insecticides, disinfectants, lacquers, paints, varnishes, 
stains, plastics, cosmetics, and pharmaceuticals. Special attention is 
given to the natural sources, properties, and preparation of raw materi­
als. The course is open only to students who have completed at least 
sixteen semester hours of work in chemistry. 
CHEMISTRY 403., Industrial Analysis. (0-6) Credit 3. I or II. 
A laboratory course in the examination of water, agricultural pro­
ducts, foods, fuels, lubricants, and cement. Prerequisite: Chemistry 224. 
CHEMISTRY 414, 424. Physical Chemistry. (2-4) Credit 4 each se­
mester. I and II. 
The topics considered are: Pressure-volume relation of gases; vapor 
pressure, boiling point, freezing point, and osmotic pressure of solutions; 
molecular and ionic theories; electrical transference and conduction; re­
action rates and chemical equilibria; phase equilibria and thermochem­
istry. Prerequisites: Chemistry 224 and College Physics. 
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CHEMISTRY 432. Inorganic Preparations. (1-4) Credit2. I or II. 
A laboratory and conference course in the preparation of typical in­
organic compounds. Prerequisite: Chemistry 224. 
CHEMISTRY 442. Organic Preparations. (1-4) Credit 2. I or II. 
The course involves preliminary research work in the synthesis of 
organic compounds and a study of the reactions of compounds of theo­
retical and industrial importance. Prerequisite: Chemistry 325. 
CHEMISTRY 434, 444. Biochemistry. (2-4) Credit 4 each semester. 
I and II. 
A study of the chemistry of the animal body and of the vital proces­
ses and them regulation. The laboratory work deals with metabolism 
studies along with the quantitative clinical examination of blood and 
urine. Prerequisites: Chemistry 224 and 325. 
CHEMISTRY 451, 461. Research. (0-2) Credit 1 each semester. I 
and II. 
This course consists of library and laboratory work in the prepara-
on of a thesis required of all major students. Students may register 
CHEMISTRY 500 C°"SU,teti°n ™th the Head of Department, 
dents Seminar. No credit. Required of all major stu-
GENERAL SCIENCE 
GENERAL SCIENCE 113, 123. Introductory General Science. (2-2, 
Credit 3 each semester. I and II. 
the JeM TcT ^ deSjfd t0 giV6 the Student a £eneral introduction to 
the field of physics, biology, and chemistry; the course cuts across the 
subject-matter content of these sciences and interprets Jor the student 
the scientific phenomena of the world in which he lives. The course is 
particularly recommended to Arts and Sciences students who do not wish 
to pursue a major in the sciences, but may be taken by all students 
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS 
Minor Requirements 
Twenty-four semester hours are necessary for a minor in Physics. 
Description of Courses 
PHYSICS 113. Household Physics. (2-2) Credit 3 I or II 
A course in general physics for Home Economic students. The 
course is designed to acquaint the student with the fundamental laws 
that underlie everyday phenomena; to give the student a knowledge of 
basic electrical and mechanical repairs, and to develop the student's 
ability to purchase and use intelligently heating, ventilating, plumbing, 
and electrical equipment for the home. 
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PHYSIICLnn. 124' General PhySiCS- (3_2) Credit 4 each semester. 
heatArndn^HCt°TV,COUTSe/0Vering in the first tester mechanics, 
elect'ricitv r £ V* Sem6Ster indudes a study of magnetism, 
Prerequisite^ TS. J lecture-demonstrations and laboratory work, 
equivalent 0ne"half entra"- units in Mathematics or its 
PHYSICS 213. Mechanics, Molecular Physics, Heat. (3-0) Credit 3. 
i or II. 
tenttn^nterm«ditte C°UrSe inv0lving mechanics, molecular theory, la-
I"!, Spflfic heats- viscosity, high and low temperature measure­
ments. Lectures and demonstrations. Prerequisite: General Physics. 
PHYSICS 212 Mechanics, Molecular Physics, Heat. Laboratory. (0-4) 
Credit 2. I or II. 
nreft course involving topics covered in Physics 213, and 
site: Physics 213 & ^ WUh ^ course- If taken separately, prerequi-
PffiSICS 223. Electricity and Magnetism. (3-0) Credit 3. I or II. 
An intermediate course involving magnetic fields, meters, bridges, 
ec ro ysis. e ectromagnets, inductance, etc. Lectures and demonstra­
tions. Prerequisite: General Physics. 
PHYSICS 222 Electricity and Magnetism Laboratory. (0-4) Credit 
I or II. 
„ .A !ab0!at°ry c°urse involving topics covered in Physics 223, and 
Bite ̂ Physics0 223 n Wlth that C0Urse" If taken separately, prerequi-
PHYSICS 313. Optics. (3-0) Credit 3. I or II. 
to,r:^:ntniate C°Uf! iH I5ght mvolving the theory of lenses, pho-
Lecture ' n ^ erenc®' enaction, dispersion, spectroscopic series, etc. 
Lectures and demonstrations. Prerequisite: General Physics. 
PHYSICS 312. Optics Laboratory. (0-4) Credit 2. I or II 
preferabwfwT"86 t0picS C0Vered in Phy^* 313, and 
sRe PhyLs 313 W " C°UrSe" " taken ^parately, prerequi-
PHYSICS 323. Dynamo Electric Machinery. (3-0) Credits. I or II. 
direct current10ma0VSlmPler1!eCtriC Md ma^nteic circuits as applied to 
ions, and recitations. Prerequisite: General Physics. 
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THE SOCIAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT 
S. E. Warren, H. A. Bullock, F. A. Jackson, 
L. C. Phillip, P. E. Bledsoe 
Major and Minor Requirements 
Students may major in the Social Sciences with emphasis upon Eco­
nomics, or Sociology, or History, by offering a minimum of eighteen (13) 
semester hours in the field selected and additional hours in other courses 
in the Department as indicated below. In addition such students are 
required to participate freely in The Social Science Seminar and such 
partmentlenCe surveys> or Projects as shall be conducted in the De-
least^ftTn'f^0 ""V *1™°* ™ the S°Cial Sciences must Present at 
least fifteen (15) semester hours in Sociology or Economics or History 
or Government, and six (6) hours in some other Social Science. 
ECONOMICS 
of tht ™iT-in Social.Sciences> with emphasis upon Economics, consists of the following as minimum requirements: 
Economics , 0 , 
Historv semester hours 
Sociology I semester hours 
Government .. ® semester hours 
Philosophy ? semester hours 
b semester hours 
Education (H. S. 55*TZZ=Z 3 LmeX ££ 
Description of Courses 
ECONGemSr21\2I2L °f Ec°n0mic"- (3"0> Cred* « each 
pies FaL? romic princi-
exchan^ sylm ££S 
mLf^n^aSCUltUral 
ECONOMICS 203. Survey of Economics. (3-0) Credit 3 each semes-
sS 
ECONOMICS m. Economic Problems of the Consumer. (3-0) Cre-
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Family budgets. Pure Food and Drug Laws. Stretching the con­
sumers' dollars. Substitutes Consumers' research; consumers' coopera­
tives. The economics of consumption. 
ECONOMICS 333. Economic History of the United States. (3-0) Cre­
dit 3. I. 
Development of agriculture, commerce and industry from colonial 
times to the present. Analysis of social and economic forces at work 
in modern society. Growth of transportation and big business and 
government regulation. Rise of trade unions and cooperative move­
ments. Prerequisites: Economics 213, History 313, or special permis­
sion. (Given in alternate years.) 
ECONOMICS 343. Elementary Economic Statistics. (1-4) Credit 3. 
II. 
The elementary principles and technique of the quantitative method 
in the analysis of economic phenomena. The collection, tabulation, 
charting, and numerical analysis of statistical data. Prerequisites: Eco­
nomics 213, 223 or Mathematics 173 and 183. (Gien in alternate years.) 
ECONOMICS 403. Business Methods. (Same as Mechanic Arts 403.) 
II. 
ECONOMICS 433. Money and Banking. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
An introduction to monetary theories and monetary policies; the 
value of money; bimetalism; legal tender; functions of banks; banking 
legislation; credit and credit instruments; credit control. 
ECONOMICS 443. Business Administration. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
A general survey of the field of business. Emphasis on the admini­
strator's relation to society; business organization and control; sales­
manship and accounting. 
ECONOMICS 453. Labor Problems. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Comparison of psychologies of business and labor groups. Evolu­
tion of industrial society and industrial problems. Development of trade 
unions; industrial disputes; bargaining; trade agreements; wages and 
workmen's compensation. Labor and the courts. Welfare capitalism 
and labor organizations. 
ECONOMICS 463. Social Insurance. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Need for social insurance. Extent of sickness, accidents, unemploy­
ment, invalidity among workers. Forms of social insurance. Methods 
of financing and administering. Social insurance and public policy. The 
Negro and insurance schemes, private and public. (Given in alternate 
years, starting 1936-37.) 
ECONOMICS 473. History of Economic Thought. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Development of economic thought from the Psysiocrats to the In-
stitutionalists. Analysis of the economic doctrines of leading econo­
mists, Smith, Ricardo, Mill, Cairnes, Jevons, the Austrians, Marshall, 
etc. (Given in alternate years, starting 1937-38.) 
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ECONOMICS 490. Social Science Seminar. (2-2) Credit to be ar­
ranged. I. 
Required of all social science majors. Survey of theories and tech­
niques in the field; social and economic reasarch; historical investiga­
tion; reports on the latest devolopments in the field; and a survey of op­
portunities for Negroes in the changing economic environment. 
ECONOMICS 493. Business Law. (See Mechanic Arts 483 for de­
scription.) Credit 3. I. 
ECONOMICS 412, 422. Farm Accounting. (See Rural Economics 412, 
422, Division of Agriculture.) 
ECONOMICS 413, 423. Farm Accounting. (See Rural Economics 413, 
423, in the Division of Agriculture.) (See courses in H. E.) 
GOVERNMENT 
No major is being offered in Government, but one may present 
Government as a minor. 
Description of Courses 
GOVERNMENT 113, 123. Introduction to the Study of American Gov­
ernment. (3-0) Credit 3 each semester. I, II. 
A study of state and national government in theory and practice. 
Analysis of the constitutional basis and principles as well as the Ameri­
can party system. 
GOVERNMENT 203. The Constitutions of the United States and of 
Texas. (3-0) Credit 3. I or II. 
Required by the State of Texas of all students (not to be taken before 
the second semester of the Sophomore year). A survey and analysis 
of the structure and functions of the Federal government and the gov­
ernment of Texas interms of their respective constitutions, written and 
unwritten. Proper emphasis upon citizenship rights and privileges as 
well as the civil disabilities of Negroes in the country and in Texas. 
GOVERNMENT 213. Party Government in the United States. (3-0) 
Credit 3. I. 
Rise of political parties. Functions of political parties. Party 
organization and leaders. Campaigns and elections. The "boss and the 
machine." Use of campaign funds. Party responsibility. Third party 
movements and radical parties. The Negro and political parties. Trends 
towards dictatorship. The strengthening of democracy. 
GOVERNMENT 223. Municipal Administration. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Forms of city governfent. The mayor-council type. The commis­
sion form. The city manager form. Municipal courts. Cities and 
towns in business. Municipal reform. Municipal administration and 
National administration. 
GOVERNMENT 313. Principles of Political Science. (3-0) Credit 3. 
II. 
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tion; the individua^andThe state^the °t ^Sp°"sibility: types of revolu-
GOVERNMENT 323. Comparativ3 I 
Europe and'ALrTca^0^ S°Vernmental f°rmS and functions in 
GOVERNMENT 413. Constitutional Law. (3-0) Credits. I. 
-with emphasis upon^he °f ht"" COnstitution' statutes and court decisions 
zens a^d corporation^ Sf' ^ and duties °f citi" 




Government semester hours 
Economics semester hours 
Sociology .. 6 semester hours 
Philosophy 6 semester hours 
Education (S^^T====Z 3 S 
Description of Courses S0CI"Tr™\ r°duction to the s°ciai s™c-
Socia?LrceseanddetoTd W * j*"*™ a11 entering students to the 
fields (history .economics^™ 6 i& kg™und for higher work in these 
phy, etc)- (2) to heln ' °"° ogy' anthropoloby, government, philoso-
and help students correlate between related subjects 
students to dlco^^ ^selves; a«d (3) to aid 
and intelligent living in hn 10nsa!ps between their school experiences 
theoretical aspect 'L T Str6SS UP°n applied as wel1 as 
expression. Adjustment anil',P°^Umtl<t f°r student Pr°Jects and self-
HISTORY iqt J"c, a and g,Ildance facilitated. 
dit 3 each semester6rn EUr°P6an History' 1400-1937. (3-0) Cre-
Rena!ssrncTrftheBwZ?0 °f European History; the 
emergence of the individual the °m'-dd?1SCi°Very ^ eXpIofation- The 
The colonial, mercantilistic an ) ' e c ass and the national state. 
The beginning of constitutional™156™3 1StlC pollcies of European states. 
French, American, Industrial and sStifiT S* ^ 8™t r6VoIutions' 
poleonic Wars and the re-makine- Second semester: The Na-
movements. Imperialistic rivalriesladastrlal crises and reform 
ments. Dictatorship vs. Democracy. 6 or (i tt ar! Post-War develop-
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HISTORY 213, 223. English History. (3-0) Credit 3 each semester. 
1, 11. 
Survey course of English History from the earliest times to the 
present. First semester: Geography of the British Isles. Early inhabi­
tants; the Roman occupation; invasions by the Jutes, Saxons, Danes, 
etc. Early kingdoms; the Norman invasion. The emergence of a strong 
national state and beginnings of representative government. Struggle 
between the king and Parliament; civil war, the Commonwealth and the 
Protectorate. Second semester: The Restoration and the rise of cabinet 
government and political parties. The colonial and imperialistic poli­
cies of Great Britain. Economic and social developments, reform move-
colonies Wai": P°St"War devel°Pments in England and in her 
HISTORY 313, 323. History of the United States. (3-0) Credit 3 
each semester. I, II. 
w Colonization and revolt. Formation of national government. Mani-
fore^T f,sectlonal ^1^. The political parties and political issues; 
ment of Oh3 wnSl "n T*" &n<1 reconstructon- Settlement and develop­
ment of the West. Big business and government. Immigration. Agri-
wlrM Ws PmS and farmer movements. Government regulation. World War. Prosperity and depression. 
HISTORY 403. History of the Negro in America. (3-0) Credit 3 I 
or II. 
African backgrounds of the American Negro. The Negro as slave 
COntributi°- 5 American Si^' 
Crldft 3 n ^ 6 Relations in the United States. (3-0) 
in th^dovY raCS r ln, EfrIy American history. Race and nationalities 
commodt United StateS" Fact0rs in conf'ict and ac-
grorru;sSerniques for survivai-The Future °f the Ne-
H IS TORY 423. American Foreign Policy. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
and it foreign policy of the United States. The Monroe Doctrine 
and its application Foreign policy during the Civil War and the period 
EuronpUS F3 . 6 opment- Eatin-American relations; relations with 
Europe. Foreign policy during the World War. Recent developments. 
ISTORY 433. Contemporary United States History, 1900-1937 (3-0) 
Credit 3. II. 
w !fiC™aI dfVelopments- Imperialism and Self-determination. The 
\ orld War and the period of the twenties. The Old Deal and the New 
Heal. Present trends. 
HISiORY 451. Methods of Historical Investigation. (1-1) Credit 1 
I or II. 
Required of History majors. 
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HISTO(2Y2)463Cred^te3h0dS °f and the SociaI Studies" 
(See Department of Education.) 
HISTORY 490 Social Science Seminar (same as Economics 490) 
Required of all Social Science majors. Credit to be arranged: 
PHILOSOPHY 
Description of Courses 
PHILOSOPHY 313. Introduction to Philosophy. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
their doctrines?" Applications. °f Phil°SOphy" Leading Philosophers and 
PHILOSOPHY 323. Ethics. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
sonal tu- moral eodes and ideals; conflict of interests; per-
PHT n nPnv L hlCS; 6thiCal the0ries and Principles. 
m ^ L°gic- (3"0) Credit 3- 1 or II. 
dednntw * C0orect reaSonin^ and their application. Inductive and 
tnedpr?.M* Pr°f\ ^terns of logic. Experimental methods. (Open 
ica s udents, or others with special permission.) 
SOCIOLOGY 
- .. ™aj . the Social Sciences, with emphasis in Sociology, consists 
ot the following as minimum requirements 
SOCIOLOGY . 
Ir. 18 semester hours History gemester ^ 
Economics 6 semester hours 
Government a i -i-j-i »i , - b semester hours Philosophy . 
+17,, f. 6 semester hours ^Education o j. i - o semester hours 
*High School Methods 
SOCIOLOGY 213. Introductory Sociology. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
It besHnVwqwn !gned t0 analyze the process of human association. 
n trfmarv f °f man' develoPs his human nature 
in primary group associations, constructs his secondary group associa-
locî oiTS '"*• hi™ iM°= bULIOLOGY 223. Race and Race Relations. (3-0) Credit 3 II 
Prerequisite is Sociology 213. This course is designed to trace the 
t^7nt0ourtLCderS>tt0 dtSCnbC conflicts' accommodations, and 
t  + t0 Whlch assimilation has developed. Class ac­tivities consist of lectures, reports, and term papers 
SOCIOLOGY 283. Rma, Socio,(3'j, 3TS I 
prerequisite necessary. Required nf all .t, j ^ 
Education. See Education 323 for description. StUdents maJ°«ng in 
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SOCIOLOGY 243. Rural Planning. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Prerequisite is Sociology 233. This course is designed to present 
a variety of plans for Rural Organization. These plans are based on 
the problems characteristic of Rural life. 
SOCIOLOGY 323. The Family. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Prerequisite is Sociology 213 or participation in Home Economics 
Curriculum. Domestic relations: Incompatibility, divorce, illegitimacy, 
domestic disadvantages of modern industry and other problems that 
have to do with the family in its broad aspects. 
SOCIOLOGY 343. Social Psychology. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
Prerequisite is Sociology 213 or two courses in the Social Sciences. 
The psychic basis of social life, social attitudes and the development of 
personality. 
SOCIOLOGY 363. Criminology. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Prerequisite is Sociology 213. This course is a treatment of the 
American Crime Problem. Special emphasis is placed on Crime in 
Texas; the racial aspect of crime; the causal factors of crime; Juvenile 
Delinquency; etc. Class activity consists of lectures, reports and term 
paper. 
SOCIOLOGY 403. History of Sociological Thought. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
(Alternate years) Prerequisite are 12 hours of Sociology. This 
course gives the historical development of important sociological theories 
and identifies these theories with the persons who originated them. The 
course is designed especially for those students who are majoring in 
Sociology. 
SOCIOLOGY 413. Social Reasearh. (3-0) Credit 3. Acquaints the 
student with methods of social research. Both library and field 
methods will be used. I. (Given in alternate years.) 
SOCIOLOGY 423. Cultural Evolution. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Social origins dealing with the historical development of man and 
his culture. 
SOCIOLOGL 433. Community Problems. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
The origin of social life in community. Such studies as Housing 
conditions, Public Health, Recreation and Americanization will be of 
great interest, ever keeping their social aspect in the foreground. Pre­
requisite is Sociology 213 or participation in curriculum of Nursing Edu­
cation. 
SOCIOLOGY 443. Modern Social Problems. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Prerequisite is Sociology 213. This course is an analysis of the 
major social problems which face American society. Such problems as 
population, labor, rural life, family crime, etc., are considered. The course 
is designed especially for those students who plan to minor or take 
several courses in Sociology. 
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Division of Home Economics 
Miss E. C. May, M. S. in H. E.fgiector 
Miss E. J. Anderson, M. sCL'C-.' Mrs. H. L. Bryant Cfweri 
Miss M L. Powell, M. w-^Iiss Mildred Collins, M& 
Mrs. G. C. Peters, M. S.^J^ Mrs. A. L. Ross, M. S.|4,G> ^ -
The aim of the college course in Home Economics is to inspire and 
™U & 1,1 C. r°St ln continued study, to train in accuracy, to help the 
thp ** i m±> ? aCG -^n soc*a^ an(* economic world, and to increase 
the student s stock of information. 
The course, as outlined below is designed to meet the needs of the 
following groups of persons: Those who plan to teach, those who wish 
°,er\er gra Uate c°urses leading to technical and professional work, 
livino- °Se ^ ° W1S^ Use such training in solving daily problems of 
Requirements for Degree 
The degree of Bachelor of Science is conferred upon candidates who 
e comp e e a prescribed courses and met all other requirements. 
1 ? ,U," ,re twenty-eight hours of acceptable work must be com-
pleted before the degree is granted. 
OUTLINE OF COURSE OF STUDY IN HOME ECONOMICS 
First Semester 
English, 113 (3. 
Grammar & Composition 
Chemistry, 114 (2. 
Inorganic 
Psychology, 103 (3. 
Elements of Psychology 
for Beginners 
Mathematics, 173 













Sem. Second Semester 
Hrs. 
>-0) 3 English, 123 
Composition 
-4) 3 Chemistry, 124 (2-4) 
Inorg. and Qual. Analysis 
-0) 3 Education, 113 (3-0) 
Introduction to Education 
Clothing, 123 (1.4) 
•0) 3 Textiles and Clothing 
Mathematics, 183 
Elements of Applied 
•0) 2 Mathematics 
Physical Education, 121 
-2) 1 Freshman Practice 
(3-0) 
(0-2) 











Physical Ed., 211 
Sophomore Practice 
Sophomore 
(3-0) 3 English, 243 (3-0) 3 
Public Address 
(2-4) 4 Chemistry, 244 (3-4) 4 
Elem. Physiological 
(3-0) 3 Education, 223 (3-0) 3 
Problems of Rural School 
(1-4) 3 Teacher 
Foods, 223 (i_4) 3 
(2-2) 3 Food Problems 
Clothing, 223 (1-4) 3 
(0-2) 1 Children's Clothing 






Economics, 313 (3-0) 3 
Survey of Economics 
Biology, 314 (2-4) 4 
Human Anatomy and 
Physiology 
Clothing, 313 (1-4) 3 
Costume Design 
House, 313 (2-0) 3 
Household Administration 
Sem. Second Semester 
Hrs. 




Home Economics Methods 
Sociology, 323 (3 .0)  3 
The Family 
Biology, 324 (2 .4)  4 
Human Anatomy and 
Physiology 
Clothing, 323 (4 .4)  3 
Adv. Clothing Construction 
Foods, 323 (1-4) 3 








Practice House and 
Relationships 
Sem. Second Semester 
Hrs. 
(1-0) 1 Home Nursing, 422 
Foods, 423 
(1-3) 3 Advanced Nutrition 
History, 403 
(1-4) 3 Negro History 
Family Electives 
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**Parental Ed., 410 (1-4) 
Nusery School Observation 
Foods, 413 (1-4) 
Advanced Nutrition 
Parental Ed., 413 (3-0) 
Child Guidance 
"Clothing, 412 (1-4) 
Problems in Advanced 
Clothing 
Education, 353 (3-0) 
Adolescent Psychology 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
Department of Home Economics Education 
HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION. (See Division of A. & S., Ed. 363) 
HOME ECONOMICS PROBLEMS. (See Division of A. & S., Ed. 401) 
TEACHING HOME ECONOMICS SUBJECTS. (See Division of A. & 
S., Ed. 403) 
Department of Applied and Related Art 
ART 112. Related Art. (2-0) Credit 2. I. 
Art principles and their application to home problems. 
Department of Child Development and Health 
PARENTAL EDUCATION 413. Child Guidance. Credit 3. I. 
A study of the growth and development of the child. 
PARENTAL EDUCATION 401. Nursery School Observation. (1-0) 
Credit 1. I or II. 
Play activities and habit formation studied. 
HOME NURSING 422. (2-0) Credit 2. II. 
Elementary methods of preventing diseases and caring for the sick 
in the home. 
Department of Foods 
FOODS 213. Elementary Nutrition. (1-4) Credit 3. I. 
Relation of foods to health. Methods of preparing and serving 
meals 
FOODS 223. Food Problems. (1-4) Credit 3. II. 
Scientific principles applied to cooking processes. Emphasis on 
management factors, including budgets on time and money involved in 
meal preparation. 
1 Inst. Management, 402 (0-2) 2 
Cafeteria Practice 




*Taken same semester as Student Teaching 
**Taken either semester 
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FOODS 323. Meal Planning and Preparation. (1-4) Credit 3. II. 
Emphasis on processes of preparation of well-planned menus. 
FOODS 413, 423. Advanced Nutrition. (1-4) Credit 3 each semester. 
Principles of normal human nutrition and application made of them 
to practical feeding problems of the individual and of large groups. 
FOODS. Institutional Management. (0-4) Credit 2. or II. 
Cafeteria practice in planning, preparing, and serving meals. 
Department of Clothing 
CLOTHING 123. Textiles and Clothing. (1-4) Credit 3. II. 
Selection, construction and care of fabrics and clothing. 
CLOTHING 223. Children's Clothing. (1-4) Credit 3. I. 
Problems involved in the selection and construction of garments 
for infants and young children. 
CLOTHING 313. Costume Design. (1-4) Credit 3. I. 
Design and its direct relation to clothing. Based upon Art 112 and 
a prerequisite to Clothing 413. 
CLOTHING 323. Advanced Garment Construction. (1-4) Credit 3. II. 
Application of the principles of costume design; the development 
of technique in the construction of various types of garments. 
CLOTHING 413. Advanced Problems in Clothing. (1-4) Credit 3. II. 
Designed for those who plan to major in clothing; includes model­
ing and draping with the use of the dress forms. 
Department of the House 
HOUSE 313. Household Administration. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Knowledge in development and judging house plans for specific 
locations and those adapted to meet the needs of groups of varying in­
come levels. To give the student an apportunity to study some of the 
financial problems of the home. 
HOUSE 403. Supervised Household Management-Practice House (1-14) 
Credit 3. I or II. 
Experiences in group living and opportunities to practice skills and 
techniques. A course of six weeks duration. 
HOUSE 402. Home Crafts. (0-4) Credit 2. II or I. 
Art and Crafts which the average home maker should know. 
HOME ECONOMICS AGRICULTURE. 402. (2-0) Credit 2. I or II. 
Dairy, poultry and gardening, including flower culture. 
ONE AND TWO YEAR COURSES 
The one and two year courses are offered for the benefit of three 
classes of students, (1) Those who cannot afford the time or expense 
of taking a longer course and who desire to apply their limited time 
directly to acquiring more skill in some phase of home economics with 
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S Vi6T t0, f1ll0Wing as a trade: (2) For those who are engaged in 
'!»'•« "» »«> »< more skill ,„d ,S,S 
of pre,,nt (3) For the benefit 01 those who are deficient in college entrance. 
Beauty Culture (One Year) 
beau^S^ 0f,)thif C°UrSe is t0 fit the student ^ work in larger 
shop ° t0 prepare her to take complete charge of a 
beautvE^,HTY CU,LTURE—Practice work will be given in all phases of 
rlenniL . a"d Wl11 lnclude a knowledge and care of equipment, shop cleanliness and shop management. 
Dressmaking (Two Years) 
practical ^ ^ C°UrSe iS t0 prepare the student to become a practical dressmake and garment repairer. 
ternfInStMAKI^~ThiS C°UrSe includes the use of commercial pat-
various: t es|gning, constructing and renovating garments of 
various types, also practice shop management. 
Cooking (Two Years) 
comltonfcont °K kh!S C0urse is t0 prepare the student not only to be a 
to take care of 'parties.m£mage cafeterias- restaurants, lunch rooms, and 
in p'"nn""! ™d prep"' 
Housemaids (One Year) 
sponsible°aiTtintfemgent!UrSe " ̂  prepare maids wh° are skillful, re-
hold dutifsEi^^nD~frh-1S C0Urse Includes the performance of house-Utl6S ln an efficient and systematic manner. 
Household Employment (N. Y. A.) (Three Months) 
Units in: 
Care of Children 
Meals in the Home 
Employer-employee Relations 
Health and Hygiene 
Managing the Home 
HOUSEHOLD EMPLOYMENT TV.-
the needs of those who desire to n™.l t,C°UrS<; 1S designed to meet 
ployment in a shorter time. P P re themselves for household em-
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Trade and Industrial Education 
The Division offers two year courses in the following industries: 
Auto Mechanics 
Brick Masonry 
Broom and Mattress Making 
Carpentry and Cabinet Making 
Electricity 
Laundering 
Machine Shop Practice 
The first two years' work is similar for all courses. The student 
selects the industrial work with reference to its bearing on the course 
in which he plans to major during the last two years. 
Painting and Decorating 




Tailoring and Garmet Making 
OBJECTIVES 
Building Construction 
The aim of this course is to give the student practical and theoreti­
cal training in architecture and building construction in order that he 
may go out and serve as a general building contractor. 
Industrial Arts Education 
The objective of this course is to prepare teachers of industrial work 
and drawing for the public schools. 
i 
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Stationary Engineering 
trai J™ °bj.e,Cei!e °f this c°urse is t0 8-ive Practical and theoretical 
training in the fundamentals of steam and electrical generation. Grad­
uates of this course will be prepared to operate a modern power plant. 
Trades and Industrial Education 
StmW8 C0Ur?jS designed t0 meet the needs of vocational teachers. 
Students completing same are qualified, under the state plan for voca-
schools 10n' the g6neral continuation and trade and industrial 
Required Courses 
General Education a * n " Semester Hours English 
Mathematics g 
Sociology g 






20 Industrial Laboratory Courses 
Military Science or Physical Education ZZZZZZZZZIl 
Courses required by the State Department of Education 
lor Smith-Hughes certificate and other courses in educa­




Two Year Courses 
denj C0UTS are 0ffered for the benefit of two classes of stu-
rZZ 1} Those who cannot afford the time or expense of taking a 
ouirbZ Z 6 T-n ° r® t0 apply their limited time directly to ac-
trade 12l°fo Z" S0™c °ne lndustry with a view of following it as a 
who fell theZe rl . °f those who are engaged in some industry but 
wWch thew ZZZf acquiring more skill and efficiency in the work in wnicn tney are at present engaged. 
Special Students 
The Division of Mechanic Arts will admit individuals for special 
P ograms of study upon approval of the Principal and Director. 
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Short courses in Mechanical Drawing, House Drawing, Plumbing, 
Auto Mechanics, and Painting will be organized upon the receipt of five 
applications in each branch. These courses will be considered exten­
sion work, and are primarily for persons of mature age. 
Admission 
Admission to the Division of Mechanic Arts has the following re­
quirements: 
In order to pursue the courses leading to a degree the student must 
satisfy the same entrance requirements as are required for entrance to 
the freshman college class. 
In order to enter as a special student the applicant must be at least 
sixteen years of age, must have completed the seventh grade, and in all 
cases admission must be approved by the Principal. 
Graduation Requirement 
One hundred and twenty-eight semester hours of work must be com­
pleted as outlined in the course of study for the division before the de­
gree of Bachelor of Science is granted. 
On satisfactory completion of the first two years' work the student 
is granted a certificate in the industry taken. 
OUTLINE OF COURSES IN MECHANIC ARTS DIVISION 
« 
Freshman 
First Semester Sem. Second Semester Sem. 
Hrs. Hrs. 
Mathematics, 173 (3-0) 3 Mathematics, 113 (3-0) 3 
Chemistry, 113 (2-2) 3 Chemistry, 123 (2-2) 3 
(Applied to M. A. Students) (Applied to M. A. Students) 
Drawing, 112 (0-6) 2 Drawing, 122 (0-6) 2 
English, 113 (3-0) 3 English, 123 (3-0) 3 
"Industrial Lab., 115 (0-15) 5 "•Industrial Lab., 125 (0-15) 5 









Sem. Second Semester Sem. 
Hrs. Hrs. 
(3-2) 4 Physics, 124 (3-2) 4 
(3-0) 3 Mathematics, 223 (3-0) 3 
(0-6) 2 Drawing, 222 or 242 (0-6) 2 
(3-01 3 fSurveying, 262 (0-6) 2 
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First Semester Sem Second Semester 
*r j Hrs. 
Industrial Lab., 215 (0-15^5 -Industrial Lab., 225 
17 






Hist, of Construct., 353 (3-0) 
Calculus, 313 (3_0) 
Statics, 313 (3_0) 
Mas'ry & Concrete, 112 (0-6) 
Materials of Construction 332 
T> • • , (2-°> 
Principles of Arch., 373 (1-6) 
JUNIOR 
Sem. Second Semester gem 
Hrs" c, Hrs' 
Strength of Materials, 323 
(3-0) 3 
Building Construct., 363 (3-0) 3 
Const. History, 103 (3-0) 3 
Electrical Wiring, 122 (0-6) 2 
Education, 383 (3-0) 3 










Business Law, 493 
Heating & Ventilation, 
Plumbing, 112 
Arch. Drawing, 432 
Education, 293 
SENIOR 
Sem. Second Semester 
Hrs. 
(3-0) 3 Business Methods, 403 
Reinforced Concrete, 422 (2-0) 
Estimating, Contracts & 
Specifications, 483 (3-0) 
Painting & Decorating, 122 (0-6) 
Structural Design, 443 (2-3) 















MakiLgdeplSintinff SpcdfUStriaI ^aboratory work in Broom and Mattre 
courses^ Frintmg, and Tailoring may substitute for the: 
lu^MeLTnTcs'troo1™1"!!^1 Laboratory from the followin, 
Machine ShoD PracH™ t , • ' pentry and Cabinet Makin: 
typ, s,: piito/. irz:^.c,e"ins:prinii^ Li" 
Shoe Making Tailorine- anri r ng> Stationary Engineerini 
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INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION, OPTION 
JUNIOR 
First Semester 
Architectural Drawing, 332 or 
Machine Drawing, 312 (0-6) 
Education, 113 (3-0) 
Education 353 (3-0) 
-Industrial Elective (0-6) 







Arch. Drawing, 432 or 












Architectural Drawing 342 or 
Machine Drawing 322 (0-6) 
Education 283 (3-0) 
Education 383 (3-0) 
-Elective 
-Industrial Elective (0-6) 











Sem. Second Semester Sem. 
Hrs- Hrs. 
(3-0) 3 Shop Management, 463 (301) 3 
(3-0) 3 Education, 483, 303, or 203 (3-0) 3 
(3-0) 3 Education, 223 (3-0) 3 
(3-0) 3 -Elective 3 
Arch. Drawing, 442 or Machine 
Drawing, 432 (0-6) 2 (0-6) 
(0-6) -Industrial Elective (0-6) 
16 16 












Sem. Second Semester 
Hrs. 
Strength of Materials, 323 
Kinetics, 342 











Steam and Gas Engineering, 364 
(3-3) 4 
Education, 383 (3-0) 3 
1 Students taking Industrial Laboratory work in Broom and Mattress 
aking, Painting, Printing, and Tailoring may substitute for these 
courses. 
-Selected upon advice and approval of the Director. 
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First Semester Sem. Second Semester Sem. 
Hrs. Hrs. 
Machine Tool Work (0-6) 2 Const. History, 103 (3-0) 3 
16 16 
SENIOR 
First Semester Sem. Second Semester Sem. 
Hrs. Hrs. 
Economics, 313 (3-9) 3 Machine Design, 423 (3-0) 3 
Business Law, 493 (3-0) 3 Hydraulics, 423 (3-0) 3 
Heating & Ventila., 423 (3-0) 3 Electrical Eng., (3-3) 4 
Electrical Eng., 414 (3-3) 4 Shop Management, 463 (3-0) 3 
Education, 293 (3-0) 3 Education, 283 (3-0) 3 
16 16 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
AUTOMOBILE MECHANICS 
*AUTO MECHANICS 115. Elementary Auto Mechanics. (0-15) 
Credit 5. I. 
This course covers the history of the automobile; trade terms, use 
and care of tools, and a study of the power and transmission systems. 
AUTO MECHANICS 125. -Elementary Auto Mechanics. (0-15) Cre­
dit 5. II. 
Continuation of course 115, including a study of front axles, bear­
ings, brakes, general repairs, and maintenance. 
AUTO MECHANICS 215. Advanced Auto Mechanics. (0-5) Credit 
5. I. 
This course covers the study of engine, types of bearings, valves, 
methods of adjusting, lubricating and practice in engine tuning. 
AUTO MECHANICS 225. Advanced Auto Mechanics. (0-15) Credit 
5. II. 
This course covers the study of the clutch, types, installing and 
methods of adjusting, transmissions: types, bearings, and lubrication. 
Rear axles and differentials: types, functions, adjusting and methods 
of lubricating same; pistons: fitting to cylinders, types of pistons and 
rings, fitting piston rings: the steering gear: adjusting, lubricating and. 
testing. 
*A11 industrial laboratory courses are given 6 hours per week for 
2 credits for students not enrolled in the Division and for all students 
during the Junior and Senior years. 
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BROOM AND MATTRESS MAKING 
Instruction in the assortment of broom corn, trimming and seed­
ing by machinery, putting the corn into working order, dying and 
bleaching broom corn, names, use and care of tools and machinery, 
making plain light household brooms, scraping, sewing, clipping and 
bunching brooms in dozen lots. 
MATTRESS MAKING 115, 125. Elementary Mattress Making. (0-15) 
Credit 5. I and II. 
Instruction in the names, use and care of mattress making tools 
and machines, measuring, cutting and making ticking for the %, 2-3, 
and % mattress, estimating the amount of ticking for the different 
sizes of mattresses. This course also includes a study of different 
kinds and amounts of filling for single mattresses, how to fill, adjust, 
tack, and rim single mattresses, how to make new single mattresses 
and pillow, and how to renovate all single mattresses and pillows. 
BROOM MAKING 215, 225. Advanced Broom Making. (0-15) Cre­
dit 5. I and II. 
Instruction in making large household brooms, warehouse brooms; 
1 "n (!ifferent types and styles of finishes, whisk brooms, ceiling or 
wall brooms; quantity and cost estimating; also instruction in mop mak­
ing. 
MATTRESS MAKING 215, 225. Advanced Mattress Making. (0-15) 
Credit 5. I and II. 
Instruction m the different kinds and grades of mattress ticking, 
cutting and making ticking for the full mattresses, doufold mattresses, 
ay beds, and baby beds. This course also includes the making of non-
ac* and sectional feather mattresses, making pillows and renovating 
UlciL Li GSS6S» 
CARPENTRY 
CARPENTRY 115. Elementary Carpentry. (0-15) Credit 5. I. 
. . Names> uses, and care of tools, lumber and building material ; 
joints. Building sites, laying off houses from blue prints. Foundations. 
laming of sills, joint, board measure, problems in measurement and 
estimating. 
CARPENTRY 125. Elementary Carpentry. Credit 5. II. 
House framing continued, brace and balloon, advantages and disad-
van ages of each. Rafters and methods of laying out various pitches. 
CARPENTR1 215. Advanced Carpentry. Credit 5. I. 
Weather-boarding and sheathing, window and door frame flash­
ings. 
CARPENTRY 225. Advanced Carpentry. (0-15) Credit 5. II. 
Finishing the inside of the house, hanging doors and windows, 
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hardwares, use and application, constructing built-in cabinets, estimat­
ing complete cost of building; study of related trades, and stair con­
struction. 
COMMERCIAL ART 
The aims of these courses are to give the student practical train­
ing in Commercial Art by training in both abstract and Poster Design. 
The student finishing the course will be qualified to enter the profession 
of show card writing, and sign painting in addition will be qualified to 
arrange layouts and illustrate for small newspapers and periodicals. 
COMMERCIAL ART 115. Lettering and Design. A series of lessons 
in lettering consisting of plates covering the Roman Alphabet and its 
commercial derivatives. A series of five plates to cover the funda­
mentals of brush lettering. A series of five plates to cover the funda­
mentals of speed ball pen. The fundamentals of layout will be taught 
through the assignment of many problems. An introduction into ab­
stract design by the assignment of design plates in which balance will 
be taught using first speed ball pen and finally the brush. 
COMMERCIAL ART 125. Color Harmony and Design. The elements 
of color harmony will be taught and its application to abstract de­
sign. Its practical application will be accentuated by its application to 
show card writing and sign painting. Free hand drawing in pencil and 
charcoal and its application to commercial design through the assign­
ment of from ten to twelve problems. The student will draw both from 
model and from nature. 
COMMERCIAL ART 215. Water Color and Oil Painting. Water color 
and oil painting and its application to Commercial Art through the 
assignment of from twelve to fifteen practical problems. Pen and ink 
drawing and its application to commercial art, and illustrating. Its 
practical application will be developed through an assignment of from 
fifteen to twenty problems. 
COMMERCIAL ART 225. Commercial Photography and Layout. The 
use of photography and its practical application to modern commer­
cial design. The fundamentals of photography will be taught and its 
practical application to layout will be taught through the assignment 
of from fifteen to twenty problems. Modern newspaper and magazine 
layouts, and the application of color pen and ink and photography to 
that field. 
DRAWING 
DRAWING 112, 122. Engineering Drawing. (0-6) Credit 2. I and II. 
Selection and use of drawing instruments, construction of geometri­
cal figures, lettering, orthographic projection, sections and pictorial 
drawing. 
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DRAWING 212. Descriptive Geometry. (0-6) Credit 2. I. 
More advanced problems than Engineering Drawing. Practical ap­
plications of the principles involved. Prerequisite: Engineering Drawing 
122. 
DRAWING 222. Mechanical Drawing. (0-6) Credit 2. II. 
Projection drawing developments, intersections, and the elements 
of cabinet and sheet metal drafting. Prerequisite: Descriptive Geome­
try 212. 
DRAWING 242. Architectural Drawing. (0-6) Credit 2. II. 
Elements of architectural drafting including conventions and de­
tails. 
DRAWING 372. Principles of Architecture. (0-6) Credit 3. I. 
Elementary principles of architectural design as applied to resi­
dences and small buildings. 
DRAWING 312, 322. Machine Drawing. (0-6) Credit 2. I and II. 
Conventional representation, detail and assembly drawings, modern 
drafting room systems and the reproduction of drawing. Prerequisite: 
Drawing 212. 
DRAWING 342. Architectural Drawing . (0-6) Credit 2. II. 
A study of the architectural conventions and details, special atten­
tion to the development of a high standard of lettering and draftman-
ship. Prerequisite: Descriptive Geometry 212. 
DRAWING 432, 442. Architectural Drawing. (0-6) Credit 2. I and 
II. 
Preparation of a complete set of working drawings for a small 
building. Second Semester—Advanced work in planning and architec­
tural design. Prerequisite: Drawing 342. 
DRAWING 412, 432. Machine Drawing. (0-6) Credit 2. I and II. 
Advanced work in the drafting of machine parts, kinematic draw­
ing, and elementary problems in machine design. Prerequisite: Draw­
ing 322. 
ELECTRICITY 
ELECTRICITY 115. Elementary Electricity. (0-15) Credit 5. I. 
The study of electro-magnets, induction, measurements of current, 
voltage, power, and energy in different circuits; dry cells, wet cells, and 
storage batteries, electric wiring; materials and their properties, typical 
circuits, cleat open knob and tube wiring, metal and wood moulding, 
Cable B. X. requirement of N. E. C. and the winding of small motors. 
ELECTRICITY 125. Elementary Electricity. (0-15) Credit 5. II. 
Electric wriing continued, conduit systems and installation of mul­
tiple and series circuits; N. E. C. requirements. Electric Construction; 
design of circuits of small layout of light and power, computation of 
losses .in wire. 
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ELECTRICITY 215. Advanced Electricity. (0-15) Credit 5. I. 
Electric construction continued. Design of circuits of large layout, 
causes and remedies for losses. 
ELECTRICITY 225. Advanced Electricity. (0-15) Credit 5. II. 
Electric construction continued, installation of complicated systems, 
blue piint reading, estimating costs, meter reading, telephone batteries, 
care and maintenance of motors and generators, operation of switch-
boaid, study of underground cable and practical experience t power 
house. 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 414, 424. (3-3) Credit 4. I and II. 
A study of direct current machines with reference to the fundament­
al laws of electricity, the important principles of alternating current 
machinery, laboratory tests and the operation of electrical equipment. 
Prerequisites: Physics 114 and Calculus 313. 
ENGINEERING 
MECHANIC ARTS 213. Mechanism. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
Principles underlying the actions of the elementary combinations 
of all machines. Prerequisites: Applied Mathematics 123, Parallels; 
Mathematics 213 and Drawing 212. 
MECHANIC ARTS 262. Surveying. (0-6) Credit 2. II. 
Elementary surveying problems; field methods, and practical prob­
lems. Prerequisites: Mathematics 213 and Drawing 112 
MECHANIC ARTS 313. Statics. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
A study of statics with applications to stresses in structures; cen­
ter of gravity and moment of inertia. Prerequisites: Mathematics 223 
and Physics 124. 
MECHANIC ARTS 323. Strength of Materials. (0-3) Credit 3. II. 
Behavior of materials subjected to tension, compression, and shear; 
riveted joints, torsion, strength and stiffness of simple and continuous 
beams; bending moments and shear forces in beams; and the design of 
beams and columns. Prerequisite: Statics 313. 
MECHANIC ARTS 332. Materials of Construction. (2-0) Credit 2. II. 
. A detailed study of building materials with special emphasis on 
their use in construction. 
MECHANIC ARTS 363. Building Construction. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
A study of the common methods of building construction; occasion­
al visits to buildings under construction. Prerequisite: Materials of 
Construction 332. 
MECfANIC ARTS 353. History of Construction. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
This course is designed to give the student a brief background in 
architectural history. 
MECHANIC ARTS 333. Thermodynamics. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
Fundamental laws and general equations of heat generation and 
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transfer; laws of gases nd mixtures, properties of saturated and super­
heated vapors with applications. Prerequisite or parallel: Mathematics 
313 and Physics 124. 
MECHANIC ARTS 342. Kinetics. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Laws of rectilinear and curvilinear motion, kinetics, friction, work 
energy, and power. Prerequisites: Statics 313 and Mathematics 313. 
MECHANIC ARTS 364. Steam and Gas Engineering. (3-3) Credit 
4. II. 
Heat power engineering including steam engines, boilers, turbines, 
internal combustion engines, fuels and combustion, power plant equip­
ment, and air compressors. Prerequisite: Thermodynamics 313. 
MECHANIC ARTS 403. Business Methods. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Prerequisite: Economics 313. A study of the business structure 
and executive functions—an analysis of management factors such as 
personnel, finance, accounting, production and marketing. 
MECHANIC ARTS 422. Reinforced Concrete. (2-0) Credit 2. II. 
Theory of concrete mixtures and the mechanics of reinforced con­
crete applied in the design of beams, slabs, columns and foundations. 
MECHANIC ARTS 433. Heating and Ventilation. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
Fundamental principles of heating and ventilation, heat transmis­
sion of materials, different methods of heating, piping layouts, temper­
ature control, and air conditioning. 
MECHANIC ARTS 425. Machine Design. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Elements of machines, design of fastenings, joints, gearing, belt­
ing, frames, and attachments. Prerequisite: Strength of Materials 323. 
MECHANIC ARTS 443. Structural Design. (2-3) Credit 3. II. 
Application of the principles of mechanics and strength of materials 
to thte coordinated, group design of an entire structure. Prerequisite: 
Strength of Materials 323. 
MECHANIC ARTS 463. Shop Management. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Organization, shop location, arrangement of machinery and service 
equipment, orders, records, purchasing, storing, planning, routing, 
scheduling, and general management. 
MECHANIC ARTS 493. Business Law. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
Prerequisite: Junior classification. A study of the rules of law 
governing contracts, sales, agencies, partnership, joint stock companies, 
corporations and negotiable instruments, with special emphasis on the 
law of contracts. 
EXTENSION COURSES 
Under the Federal Vocational Educational Act, the college offers 
extension courses in Industrial Education in centers where a sufficient 
number of persons approved by the Local Director of Industrial Educa­
tion are interested in one subject to make such an arrangement possi­
ble. The time devoted to each couse is thirty clock hours. 
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These extension courses are planned to meet the requirments of the 
State Board for Vocational Education for certification of teachers of all 
types of trades and industrial work. 
The list of extension courses now includes the following: For shop, 
related subject and part time and trade extension teachers: Trade analy­
sis, Job analysis, Course making, Methods of teaching and class manage­
ment, Organization of Instructional Material, Philosophy of Vocational 
Education, Vocational Guidance. 
Application for such extension classes should be made either to the 
Local Director or State Director of Industrial Education. 
Note: Principals and other teachers already in the service will be 
permitted to enter resident classes in Philosophy of Vocational Educa­
tion, Vocational Guidance and Social and Economic Factors affecting 
Industrial Education for college credit upon the approval of the Direc­
tor of the division in which they are majoring. 
LAUNDERING 
LAUNDERING 115. Elementary Laundering. (0-15) Credit 5. I. 
Starch making, soap solution, and bleaching agents. Grading, 
checking in, checking out, marking, separating, and wrapping. Finish­
ing, flat work, starch work, pleated work, shirts, collars, and uniforms. 
Mangle, care of, and operation. 
LAUNDERING 125. Elementary Laundering. (0-15) Credit 5. II. 
Care and operation of marking machines. Washing silks, flannels, 
and woolens. Care and operation of drying machine. 
LAUNDERING 215. Advanced Laundering. (0-15) Credit 5. I. 
A study of the various kinds of cleaning solutions. Pressers, types 
of mechanism, care and operation of pressers, padding and operation. 
Dry cleaning machines, care of and operation. Extractors, care of and 
operation. 
LAUNDERING 225. Advanced Laundering. (0-15) Credit 5. II. 
Pressing silk dresses, woolen dresses, woolen suits and ties. Laun­
dry bookkeeping and management. 
MACHINE SHOP PRACTICE 
MACHINE SHOP PRACTICE 115. Elementary Machine Shop Prac­
tice. (0-15) Credit 5. I. 
Uses and care of machinist measuring tools, hand tools. Bench 
work-laying out, filing, laying out for drilling, and drilling. Properties 
of metals, selecting saw blades for various metals, sharpening drills for 
various metals, and a careful study of rake, clearance and lead. Types 
of drill presses, operation of drill press, setting up work for flat and an­
gular drilling. The grinder and grades of stone used. The shaper, 
shaper tools, setting up work and making parallel blocks and cutting 
key ways. 
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MACHINE SHOP PRACTICE 125. Advanced Machine Shop Practice. 
(0-15) Credit 5. II. 
Lathe study, counter sinking, setting up work in lathe, plain turn­
ing and tool grinding. Thread cutting—right and left hand threads. 
Chuck and mandrel work, taper turning, boring in lathe, boring to di­
mensions. The planer, setting up work and planing to dimensions. The 
milling machine, a thorough study of the index head, milling square 
surfaces, hexagon surfaces, etc., milling keyways for plain and woodruff 
eys. Gear cutting, spur gears, miter gears, etc. Practice jobs involv­
ing the use of drill planer, shaper, lathe and miller. 
MASONRY 
MASONRY 115, 125. Elementary Masonry. (0-15) Credit 5. I and II. 
Study of materials and their use, names and uses of tools, simple 
construction in brick and tile, face brick construction, ornamental work 
m brick and cement. 
MASONRY 215, 225. Advanced Masonry. (0-15) Credit 5. II. 
Continuation of course 125 including lathing and plastering of all 
kmds, theory and practice in concrete work, tile setting and general 
building construction. 
PAINTING 
PAINTING 115. Elementary Painting. (0-15) Credit 5. I. 
Study of the various kinds of paints, varnishes, stains, lacquers, and 
leir ingredients. Colors, their relation and recognition; the study of 
tools and equipment and their uses. 
PAINTING 125. Elementary Painting. (0-15) Credit 5. II. 
Study of the preparation of exterior surfaces, mixing and applying 
paints and the effects of weather conditions upon a paint job; color 
analysis and color matching. 
PAINTING 215. Advanced Painting. (0-15) Credit 5. I. 
Study in preparing interior surfaces, blending colors with furniture 
and effects of position and lights upon interiors; modernistic wall finish­
ing. 
PAINTING 225. Advanced Painting. (0-15) Credit 5. II. 
Study of the simple steps in paper hanging, shop management and 
common furniture finishing. 
PLUMBING 
PLUMBING 115. Elementary Plumbing. (0-15) Credit 5. I. 
his course comprises the care and use of tools, study of plumbing 
and heating measuring, cutting and threading steel pipe, cutting cast 
iron pipe and caulking cast iron pipe. 
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PLUMBING 125. Elementary Plumbing. (0-15) Credit 5. II. 
Lead bending, shaping, and wiping. Roughing in for plumbing 
fixtures and heating; practice of wiping branch joints of all description, 
installation of fixtures and venting. 
PLUMBING 215. Advanced Plumbing. (0-15) Credit 5. I. 
Study of small heating systems; installation of boilers, installation 
of one, two pipe, and vapor systems, installation of steam transmission 
lines, making layouts from plumbing codes, etc. 
PLUMBING 225. Advanced Plumbing. (0-15) Credit 5. II. 
Making estimates for labor and material for small plumbing and 
heating jobs and directing labor on small jobs. Distribution of hot and 
cold water; estimating yearly supplies for average boarding schools. 
SHEET METAL 115. Elementary Sheet Metal. (0-15) Credit 5. I. 
This course comprises designing, layouts, templates, compution, 
soldering, brazing, seaming and the study and use of sheet and bar ma­
terial. 
SHEET METAL 125. Advanced Sheet Metal. (0-15) Credit 5. II. 
This course covers the different types of sheet and wrought-iron 
work as applied to furniture, building construction and ornament. Weld­
ing, brazing, die, curb and bar constructions are included. Prerequisite: 
Course 115. 
PRINTING 
PRINTING 113-2. Elementary Hand Composition. (0-9), (0-6) Cre­
dit 3 or 2 hours. 
Piactical work in setting straight composition and elementary tabu-
ai forms, stressing spacing, punctuation and division of words; intro-
ucing printers mathematics, proofreaders' marks and their use, con­
struction of borders, lockup, and display composition. 
PRINTING 112-3. Elementary Presswork. (0-6), (0-9) Credit 2 or 
3 hours. 
Introduction to platen presses; starting and taking care of different 
ypes of presses; press adjustments; hand feeding; press preparation; 
make-ready on simple forms. 
PRINTING 123-2. Advanced Hand Composition. (0-9), (0-6) Credit 
3 or 2 hours. 
Advanced problems in hand composition; proper use of ornament 
an ecoiation, job and ad composition; newspaper make-up; job-press 
imposition and lock-up; book imposition and make-up. Prerequisite: 
Printing 113-2. 
PRINTING 122-3. Advanced Presswork. (0-6), (0-9) Credit 2 o 3 
hours. 
Automatic feeders, care of rollers; make-ready on complicated forms; 
cutting paper; printing inks. Prerequsiite: Printing 112-3. 
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PRINTING 213-2. Linotype Operating and Mechanism. (0-9) (0-61 
Credit 3 or 2 hours. 
Special attention is given to correct keyboard fingering; setting of 
straight matter; ad and job composition. A study of the assembling 
PRTVTT^ 3 ,anir 0f the machine- Prerequisite: Printing 123-2. 
INTING 212-3. Cylinder Presswork. (0-6), (0-9) Credit 2 or 3 
hours. 
Introduction to the cylinder press; mechanical adjustments- make-
equtmennetWSPpPer f°rms; foldin^ ^hine and related bindery equipment. Prerequisite: Printing 122-3. 
PRINTING 223-2. Linotype Operating and Mechanism. (0-9), (0-6) 
which rr.1611 " °r hours' Thls is a continuation of Course 213-2, in 
are set- Speed and accuracy are stressed-
Printing 213-2? d'StnbutlnS mechanisms are studied. Prerequisite: 
P— 222-3" CyHnder Presswork. (0-6), (0-9) Credit 2 or 3 
of halftone* a ?ntimiation of Course 212-3. Practice in the production 
requisite: Printing "Sf ^ Mechanism of the Cylinder Press. Pro-
courser's o" that stude.nt must take two of the above 
if Printing 123-2 and Printing 122 3^ 7 k  ̂  5 F°r examPle' 
dent will receive a total of 5 hours credit " Slmultaneouslr> stu-
SHOE MAKING 
SHOE MAKING 115. (0-15) Credit 5 I 
endsCsewi0nfgtithCharndand °f ^ bristled -axed thread 
whole and hi If l f sewing awl, tempering sole leather, moulding 
uppers^and soles bjT hand. tt0M *«ing soles, sewing rips if 
SHOE MAKING 125. (0-15) Credits II 
ing sr^^fiSd0^ the ShaP6 °f Sh°eS t0 be repaired; nai1' 
ing, trmiSnredts bv hre7lrr Ieathei' ̂  W°°d heels' lock «titch-
leather SnVneedles anil °f Sole a"d patch 
getting out Hue* f repair of the universal feed machine, 
soles, rep^ring^ight Wf^T maChi"e' fittin" and Preparing cement 
foot wear- draff i, S° 0" shoes' and studying the history of 
larging lasts cnt7 7 "PP.erS and boot tops, building up and en-
mg and fitting insoles, repairing turn soles by the 
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S machine anJT? ^ PUttfag °n plain bottom, stitching soles 
SHOE^MAKING SSl. ̂  ̂  maChine" 
needS ^ 
The use and care of the rough rounding machine.' 
General ™eth°d of fastening whole soles with the stitchers, 
records. k'amzation and shop management, keeping books and job 
STATIONARY ENGINEERING 
""'mTSTl'" EkmMt"yt 
and °f P°rr plant equipment and tools. Steam fittings, 
boLs tvoTr I0" Ch°iCe an(' application of lubricants. Steam 
fuels feed w ^ &nd operation- Boiler inspection and insurance, 
STATTOM4PveL^atlng' PUmping and regulation. 
STATIONARY ENGINEERING 125. Elementary Stationary Engineer­
ing. GJ-15) Credit 5. II. 
tion of elertrdnaf engines' apr compressors, mechanical drives. Genera-
Reading- and t f emipy' Steam heating systems and accessories. 
smtiSNIVy''SomSnrt, Pow7 ?ni ™ltchb°*"'s-
ing. (0-15) Credit? ? Advanced Stationary Engineer-
tion, and^ice "taking- C°"densei^. and turbine accessories. Refrigera-
""" inCM"e ing (0-15) Credit 5 H Advanced Stationary Engineer-
and application of A .StU.dy °f hoisting apparatus, 
heavy machinery Cost ' t GS' Jacks> cribbing, skids, and rollers to 
ment of a power plant Plant reC°rds' and the manage' 
1AILORING AND GARMENT MAKING 
TAILORING 115. Elementary Tailoring 10-1^1 r. 4N. c r 
e s S s t " s T t ; - T h e  
mg. s macnines. Skirt drafting, cutting and mak-
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TAIC??aGd 21S; Advanced Tailoring. (0-15) Credit 5. I. 
ting, drafting Jnd nSn^^dlar and^ Pr°P°rtionate- Vest cut-
TAILORING 2?T aT Ft nd Canvas construction. 
Coat ciitfin t Advanced Tailoring. (0-15) Credits. II 
TRADES AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION SI 2 A > • 
The student must know a trade which Credit 2- I. 
eral parts, as: units, operations,' jobs, sciences mathe^J^0 ^ 
Prerequisite: At least two vears of trade mathematical content. 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION S22 1A exp™<*-
This course will deal with the t Aana,ysjs. (2-0) Credit 2. I. 
cific jobs or type jobs into skills n t- mvoIved in breaking spe-
chanical operating points. Prerequisite- a^Stey8^ a"d Me" 
penence. ' least two years or trade ex-
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 419 r 
Methods of outlining courses'of study to •i.0™*' 2' L 
ferent types of classes. Each student win T needs of the dif" 
subject in which he has had most experience * * C°mpIete course for 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 30? Method' of T v 
Management. (2-0) Credit 2 Teaching and Class 
. ° ' S : .  
individual adjustment; grading records an I proc® ures> discipline and 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION L n d rep°rts' 
terial. (2-0) Credit 2. ' rgamzatlon of Instructional Ma-
tent IsTga^zed.81 Ltlin?ia^ld0?b ath°n;a *naIySiS teachab'e con-
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 462 Philo h T pre^rod. 
(2-0) Credit 2. Phllos°phy of Vocational Education. 
vocational schools and da'sseT effldency^Ict3*10"81 education' types of 
the Smith-Hughes act and the TexasStateV°Cati°naI 6dUCation> = "> " VO""i"al e u"tta 
NDUSTOIAL EDUCATION 372. Vocation, Goldance. (M) ^ 
A study of the rise and develotimeni- <vF 
veys and their application to the problem A ^ Md °f Sur" 
personnel functions and administration in education .C°n®lderation of 
industry; and the preparation in education i t busmess and 
Rational information for use in guidance and placement °f °CCU" 
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INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 482. Social and Economic Factors Af-
fecting Industrial Education. (2-0) Credit 2 
theortfS Kf Pr0blems affecting industry, including the 
to M the0ries of management, and the problem of rewards 
t r ? VmaTngLempl0yeeS and workmen. production, organi-
Sndard, o/arr1CeS' dlStnbution' consumption, problems of control, and 
nomic V P  it 6f e"enCy m industry' witb special emphasis on the eco­
nomic result of efficient industrial education. 
WOOD-WORKING 
V OODWORK 115. Elementary Woodwork. (0-15) Credit 5. I. 
' Names and uses of tools, names and uses of joints. Cabinet woods, 
•then- properties and characteristics. Simple projects, requiring skill 
m the use of the saw, plane and square; problems in measurement, board 
measure and hand sanding. This course is designed chiefly for those 
who have had little or no experience with tools. 
WOODWORK 125. Elementary Woodwork. (0-15) Credit 5. II. 
Use and care of wood working machines, seasoning of lumber, grad­
ing and grading values. Advanced projects involving turning, mortis­
ing, tenoning and paneling. Estimating and making bills of material 
sketches and prints. Glues and methods of glueing. 
WOODWORK 215. Advanced Woodwork. (0-15) Credit 5. I. 
w ^instruction of period style furniture with modern adaptation. 
wr^Tvwpvrvr^and Hand and machine sanding and estimating 
OODWORK 225. Advanced Woodwork. (0-15) Credit 5. II. 
Production methods in the use of power machinery; complicated and 
original designs for large pieces of furniture. History of furniture, cost 
rinding, and estimating. 
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Division of Nursing Education 
J. M. Franklin, M. D., Director and Resident Physician 
W. W. Davis, M. D. Miss E. E. Griffin, R. N. 
A. K. Smith, D. D. S. Miss M. I. Campbell, R. N 
R. W. White, Ph. C. Miss I. J. Wormely, R. N 
Miss M. A. Watson, R. N. Miss Lela Washington 
Miss M. L. Hood, R. M. L. 
The Nursing Education Division offers two courses of study, one 
over a period of five years leading to a Bachelor of Science degree in 
Nursing, the other over a period of three years leading to a Diploma. 
The School of Nursing has affiliation with the Jefferson Davis Hos­
pital, Houston, Texas, enabling nurses to get experience in pediatrics 
and obstetrical nursing. The time required in these branches of nursing 
is six months. Upon completion of either course the three years' nurse 
is eligible to take the Nurses' State Board Examination. 
Requirements for Admission 
All persons enrolling in the Division of Nursing Education for the 
first time will report on the first of September. Applicants desiring to 
enter this Division must meet the same requirements demanded of ap­
plicants in other divisions of the College and must be between the ages 
of eighteen and thirty-five years. Preference will be given to applicants 
with training superior to the above requirements. Aside from educa­
tional qualifications, the applicant must have good health and good 
morals High school transcripts are approved by the School and the 
State Board of Nurse Examiners. 
It will be to the advantage of the student entering Prairie View's 
School of Nursing to have completed at least one year of College work. 
The students who fail in more than three courses will not be retained in 
the School of Nursing. 
Necessary Articles 
Applicants are required to bring the following articles: four sheets, 
three pillow cases, one pillow,sufficient cover, five gingham dresses, 
an umbrella, rain coat, overshoes, low-heel black oxfords with rubber 
heels, two spreads, four face towels, four bath towels, a work-box con­
taining articles for mending, a cheap watch with a second hand, and a 
clinical thermometer. 
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Health 
All students of nursing education, when ill are cared for gratuitous­
ly, receiving the professional services of the hospital physicians. Time, 
above two weeks, lost through illness or any other cause, must be made 
up. 
Vacation 
A vacation of three weeks is given each year during the summer. 
OUTLINE OF FIVE YEAR COURSE OF STUDY 
FIRST YEAR 








Intro, to Education 
Mathematics, 173 (3-0) 3 
Elements of Applied Math. 
Chemistry, 114 (2-4) 4 
General Chemistry 
Nursing Ed., 132 (2-0) 2 
History & Ethics of Nurs. 











Nursing Edu., 122 
Bacteriology 
Physical Edu., 121 
Freshman Practice 
Nursing Edu., 121 











First Semester Sem. Second Semester Sem. 
Hrs. Hrs. 
English, (Elective) (3-0) 3 History, 203 (3-0) 3 
Nursing Edu., 114 (2-4) 4 - Constitutions 
Prin. & Prac. of Nurs. Nursing Edu., 124 (2-4) 4 
Nursing Edu., 331 (1-0) 1 Prin. & Prac. of Nurs. 
Drugs & Solutions Nursing Edu., 163 (3-0) 3 
Nursing Edu., 153 (3-0) 3 Anatomy & Physiology 
Anatomy & Physiology Nursing Edu., 162 (2-0) 2 
Nursing Edu., 134 (2-4) 4 Materia Medica 
Nursing Chemistry Nursing Edu., 361 (1-0) 1 
Nursing Edu., 372 (2-0) 2 Gynecology 
Medical Nursing Nursing Edu., 142 (2-0) 2 
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First Semester 
Nursing Edu., 311 
Case Study 
Sem. Second Semester 
Hrs. 
(1-0) 1 Nursing Phychology 
Nursing Edu., 321 
Elem. Pathology 
Nursing Edu., 211 
Urinalysis 
THIRD YEAR 




Nursing Edu., 332 
Surgical Nursing 
Nursing Edu., 352 (2-0) 2 
Medical Specialities 
Nursing Edu., 452 (2-0) 2 
Psychiatric Nursing 
Nursing Edu., 334 (2-4) 4 
Pediatric & Infant Feeding 
Nursing Edu., 324 (2-4) 4 
Obstetrical Nursing 








(1-0) 1 Nursing Edu., 421 
Eye, Ear, Nose & Throat 
Nursing 
Nursing Edu., 422 (2-0) 
Surgical Specialities 
Nursing Edu., 442 (2-0) 
Modern Social & Health 
Movements 
Nursing Edu., 482 (2-0) 
A Survey of Nursing Fields 
& Professional Problems 
Nursing Edu., 441 (1-0) 
Emergency Nursing & 
First Aid 
Nursing Edu., 141 (0-2) 
Dietetics 
FOURTH YEAR 
Jefferson Davis Hospital 
for Affiliation 
(Either Semester) 
Second Semester Sem. 
Hrs. 
Nursing Edu., 403 (2-2) 3 
Prin. & Prac. of Diotherapy 
Nursing Edu., 401 
Dermatology & T. B. 
Nursing Edu., 400 
Operating Room Tech. 
Economics, 303 
Survey of Economics 
Sociology, 213 
Intro, to Sociology 






Observation & Ward Practice 
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FIFTH YEAR 
Sem. Second Semester Sem. 
Hrs. Hrs 
(3-0) 3 Elective 3 
(3-0) 3 
Education, 203 (1-5) 3 
Elem. Prac. Teaching 
School Nursing Edu., 523 (3-0) 3 
(3-0) 3 Ward Management 
(3-0) 3 
History, 323 (3-0) 3 
U. S. History 
(3-0) 3 
Sociology, 223 (3-0) 3 
Race Relations 
First Semester 
Parental Edu., 413 
Child Care 
Education, 333 
Modern Meth. in Hi 
Nursing Edu., 513 
Ward Management 
History, 313 
U. S. History 
Education, 463 
Mental Adjustment 
OUTLINE OF THREE YEAR COURSE OF STUDY 
FRESHMEN 
First Semester 
English, 113 (3-0) 
Grammar & Composition 
Chemistry, 134 (2-4) 
Nursing Chemistry 
Nursing Edu., 114 (2-4) 
Prin. & Prac. Nurs. 
Nursing Edu., 132 (2-0) 
History & Ethics of Nurs. 
Nursing Edu., 153 (3-0) 
Anatomy & Physiology 
Nurs nigEdu., 132 (2-0) 
Sem. Second Semester Sem. 
Hrs. Hrs. 
( 3 English, 123 (3-0) 3 
Composition 
I 4 Nursing Edu., 122 (1-2) 2 
Bacteriology 
i 4 Nursing Edu., 121 (1-0) 1 
Hygiene & Sanitation 
2 Nursing Edu., 124 (2-4) 4 
Prin. & Prac. Nursing 
3 Nursing Edu., 142 (2-0) 2 
Nursing Psychology 
2 Nursing Edu., 163 (3-0) 3 
Anatomy & Physiology 
Nursing Edu., 141 (0-2) 1 
Dietetics 
Nursing Edu., 341 (1-0) 1 
First Semester 
Nursing Edu., 372 
Medical Nursing 
Physical Edu., 311 
Case Study 
JUNIOR 
Sem. Second Semester 
Hrs. 
(2-0) 2 Nursing Edu., 361 
Gynecology 
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First Semester 
Nursing Edu., 162 (2-0) 2 
Materia Medica 
Nursing Edu., 334 (2-4) 4 
Pediatric & Infant Feeding 
Nursing Edu., 314 (2-4) 4 
Obstetrical Nursing 
Sem. Second Semester Sem. 
Hrs. Hrs. 
Nursing Edu., 311 (1-0) 1 
Urinalysis 
Nursing Edu., 322 (2-0) 2 
Surgical Nursing 
Nursing Edu., 321 (1-0) 1 
Elem. Pathology 
Nursing Edu., 421 (1-0) 1 
Eye. Ear, Nose & Throat 
Nursing 
Nursing Edu., 441 (1-0) 1 
Emergency Nursing & 
First Aid 
Nursing Edu., 308 (0-20) 8 
Observ. & Ward Practice 
SENIOR 




Nursing Edu., 412 
Surgical Specialties 
Nursing Edu., 452 (2-0) 2 
Psychiatric Nursing 
Nursing Edu., 400 (1-0) 1 
, Operating Room Technique 
Nursing Edu., 308 (0-20) 8 
Observ. & Ward Practice 
Jefferson Davis Hospital 




(2-0) 2 Nursing Edu., 422 
Medical Specialties 
Nursing Edu., 442 (2-0) 
Modern, Social & Health 
Movements 
Nursing Edu., 482 (2-0) 
A Survey of Nursing Field 
& Professional Problems 
Nursing Edu., 308 (0-20) 
Observ. & Ward Practice 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSE OF STUDY 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 121. See Division of Arts and Sciences. 
NURSING EDUCATION 114, 124. Principles and Practices of Nurs­
ing. (2-4) Credit 4 each semester. 
This course gives a clear understanding of the fundamental prin­
ciples of good nursing. Helps to develop the habits of observation, sys­
tem economy, manual dexterity, a love for nursing, and pride in good 
nursing technique. 
NURSING EDUCATION 211. Urinalysis. (1-0) Credit 1. II. 
ihe object of this course is to teach the student to recognize normal 
from abnormal urine and the associated pathology with each abnormal-
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emplo'/ed^ tS ^ ̂  th* ^ «• 
CURSING EDUCATION 121. Hygiene and Sanitation. (1-0) Credit 1. 
foJ^T^ZlX^ of good health and 
tance of the opportunS, „f Futhermore to recognize the impor-
lic hygiene Requheiof J ™ & tCaCher °f personal and P^-
Education. students intending to major in Physical 
XI RSING ; E DCCA1'10X 132. Ethics and History of Nursing. (2-0) 
*nd fethics. °f FI™ Nightengale 
•definite DhilosonW r rr o a formulation of a clear and more 
aim is t(f arouse intp I SeC°ndly' fr0m a ^ndpoint of history, its 
student wfththe 1 T, m, nUrSmg BS a" 0CCUPafi°n by acquainting the 
a n d  t h e  t r a d i t i o n s ^ * "  ̂  ^  
NURSING EDUCATION 132, 131. Dietetics. (2-0) Credit 1 
cookery "for well Prindples and meth°ds underlying simple 
triUve value of fonr! S1C!\Pe0ple" T« familiarize the student with nu-
physical activities anddimate. ^ ^ & balanCed diet according to age, 
NURSING EDUCATION "T'n of.Arts and Sciences. 
II Nursing Psychology. (2-0) Credit 2. 
Cipfe ' "w'J: ":TT th! n"se ~ilh th« '"Cental prin-
dealing with patients professionally Th" deVel°P principles for 
for subsequent course in psychiatry' C°UrSG als° provldes a basis 
NURSING EDUCATION 153 S' a , 
Credit 3 each semester. ' 7 and Physiology. (3-0) 
human body as an"fficient macV0 mteJest in and appreciation of the 
cal working knowledge of the + '"t' & to give the students a practi-
•»» bod, L , SX'"»«. the 
well as for safe and intelligent practiced, a11 Pa'bology as 
NURSING EDUCATION Tfi9 Zl f nursmS-
This course enables the nurse to^adi MedlCa' (2"0) Credit 2. II. 
ligently and to recognize their effectsTttcl ^ intcl" 
source, prevention, actions and dosage of L * study of the 
and treatment of overdosage. ^ °f ^ 38 well as ecognition 
N U R S I N G  E D U C A T I O N  3 3 1 .  D , „ e ,  a n d  S o , ( 1 . 0 )  ^  
To teach the student how to make and use solutions properly. To 
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point out the essential value of a thorough knowledge of solutions as to 
strength and therapeutic effect. 
NURSING EDUCATION 311. Case Study. (1-0) Credit 1. I. 
The object of this course is as follows: To enable the student to 
study each patient as a whole. To aid the student in seeking informa­
tion about her patients in an organized and systematic way. To record 
such information so that it has practical value to herself and others. 
NURSING EDUCATION 321. Elementary Pathology. (1-0) Credit 
1. II. 
The course is intended to help the student understand the more 
generally accepted causes of disease, the nature of some of the more 
common disease processes, and the meaning of terms used in describing 
pathological conditions. It should give practical help in understanding 
treatments which are prescribed for patients, the reasons for the various 
specimens required, and the need of special care in securing and pre­
serving them. 
NURSING EDUCATION 322. Surgical Nursing. (2-0) Credit 2. II. 
The object is to give the student a good general knowledge of the 
chief surgical diseases, their causes, symptoms, pre-operative and post­
operative treatment so that she may care for the patient intelligently 
and be of the greatest possible help to the surgeon in promoting recov­
ery. 
NURSING EDUCATION 314. Obstetrical Nursing. (2-4) Credit 4. I. 
It is the intention of the course to give the student working knowl­
edge of the medical care and nursing care of maternity patients from in­
cipient stage of pregnancy through paturition. Three month affiliation 
with Jefferson Davis Hospital in theory and practice of obstetrics. 
NURSING EDUCATION 334. Pediatrics and Infant Feeding. (2-4) 
Credit 4. I. 
Its objective is to help nurses understand something of the physical 
and mental development of the normal children. To teach the care of 
the sick or well children and to plan proper diet for both. Three months 
affiliation in this phase of nursing is given at Jefferson Davis Hospital. 
NURSING EDUCATION 361. Gynecology. (1-0) Credit 1. II. 
The object is to give a minute knowledge of the anatomy of the fe­
male pelvic organs, a study of the diseases of same, their causes, sym-
toms, medical and surgical treatments, and nursing care. 
NURSING EDUCATION 372. Medical Nursing. (2-0) Credit 2. I. 
The study of general disease is made and special attention is given 
to the causes, symptoms, prevention and treatments of common diseases. 
Secondly, enable students to recognize their symptoms and to see the 
effects of treatment. 
NURSING EDUCATION 441. Emergency Nursing and First Aid. 
This course is intended to help the nurse adapt her hospital methods 
114 
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to emergency situations in accident, 
thinking, .dapmbility, renourc.Mne,, L kind»' T° '«*«' quiet 
teach the ™de" 
To tench operating technique T„"or,h Spe.ei*ltle"' <2-»> Credit 2, II. 
gy nursing. q n orthopedics, gynecology and urolo-
NURSING EDUCATION 421 Nrr," • ^ 
Nose and Throat. (1-0) Credit*! "n "" E"' El'e' 
'b—' "d 
« ™SS'pr^« con1: 
toms a nurse may hlep in securing n '°Uf ,a study of causes and symp-
ate more closely the method, f " 63 dla£nosis of the case. (3) To 
«> To teach the ^ethX J, h.ndiinTe * '° • "»'»"» »«• 
home and community. ( 5 )  To h ,f omi«unicable diseases in the 
m preventive hygiene. need for education of the public 
NURSING EDUCATION 452 P, i,- A • 
The object of the course is to teat ^ Nursing' (2"°) Credit 2. II. 
Changes occur in physically sick natie r S^Udent nurses that Mental 
changes. To give the student nurse an " ^ r6C°gnitio" <* such 
edge of tthe mental mechanis? ?? ? ^ bUt aUthentic knowl" 
ward increasing the nurse'sw„ ! t T ^ COnduct' with a view to-
interest in and a more svmna+w™ stability and to develop a keen 
NURSING EDUCATION^ Tsunderstanding of huma" nature. 
sional Problems. (2-0) Credit? °TT Nursin§: FieId and Profes-
nUtf/°b" ̂ "Sutrnu??"3110"^ thS Various helds of 
methods of meeting them. ' Pr°hlems encountered and the 
(2-0) CtedR™ n.442' M°dern Social a"d Health Movements. 
and will cover civic movTments^and^oblf11'1611-8! nursinZ education. 
SHfei.̂ rDsrT «™ 10 »-»• 
INTRODUCTION TO EDUCATIO" AND SCIENCES-
Sciences-NURSING EDUCATION 13,?^^ 
A general course with special emphasis on 
ipn-sis on nursing needs. 
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NURSING EDUCATION 401. Dermatology and Tuberculosis Nursing. 
(1-0) Credit 1. I or II. 
Nursing care of the more common skin diseases, prevention and 
nursing care of tuberculosis. 
NURSING EDUCATION 403. Principles and Practice of Diotheraphy. 
(2-2) Credit 3. I or II. 
The underlying principles of the dietary treatment of diseases to­
gether with their application. 
ECONOMICS. See Division of Arts and Sciences. 
SOCIOLOGY. See Division of Arts and Sciences. 
NURSING EDUCATION 308. (0-20) Credit 8. I or II. 
General Ward Practice. 
NURSING EDUCATION 523. Ward Management. (3-0) Credit 3 
each semester. 
The underlying principles and methods of ward administration. 
PARENTAL EDUCATION 413. See Division of Arts and Sciences. 
EDUCATION 333, 203. See Division of Arts and Sciences. 
EDUCATION 463. Mental Adjustment. See Division of Arts and 
Sciences. 
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Enrollment 
REGULAR SESSION—1936-37 
it ABBREVIATIONS: Ag.-Agriculture; A. & S—Arts and Sciences; 
cation Economics; M. A.—Mechanic Arts; N. E. Nursing Edu-
<i> |ncJK'ates that student attended during first semester only. 
( ) Indicates that student attended touring second semester only. 
FRESHMEN 
NamC Division Address 
6Liran MaG -A" & S" Denver, Colorado 
Adams, Fred E _A. & S Montgomery 
Alexander, Ethel B .A. & S. Son 
Alexander, Malinda H. E Groesbeck 
Alexander, Robbie E A.. & S. (1) Dallas 
Alexander, Ruth E A & S W w n. 
Allen, Charlie J IIZZ Ft ™°rth 
Allen, Herron M H F ens 
Alleniece, Fred A" CO n r 
Alton, Willie C T,' ™ -Bay Clty 
Anderson, George A & S Z"7 *endleton 
a-j T -r, Madison. Wisconsin Anderson, Lee Ernest A. & S Ft Wol.th 
Armstrong, Fay A. & S. (1) ..I" Palestine 
Armstrong, Freddie W M A 7 
Armstrong, Lacy a ' f YY .Navasota 
Arnold, L C. £ & Sg < > —W.chta F.I1. 
Asberry, Georgia M _Ha* } Bessmay 
Ashford, Walter S H. E fli —-Paris 
Bailey, Eula M A & S m -.Houston 
Bailey, Jewell L. ... jj F i Cleveland 
Bailey, Paul Y Lr~ Georgetown 
Baines, Cloteal R .IZZIjf' F --Austin 
Baldridge, McHenry Ag. Houston 
Baloney, Chester A & S Bay C*ty 
Barker, Hattie M ^ R ° Beaumont 
Barnett, Mayme N N E Dallas 
] ] 1 1 Bean, Mollie M n v ' Y Houston 
' ' Beaumont 
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Name Division Address 
Bell, Adell L -A. & S. Longview 
Bell, Norman C -Ag. Texarkana 
Bennette, Sidney E -M. A - - Camden 
Berry, Tom C A. & S. (1) - Dallas 
Blackshear, Irene E N. E - Houston 
Blocker, Robert B M. A. San Antonio 
Blocker, William A. & S. (2) Austin 
Bluitt, Clifton -Ag. Kirbyville 
Bolden, Mary A - .H. E. Galveston 
Boone, Frank A. & S. (1) —— Galveston 
Boone, Langston A. & S. (1) — Galveston 
Boone, Lloyed R -Ag. Sargent 
Boyd, Henry B Ag. (1) Naples 
Boze, Calvin A. & S - Houston 
Branche, Losye M H. E Houston 
Britt, Alton M -H. E. (1) Waxahachie 
Brittain, Charlie Lee A. & S. - Dallas 
Brittain, Richard D Ag Dallas 
Brooks, Gladys M A. & S Texas City 
Brooks, James -Ag. _..... Caldwell 
Brooks, Marion J A. & S Ft. Worth 
Brooks, Robert F A. & S. Ft. Worth 
Brooks, Wylma L .H. E Long Branch 
Brotherton, Lee G M. A. - Dallas 
Brown, Darnetta J H. E Kilgore 
Brown, Edna T A. & S. (1) Kansas City, Mo. 
Browne, Lawrence E. ...: H., E. Brenham 
Browne, Ruby .A. & S Houston 
Bunkley, Lillian B .A. & S Houston 
Cade, Sam R —A.g. (2) Kendleton 
Campbell, Elijah ...... H. E. (2) San Antonio 
Campbell, Ida M A.. & S Austin 
Campbell, Lee Lewis A. & S. (2) .Dallas 
Cameron, Eonale A. & S. (1) Dallas 
Campers, Jerry Ag. (1) Bellville 
Canty, Will H „H. E Houston 
Carothers, Jimmie Helen H. E. Dallas 
Carrington, Bessie L H. E. Navasota 
Carter, Marguerite -A. & S Simmesport, La. 
Carter, Marshall L .A. & S Ft. Worth 
Castine, Hazel M _A. & S Galveston 
Clark, Walter _H. E. (1) Houston 
Cleveland, Bernice H. E -.Houston 
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Address Name Division 
Coleman, Elma H ~M. A 
Coleman. Herbert, Jr A. & S. (2) Dallas 
Coleman, Walter H. E Q„ » , . 
n ' ** San Antonio Collins, Eleanor Air. 
Collins, Horace _ M. A. (2) HZZIhouS 
Collins. J. B c . , . n _ ban Antonio 
Collins, Martin L „H. E. (1) Washington 
Conner, Willie B A. & S. Houston 
Cook, Lawrence H. A. & S. (1) ^Ife Sty 
Cooksie.Ahce V A. & S. „ Caldwell 
Cosby, Ruby „H. E. Sulphur Springs 
Crisp Inez C .Ag. (1) Nacogdoches 
Crockett Ear! V ..N. E. Houston 
fCr0S^y' ^e J,a LTee " A. & S. (1) Jacksonville 
Cumbo, Willie J H. E. (1) Brvan 
Cunningham, Eula Mae H. E. Nacogdoches 
r :• Te, ba A- & S Dallas 
Curtis, Haidee N. E. (1) Beaumont 
Dancy, Mary Ag. ..._ __ B 
Dangerfield, K. K H. E. (1) Mt. Pleasant 
Daniels Dorothy H. E Bay city 
Davis, Alma J JL E. DalIas 
Davis, Dora M H. E Jacksonville 
Davis, Esther L A. & S (1) 
"avis> J- w N. E. Nome 
Davis, Martha L ... A- & S Jacksonville 
Davis, Mattie A. & S. Pllln-
Davis, Olivia _A & S Z~7 f • 
t~a . -»-»• i , __T 06 ° ban Antonio 
Davis, Richard W. _..„H. E. Favette 
Davis, Rubena A. & S Temple 
Dawson, Mary E .A. & S. (2) Austin 
Dewitty, Orean A. & S "Palestine 
Dial, Estella B JH A (21 ™ 4 
Dickson. James R JT y. <2> "„Ft" Wortb 
Diggins, Frankie S £ E Hempstead 
Dillard, Gertha .1 H E Kendleton 
Dobbins, Naomi R. _A & S w TTr, "!S 
Donley, Irene D ' h F West Columbia 
Dorham, Cathryn Ag. (11 
Douglass, Wilson H. E 
Doyle, Evelyn E _H E 
Dugar, Bessie M A. & S (11 Houston 
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Name Division Address 
Easley, Florine A. & S. (2) Austin 
Edwards, Hermie A. & S. (2) Cold Spring 
Elmore, Evelyn -A. & S. Cold Spring 
Evans, Clarence C M. A Beaumont 
Evans, Will H -A. & S Houston 
Everett, Clarice M -H. E - Sherman 
Ferguson, Aria M -H. E - Kilgore 
Finley, Booker T ~M. A. (1) Jacksonville 
Finley, Rufus Ag. Jacksonville 
Fleming, Odell H. E. —Houston 
Flewellen, Howard A. & S. (1) Terrell 
Flin, Clarence Lillian A. & S. (2) Ft. Worth 
Ford, Annetta N. E Louisville Kentucky 
Ford, Atoy A. -H. E. Bryan 
Ford, Mary E A. & S Washington 
Fowler, Timothy C -M. A. —Greenville 
Franklin, Herbert ~M. A Beaumont 
Franklin, Parthenia H. E. (1) Corsicana 
Frazier, Mable E -H. E — Silsdee 
Fretwell, McKinney A. & S Ft. Worth 
Frye, Ernestine A. & S Oklohoma City, Oklo. 
Fuqua, Reuben M. A Navasota 
Gaines, Theresa -H. E Texarkana 
Gardner, Freddie Ag Kirven 
Garrett, Ruby Lee A. & S Ft Worth 
Gatlin, Ida D' —H. E. Wiergate 
Gee, Beatrice .H. E. (2) Hubbard 
Gee, Malbe -A. & S. (2) Galveston 
Geter, Susie M H. E Dallas 
Gibson, Lillie M. .H. E. (2) Galveston 
Giles, Leslie E A. & S Yoakum 
Givens, Lillian L ...A. & S Mineral Wells 
Glass, Ollie J -H. E. Dallas 
Glenn, Beverly T — H< E. Gainsville 
Glenon, Marly L .H. E Bay City 
Godfrey, Noyce B .H. E Houston 
Goodson, Frank .A. & S Yoakum 
Goree, C. G -Ag. (1) Mexia 
Gray, Faye E H. E — San Antonio 
Grayer, Richard J A. & S. (2) Jefferson 
Green, Louise A -H. E. Bryan 
Green Morman M H. E Houston 
Green, William H -Ag. (1) Bryan 
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Address Name Division 
Greene, Wilhelmina L A & S TT 
Grimes, Buchanan H _A& S Houston 
Gilliard, Leola 4 £ 
Curley, Lois Juanita H E (11 T, 
Guy, Forestyne A ^ S 
Hall, James F A- ( l \  -..-.Temple 
Hall, Victoria __ T&" 
Haller, Richard L ..IZIa' & S -Austm 
Halley, John Q jt m GalvesUm 
Hamilton, General E TVs --Crockett 
T„, i San Marcos 
Hannie' K Hi & S" ^ Nacogdoches Hanme, Katheryn ,H. E. (1) Palmer 
Harbert, Pansy E ,H. E Galveston 
Hardeman, Grace H. E III Galveston 
Harris, Modestine A & S f 
Harrison, Willie A H E —Enms 
Harvey, Elliott L M A Ccmm* 
TT, . .  , ,  ,  - 1 V A *  A  -  H o u s t o n  
Hastings, Modestine ,A. & S Ft. Worth 
Hawkins, Alice M H. E ,Wharton 
Hawkins, Dimple J -N. E. (1) Galveston 
Hawkins, Sarah N _H. E Cedar Lake 
Hawkins, Willie C M A n 
TT L ^, T — x*  Cameron 
Hayden, Edgar I —Ag Crockett 
Haynes Ldhan A. A. & S. (1) Beuamont 
Hedspeth, Joseph S A. & S. (2) Austin 
Henderson, Eunice - H. E. (1) Texarkana 
Henderson, James M. A. <9.\ a—tin 
Henderson, Platte D As- --Austin 
TJ.U ' Houston 
Hill, Alma J „H. E Millican 
Hill, Dorothy Rhea A. & S n u 
Hobdy, Lucy M „ % ' ~ Da"*a 
TT J T „ - g Greenville 
Hodge, Irene O. W H. E. (2) Dallas 
Hodges, Jesse W A & S 7 7 f 
Hollingsworth, William P to- San Antonio 
Hollins, Von Beulow If' Waxahachie 
Hopes, Juanita M H E "7n °US <m 
Ho^sby, Ella L & S LlZZZI *££ 
Houston, Hazel S H E w . „ 
Howell, Aldena f & s Huntsville 
Hoyt, Vernon D J  & S fl i""" v ' fT*  
Hubbard, Geneva ™h' F Nacogdoches 
Hubbard, Ruby L. TT' e 777 Hooks 
Hubbard, Vernon D As DeKalb 
° ' Hooks 
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Name Division Address 
Huffman, Samantha A. & S. (1) Dallis 
Hunter, Milton A. & S Houston 
Hurd, Marion -Ag, (1) Houstin 
Jackson, Christine I -N. E Galveston 
Jackson, Mattie L .N. E — Terrell 
Jackson, Raymond Ag. (2) 
January, Grace L H. E Houston 
Jefferson, Eudora L -H. E Somerville 
Jefferson, Jennie V A. & S - - Kingsville 
Johnson, Esta V - —H. E. (1) Fefferson 
Johnson, Esther Lee E Washington 
Johnson, Julia F H. E B^enham 
Johnson, Susie D H. E — Silsbee 
Johnson, Valerie B A. S Houston 
Jones, Alice Marie JL E Navasota 
Jones, Brady Joe .M. A Longview 
Jones, Casey Ag - Branch 
Jones, Essie H. E. (2) Denton 
Jones, Eva Belle H. E. (1) Terrell 
Jones, Lowell R Ag - McGregor 
Jones, Odessa A. & S. (2) Marlin 
Jordan, Viola H. E .Wynnewood, Oklohoma 
Kennedy, Joe E A. & S. (1) — - Mexia 
King, Elizabeth E A. & S. Beaumont 
King, Jeau Cephus A. & S. (2) Boley, Okla. 
Kirk, Robert Lee Ag Somerville 
Lacy, George W A. & S Port Arthur 
Laster, Bertha H H. E. (1) Washington 
Lee, Irene M ..N. E. (1) Seguin 
Lee, Wister A. & S. (2) Corsicana 
Leroy, Carol G H. E. (1) Houston 
Lewis, George Ag. (1) Athens 
Lewis, Georgia E .H. E. (1) Galveston 
Lewis, James W A. & S Little Rock, Ark. 
Lewis, Robert A. W Ag Ratcliff 
Lincoln, Porter Ag. (1) Queen City 
Linson, Clydeas V .H. E. (2) Texarkana 
Little, Epstein Ag. (1) Independence 
Locke, Celeste .H. E. Wolfe City 
Long, Minnette Velma JL E Tucson, Ariz. 
Lusk, Benjamin Ag. (1) Oakwood 
McBeth, Georgia JL E Brazoria 
McCaney, Josephine A. & S Overton 
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Xame Division Address 
McClinton. Nolathae ...A. & S Waller 
McCowan. Mary E. -A. & S. (1) .'.p'ra'irie View 
CcCray, Otha E _H. E Dallas 
^C^U6n' Pinkie L -H" E" <*> Cleburne 
McDonald, Zenobia _EL E Silsbee 
McDow, Dela M JL E ZZZZ Goliad 
McGlothen, Hattie „H. E. (2) Huntsville 
McGowan, Emerson A A. & S Livingston 
McKie, Willistine H. E. (2) Kerens 
McMichael, Robert O Ag Nacogdoches 
McPeters, Ethel L .A. & S Texarkana 
Manning, William A. & S. (2) Austin 
Marion, Chester _M. A. (2) Austin 
Matthews, Lois A H. E Houston 
Means, Bertha B A. & S Ft. Worth 
Menefee, Herbert R A. & S. (1) Lubbock 
Merrell, Elizabeth Lucille H. E Houston 
Middleton, Dorothy H. E Dallas 
Miller, George E „.A. & S Houston 
Mitchell, Clyde W Ag. (1) Belton 
Mitchell, Samuel Ag Texarkana 
Mitchell, Wessie A. & S Dallas 
Montgomery, Emma L ,„H. E Quitman 
Montgomery, Era C H. E Tatum 
Montgomery, John C Ag Tatum 
Moore, Ida Ruth H. E Plum 
Moore, Rosa M H. E ZZZZZ.Houston 
Moore, Thomas W M. A Houston 
Moore, Ulysses Ag. (2) Texarkana 
Moore, Willie M. A. ..... Washington 
Morgan, Jasper C. M. A. Ft Worth 
Moten, Eloise ..II. E. (1) Roswell, N. Mex. 
Nauls, Vessie D Ag Midway 
xraT' Z1<lred A JL E Port Arthur 
Neal, Marion L A. & S Longview 
Nelson, Mary Lee JB. E Houston 
Nicholas, Alvernon A. & S Dallas 
Nichols, Hazel D ,H. E. (1) IZIPOZ Arthur 
Owens, Frank W .M. A Smithville 
Palmer, Melrose H. E. Cleburne 
Pannell, Ulysses S Ae- Z 
Parrish. Johnnie M H E w hZ" -p.... _ T ru Wortham 
Patterson, Rosa L H. E Dal'as 
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Name Division 
n r Tyler 
Patton, Charlotte R Dallas 
Payne, Mercedes -»• ..Palestine 
Pennell, Alma M A- • ••-•- .Terren 
Peppers, Cleophus • £ Teague 
Person, Lucille H. E. (- - --.--- ^ 
Peterson, Emanuel A. & S. ( ) F, Worth 
Pickett, Algia A- • -- Houston 
Pickett, Osborne A- & S. ( ) ...Wiergate 
Pierce, Conseula B A. E. (J) 
. T MA Bryan Pig-ford, Lawrence -vi- A TI 
T,. „ T „ a & S Houston Pmdle, Inez D A- & a 
Plummer, O. D Ag - Greenville 
Polley, Hazel L -H. E .-.-Center 
Poole, Cecil H Ag. (2) Z TT 
Powell, Jimmie L Ag "u V1 " 
Powell, Lonnie Ag. (2) Wiergate 
Powell, Rivers J Ag Beaumont 
Powell, Veryl E -H. E ^°??°n 
Precipha, Randolph J^-g am 
Price, Martha J -H. E. (2) McGregor 
Price, Rosetta A. & S. (1) a as 
Proffitte, Jewel E H. E. (1) Hearne 
Prophet/Lillian A- & S Houston 
Ragsdale, Rufus D Ag Jacksonville 
Ranmbo, La Forest A. & S Dotham, Ala. 
Randall, Ellice L H. E Waco 
Randle, Catherine E X. E Galveston 
Randolph, Hazel R - A. & S Houston 
Ray. Lucy P -H. E Giddings 
Rayford, Robert A- & S Prairie View 
Rayford, Ruth A. L A. & S Prairie View 
Rayner, Ahmed A .A. & S Chicago, 111. 
Reason, Minnie H H. E Houston 
Reed, James C A. & S Lampasas 
Rhodes, Rosa L. ~H. E. (1) Chireno 
Rhone, Leola -N- E. (1) 
Rice, Pearlie D -H. E 
Richmond, Virgie .H. E Axtell 
Richter, Huella M A. & S Houston 
Roberts, Christine B .H. E Day City 
Rogers, Percy D A. & S Cleburne 
Rolla. James --M. A. (1) Dallas 
Routte, Geraldine -A. & S. (1) Houston 
San Antonio 
Marshall 
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Name . . 
Division A j» 
T > I  KM* Address Royal, Artie A (2) 
Sadberry, Alpearl HE Jefferson 
Sadberry, J. R ~~'m A Benchley 
Sampson, Doris E. M " A  & o Gause 
Sanders, Earline V E Arthur 
Sanders, William A  ' ' .Yoakum 
Sansom, Claude P Ao,' Groesbeck 
Sealey, Roy 11111111M A Cameron 
Shanklin, Johnnye B HE Bryan 
Sharp, Eva Mae • Houston 
Shavers, Millie O 7" H E Vernon 
Sheppard, Ellen M. A '  P _ 7 -DeKalb 
Simmons, Byron I ^  ( 2 )  f1" Worth 
Simmons. Z. H A  ?" 7/ Jamestown 
Simon, Leo . \ e A Wiergate 
Sims, Charlie A. ... A' I o Beaumont 
Skillern, Ruth " Z V, Dallas 
Sleet, Clifford A w F Nacogdoches 
Smith, Bennie Mae A '  77 7 -Nacogdoches 
Smith, Celestus M. .. A ' P  O  H O " S T O N  
Smith, Etta R T T ' ® MT San Antonio 
Smith. Glodine * ' „ -A- & S 
Smith, Inah Mae a & o 
Smith, Lucinda N t Houston 
Smith, Mozetta V r Galveston 
Smith, Odessa ... V 7, Houston 
Smith, Vivian L. .. , ' (,7 Houston 
Smith, Willie R. L Lubbock 
Smith, William V V'Z 77: Denton 
Snow, Joseph D 7 "M A (' -Houston 
Splane, Marnell .. H F Worth 
Spriggs, Carlton 7 7 7  A '  7' Beaumont 
Stanley, Johnny A  o q Ennis 
Starks, Fannie D 17 A" Av q Ft Worth 
Stephens, Slyvesta A Houston 
Sterling, Jesse H A '  °  '  Q  7": Linden 
Sterling, Willie H 7' DallaS 
Stevenson, Willie L I jZ' 
Steward, Alvata 0 7 JI E Ardmore, Okla. 
Stewart, Loche J A' & 'g Kerens 
Stewart, Lucille M 7 "  J I  E  Dallas 
Sutton, Alexander C 71. Ac Dallas 
Sutton, George D "7 7oT San Antonio 
—Ag" (2) Ft. Worth 
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Name Division Address 
Swann, Cleo S JH. E Dallas 
Talley, Alice M -A. & S. (2) Ft. Worth 
Taylor, Adele L A. & S Dallas 
Taylor, Alixander Ag. (2) Caldwell 
Taylor, Daniel M. A .Marshall 
Taylor, Edwin P M. A Goliad 
Taylor, Therman .Ag Kendleton 
Tennard, Fannie M H. E Midway 
Terrell, Freeman J Ag San Antonio 
Thomas, Edythe J „N. E. (1) Dallas 
Thomas, Joyce L „H. E Houston 
Thomas, Vashti _H. E Waco 
Thompson, Gilon II Ag Malakoff 
Thompson, Hugh D Ag. (1) Lufkin 
Thompson, Wardell Ag Richmond 
Tolliver, Julia M ...H. E San Marcos 
Tompkins, Inez J «»...H. E. (1) West Columbia 
Townsell, Annie E .N. E Terrell 
Turner, Ethel J A. & S Abilene 
Wade, Katheryn H. E Bryan 
Wadley, Arizona H. E. (1) Dallas 
Walker, Gladys Ophelia A. & S Dallas 
Walker, Edward A. & S. (1) Austin 
Wallace, Dorothy H. E. (1) Ft. Worth 
Walton, Lila Mae A. & S. (1) Ft. Worth 
Ward, Bennie O H. E. Colmesneil 
Warren, Marshall .Ag Troy 
Washington, Hester H. E. (1) Ft. Worth 
Watkins, Emmett A. & S Houston 
Watson, Bertha Bell •. H. E. (2) San Jacinto 
Watson, Herman Ag. (2) Brosfield, Ark. 
Weaver, Claude D Ag Kildare 
Webster, Gladys H. E. (2) Dallas 
Weddington, Mae B A. & S Harwood 
Wedgeworth, A. W Ag Itasca 
Wesley, Ira D. F .M. A ...Temple 
West, Lydia H. E. (1) Beaumont 
White, Naomi V A. & S Mineral Wells 
White, Virenda B A. & S Navasota 
Whitfield, Jarvis A. & S Houston 
Whitfield, Toussaint „...M. A Greensboro, N. C. 
Whiting, Dorothy A. & S :. Washington 
Whitley, Lillian H. E. (1) Houston 
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Name r.. . . 
D,v,slon Address 
Wigginton, Flavious A 
Wiggins, Lillian ~ "77 Dallas 
Wiley, Woody S A' Bay City 
w;n; A H  - " «=• v1! Mexia Williams, Albert R m  » ni 
Williams, Callie J. ... H" P "Houstou 
Williams, Fannie C. ... H F 7 Kilg01'e 
Williams Felecitia . h  F Hempstead 
„ . "rL> & Palestine 
A .Victori; 
Williams Francis G. 
Williams, James W M A (1) -Victoria 
Williams, Jerry R T & S Beaumont 
Williams, Jonathan E A & S Beaumont 
Wiiiio™„ r.. ' ® Clebur me Williams, Lurline H P oi.-
Williams, Mattie M H E' ,1'0 
Williams, Melvin 0 v„ f 
Williams, Philistine h e  'n 
Williams, Ruth Z. A f'S 
Williams, Votie H ±& 8 ^ ,W»rth 
Williams, Willie B. IZt'tZZZI 72 
Wilson, Amanda A H. E (2) 
Wilson, Dorothy HE HI I T  +  
Wilson, Robert Lee y & S 11 m t 
Wilson, S. Inez E S" (1) w;„„ T , iN • ^ Houston 
W nn, Leonard jVg. (2) Madisonville 
Winn, Mmme O A  &  v  , ,  
Woodard, Catherine V E —Marlm 
Woodard, Claud C f &S F^w Z 
Wright, Mable L „ E I f 
Wycliff, Wilbert A. i:: A & g Forreston 





Adams, Abbie S 
Adams, Lionel J '»/* 
Adams, Thay M. „ 77 Montgomery 
Ainsworth, Jess W. A„ —... .Bryan 
Alexander, Aaron C » Mt" Pleasant 
Alexander, Byron m  A Cleburne 
Alexander, Hawthorne a - -Kilgore 
Anderson, Lavenia H P 
Askey, Dennis a' . 7 "777 Sealy 
& S- d) Ft. Worth 
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Name Division Address 
Atkins, Augustus Ag Jefferson 
Ayers, Mable „H. E. Houston 
Bagwell, Lawrence Ag Houston 
Bailey, Robert H .A. & S SanAntonio 
Baker, Doris J ...H. E Dallas 
Battles, Willie L H. E. (1) Dallas 
Boyd, Mary La Ruth A. & S Houston 
Bradshaw, Golden H. E Denison 
Branch, Doris A H. E. (2) San Antonio 
Bremond, Reuben S ..A. & S. (1) Austin 
Brooks, Daphney ..A. & S. (2) Navasota 
Brooks, Roy E .A- & S Ft. Worth 
Brown, Ada B. R .A. & S Houston 
Brown, Eugene .A. & S San Marcos 
Brown, Jessie M H. E Dallas 
Brown, Walter C A. & S _I.7Austin 
Buckner, Lillian R A. & s .^Houston 
Bynum, Thomas B M. A Brooklyn, N. Y 
Carr, Nellie Gabriel Lena A. & S. (2) Texas Citv 
Carter, Dorothy M _A. 4 s. ±1 L.Sao 
Carter, Lillie Mae A. & S Galveston 
Charlton, Charles „A. & S Beaumont 
Charlton, Josephine „H. E Beaumont 
Chatman, Charlie B H. E. (1) Mexia 
Chatman, Thelma L „H. E Illliouston 
City, Alvie R M. A Austin 
Cleaver, Emuel Ag Prairie view 
Cleaver, Lowell H M. A Prairie View 
Cole, Frank Ag 
Coleman, Roberta — A. & S Houston 
Cormier, Dalton E Ag 
Crawford, Jack H. Ag Texarkana 
Crawford, M. E A. & S. (1) San Antonio 
Crawford, Theresa J A. & S Taylor 
Criner, Louie J Ag. Athens 
Curl, Georgia O H. E. (1) Nacogdoches 
Daniels, Eunice Ag Cameron 
Davis, Clarence H M. A. Waxahachie 
Davis, Evelyn J H. E Kingsville 
Dotson, Stanley G A. & S Austin 
Downs, Erma T „A. & S. ZZZZTjilmer 
Duke, Eloise — — A & S Longview 
Durham, George Ag Ft. Worth 
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Name Division Address 
Durkee, Nadine J .JI. E Tatum 
Ellison, Frances A A. & S. Houston 
Engrum, Edwinner _H. E DeRidder, La. 
Eusan, Wilbur T „.M. A San Antonio 
Everhart, J. L .M A Longview 
Fleming, J. Frankye A. & S Longview 
Flemings, Milton Ag Houston 
Fleming, Novella .H. E. (2) Dallas 
Flowers, Helen H. E Dallas 
Fontenot, Lula M A. & S Beaumont 
Foster, Corinne .H. E Hearne 
Foster, Mattie R .H. E Tyler 
Foster, Luvella M H. E. (2) Arthur City 
Fowler, Danna E ,H. E Tyler 
Francis, Henry E A. & S Houston 
Franklin, Gussie V A. & S. (1) Beaumont 
Gilder, Maudie C A. & S Beaumont 
Goodlow, Juanita L. ,H. E Kerens 
Goodson, Barney S., Jr „A. & S Houston 
Grace, Annie L JL E Prairie View 
Grant, Leon G A. & S. (1) Beaumont 
Grays, Harrison W -Ag. Bryan 
Greenwood, Myrtle A.& S Houston 
Griffin, Wilma L Ai & S San Antonio 
Hardeman, Curlie C Ag Gilmore 
Harden, Nathaniel A. & S Dallas 
Harper, A. D Ag Atlanta 
Harrison, T. Samuel -A. & S Austin 
Harvey, Ernest -Ag. (1) .Waco 
Henderson, Cleophus Jig. (1) Terrell 
Henry, Pearl L ,H. E. (1) Texarkana 
Herndon, Daniel N Ag. Reagans 
Herron, Augustus R A. & S Denver, Colo. 
Hill, Mable Beatrice ...H. E Ft. Worth 
Hobdy, Lucy Mae „H. E Greenville 
Hodge, Robie L JL E. (1) Dallas 
Hollins, Arntie E A. & S. San Marcos 
Holloway, Jewell kg Dime Box 
Hopkins, Arnold _A. & S. (2) Houston 
Hubert, Harvey M. A Brenham 
Hurdle, Irving Q „A. & S Austin 
Hynson, Lyman „A. & S. (1) .„ Dallas 
Johnson, Agnes E ,H. E. Texarkana 
PRAIRIE VIEW STATE N. & I 
Name . . Division 
Johnson, Gladys M & g 
Johnson, Joe Lee ' 
Johnson, Marion I jj" A 777 
Jones, Camille L H E 
Jones, Charles A  A  & S ( i  ) ~  
Jones, Franklie Lee ]j jr 
Jones, Lark Ricardo \ & g 
Jones, Leslie O, A 
Jones, Melvin Ap. 
Jones, Robert E Au 
Jones, Roosevelt jyj. A 
Jones, Thelma ,H. E. 
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Lee, Edward A M. A 
Lewis, Roscoe W Jig. 
Lockhart, Robert A. & S 
Loeb, Wilhelminia -H. E 
Louder, Margaret .'. A. & S. 
Lucas, Charles A. & S. (2) 
Lyons, Elmo C. -Ag. 
McBay, Dorothy O A. & S. 
McDaniel, Doyle Ag 
McGriff, Una M JI. E. 
McKinney, Charlotte A. & S. _. 
McMillan, Lemmon C -A- & S. -
McNeil, Edna M -H. E. (1) 
McNeil, James H Ag. — 
McRuffin, Eddie Pearl —H. E. — 
Martin, Ruth U JI- E. 
Mason, Lucy M JI- E. — 
,.H. E. _ 
A. & S. 
Matthews, Ellouise 
Mayfield, Ernest G 
Mead, Claudine -E- E. — 
Miller, Clell -AS- <2> 
Money, Ruby Jewell E. E. _ 
Moore, Catherine E- E. — 
A. & S. Moore, Maurice 
Morris, Muriel L A ^ ^ A Pr C 
Moss, Lucille Imogene -
Addrm 











Knnia Jordan, Henri Mae HE •> 
T , . —— llooatm, Jordan, Vivian A. & S. 
Kennedy, Iven Ag. (2) 
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Address •^ame Division 
Neal, Nadine J A & Q T * J======izs 
O Neil, Emmitt L ,_M. A Shiro 
Payne Robert L _M. A. Saii Antonio 
Pedescleaux, Vivian -H. E Eagle Lake 
Pemberton, Alonzo & S Dallas 
Pentecost, N. Malissa A. & S Houston 
Perkins, Andrew Ag. Trinity 
Peterson, James E ~M. A Ft. Worth 
p®...eWay' °e -A. & S. Sargent 
Phillips Aleice E -H. E. Houston 
Pierce, Oscar E MA p 
Pleasants, Theola O ~H. E.' Z„.Z-ZZZZZI5ou^on 
P°Z tT, V A- & S Houston Porter, Mabel H H. E Dalias 
Powell, Allison B .A. & S. (2) Temple 
Powell, Bonnie H „H. E Marshall 
Powell, Thornwell ,A. ft S ZZZZZZ^S 
Pruitt, Bermce _H. E. Marshall 
Z0r' A&Za "A. & S. _ Sulphur Springs 
iTfu p • •' z K- & S- Ft. Worth 
iTif ' MeZ'ISSa Z -A- & s- - Prairie View Randle, Matthew A™ -NT J T. 
Reeseman, Erias B A &S n TM v 
Richardson. Gladys H E Bronxvdle, N. Y 
v/r- ^ Beaumont 
Ricks, Mignon A. & S. Tavlor 
Robbins, Margaret A & p r-+ 
Roberts, TolUe B Z1' t f 
Robertson, Elnora B A & S 77 n 
Robinson, Thelma L ZIh E P 
Ross, John D A  p. -Ennis 
Routt, Arthur Z A !  ~  "F 
Russaw, Carl . A Chapel Hill 
Sayles, Estella I „ F G^er 
Scott, Ernestyne I^.' & s7ZZZZZZ HuZviS 
Session, Andrew A & <3 " , 
Shannon, Monroe A 7 & <3 TT 0 
Shavers, Maurice A' 2 t Houston 
Sheffield, Emma D H V Lon^view 
Shirley, Etholia V A% Gillett 
Sibley, Willie A Y 2 % San Antonio 
Smith, J. T fr Nacogdoches 
Smith, Neola .. V £ Palestine 
E- Tyler 
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Name r.; . . Division 
Smith, Ulysses .A. & g 
Stanley, William ".A. & S 
Stewart, Mariella Z.ZH" E 
Stubbs Hazel ' JL E.' (~ 
Tabor, Leon M A 
Taylor, Charles A A r, o 
m zzzzl: I z: 
Taylor, Hobart A & S 
Thomas, Anita .A. & S. (1) 
Thompson, Johnne W A 
Thompson, M. Constance A & S 
Thompson, Myrtle Alice .. Y & o' 
Todd, Thelma G Y % 
Viola, T'raversia \' a' 7 




Walker, Rudolph a A Q 
Walker, Tommie A & 7  (9 \  
Walton, Emmitt ZLZI'LE 
Walton, Horace /•, \ 
Warren, Charles m 
Warren, Joseph a & q 
Washington, Alsenia A & S 
Weathersby, Grace 
Wedgeworth, Emmitt .. 
Westbrook, Carl U 





Williams, Jewell ] 
Williams, Terrell " 
Williamson, J. H 
Woodard, Mary Lee 
Woods, Annabelle ...., 
Young, Dave 
Young, Robnett 
Younger, Ersalyn Z 









A. & S. 
H. E. ..... 
H. E. ... 
Name 
Acrey, Katherine .. 
Adams, Julius H. 
JUNIORS 
Division 










































•Ag. (2) CuerQ 
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Name Division Address 
Alexander, Novella H. E —Dallas 
Allen, Hilda A. JI. E Hearne 
Anderson, Edison A. & S. Terrell 
Allen, Victoria H. E Huntsville 
Bailey, James T A. & S Austin 
Banks, Lucille M H. E Seguin 
Benjamin, Lumpkin A. & S Dallas 
Board, John A. .M. A Liberty 
Boggess, Nadine JI. E .Waco 
Bradford, Vernon B Ag Lufkin 
Branche, Edna .N. E Chicago, 111. 
Brazelton, Etta Lee .H. E Waxahachie 
Broomfield, Mable .H. E. (1) Hollis, Okla. 
Burns, Jim Henry Ag - Grapeland 
Campbell, Willie Bee -A. & S Austin 
Carpenter, Helen A .H. E Nacogdoches 
Clark, Lois E A. & S. (2) Giddings 
Cole, Austin M. A. (1) Okmulgee, Okla. 
Coleman, Naomi L A. & S. (1) Jamestown 
Collins, Myrtle ..H. E San Antonio 
Collins, Ogeal C .H. E. (1) Cooledge 
Conley, Myrtle H. E Palestine 
Dacus, Alton —Ag Jasper 
Davis, Lucius A. & S Caldwell 
Dizer, Wade Ag Paris 
Duplantier, Jessie A. & S Prairie View 
Duval, Lillian A. & S Chapel Hill 
Edwards, Evelyn .H. E Houston 
Ephram, Obzena H. E —Overton 
Freeman, Ruth A. & S Liberty 
Fuqua, Izola A. & S Dallas 
Glosson, Alonzo Ag San Antonio 
Goree, Sallye N. E Simsboro, La. 
Graham, Marian E „N. E - Athens 
Gray, Annie M .H. E Houston 
Green, Doris A. & S. Overton 
Greer, Massie L H. E. Center 
Guest, Rosa G. .A. & S Ardmore, Okla. 
Hardeway, Hazel H. E .Ponta 
Hardin, Bertice M H. E Ft. Worth 
Harris, Allene S. N. E. (1 ) Chapel Hill 
Harris, Inez D N. E. Houston 
Harris, Joseph A. & S Houston 
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Nai"e Division 
Harris, Mable Lee .N. E 
Hatchett, Deola S H. E. (1) Beaumont 
Hayes, Luther T Ag ^ " w 
Hembry, Winifred A. & S " 
Henderson, William S A. & S LCWUMII,. 
Henry, Frank A. & S 121 U 
Howard, Willie B N F ^'n,f 
Howell, Marion L A* & s" 121 Texnrk,.,,., 
Hubbard, H. L A^& S. (2) _ «• v k 
Huderson, Tomie D A. & S *VrtftT 
Hunter, Willette Frances N. E 
Hurt, Edna Collier JI. E. (1) 
Hutchins, Howard A. & S. (1) Crockett 
Idlebird, Napoleon Ag. (1) Benchl.-v 
Inman, Bernice A. & S San Antonio 
Jackson, Byrdie _A. & S Galv. ton 
Jenkins, Lloyd .A. & S. (1) Long v.. « 
Johns, Eldridge M. A San Antonio 
Johnson, Eartha JST. E. (1) llou t n 
Johnson, Marilyn H. E. Houston 
Johnson, Tommye M H. E. Hearno 
Joiner, Osia Mae A. & S. Dalln 
Jones, Eula Mae Ji. E. Wortham 
Jones, Littie La Willie .N. E. ' 
Jones, Ruth Ella Jy ,  & S. — Lt Worth 
Jones, Sallie Lorraine ,H. E. (1) -Kmu« 
Jones, Verna B H. E. • __('ul>Iw 
Jordan, Cecil O A. & S. (2) —— """ 
Jordan, Demolesta A. & Houatou 
Kaffie, Ivan W M. A. — Hou»t< 
Kemp, Effie Saunders A. & 
King, Emma A A. & S. (1) 
King, Emory A. & S. 





Lambert, Mildred A. & -—~ 
Land, Velma N. 
Lee, Alice L H. E. -—~— 
Lee, Ella L A. & S — 
Lee, Zeola M H. E. T„. 
Lewis, Aaron C Ag ——" " II 
Lockett, Jewell M H. E. 
Luper, Evelyn A. & S. — fw r 
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McClure, Foster Ag 
McDaniel, Clarence G _A. & S. 
McDaniel, Walter Ag ... 
McDonald, Falonia A. & S. 
McDonald, Lloyd G A' & S. 
McGill, Katie Lawrence A.. & S. (1) 







Mackey, Inez ...H. E. (1) 
H E 
Malone, Thelma H. E 
Madison, Ruby Laura 
Marion, John H A. & S. 
Marshall, Elzenobia H. E. (1) Texarkana 
Marshall, Gertrude M. A. & S. (2) Houston 
Marshall, Murphy D „M. A. (2) Temple 
Matthews, Anna O H. E. (1) Alto 
Matthews, Olivia jj 
Mayo, John Wesley Ag. (1) ZZZZZZlTalletsville 
Means, Evelyn D' H. E. 
Mercher, Herbert 
Middleton, Horatio M. 
-A. & S 




Miller, Odessa ,H. E. .. Dallas 
Molette Burnette jj. E. (2) „ Beaumont 
Moss, Mozelle Gwendolyn A. & S. (2) San Antonio 
Moss, Pauline H E 
Musgrove, Irvin Ag. 
Goliad 
Hempstead 
Wharton Myers, Ewitt S A,,-' mi 1 ® VV liarLUH 
Palms, Thelma A. & S. (1) ...Lake Charles, La. 
P a J r " 6 " 6  B  - N "  E  S t a n f o r d  Parker, Theresa C H E Rosebud 
Jeters, James W A 
Phillips, Daisy B ZZI N E 
Phillips, Jesse M ~ jj E* 
Pitts, James C A. & S. 
Polk, James H. 
Polk, John A. ... 
Poole, Dussie ... 
Portis, Rudolph 
Prater, Stephen Allen 
Proffitte, Ellen 
Prudhomme, Johnita ..... 
Pruitt, Gladys 
Raibon, Julia A 
Rainey, George .................... 
M. A 
.....A. & S. 
Ag. (1) 













—A. & S. (2) 
H. E 
—H. E. (2) 









Reed, Mamie V ZZ Z „ Q 
Reeves, Elnora jj E 
Rhone, Frieda E V p 'Q 
Richard, Thelma C ZZZ a' p. q" 
Richards, Herbert Ag 
Shields, Laura 
Spigner, Leoma 




Terry, Festus .... 
A. & S 
^a ia A » Q 
Simpson, Estus ,0' 
Smith, Giles D ( ) 
Smith, Herman A ZT' 
Sneed, Thelma . V 7 „ -A. & S. ... 
-H. E. (1) 
-H. E. (2) , 
...A. & S 
-A. & S 
JS. E. 
Ag. Thomas, Gladys Irene w e 
Thomas, Hobart __ , ' ' ~ 
Thomas, Lucille B. Z ^ 
Thomas, Willie B „ e 
Thompson, Lucille V. W E' 
Timmons, R. B. ... ' "" 
Todd, Clifton Z: 7' & S' 
Towles, Golden & S" 
Townsend, Vivian „ZZ 
Trotty, Virginia 
Tucker, Westerfield ZZ" 
Tyler, Madison G 
Tyson, Curtis S ZZ 
Wallace, Naomi 
Walton, Johnnie M 
Warbington, Amelia ZZ 





H. E. (l) . 
-A. & S. (1) 











Robinson, Marvin Ag 
Ross, Katie » » „ . . ^ax c
Sadberry, Alonzo "Ag Richards 
Sadberry, Mabel D H E Gause 
Sanders, Reuben A Benchley 
Scott, Audrey „ Yoakum 
Seay, Willie G ." 7 f 
-A. & S. 
H. E 
H. E 
H. E. 'I 
-Ag 
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Name Division Address 
Westbrook, Rhoda ~H. E - - Houston 
White, Henry Ag. Gonzales 
White, Marguerita -H. E Houston 
Williams, Catherine L N. E Houston 
Williams, Dorothy Nell H. E us ,r' 
Williams, Willie V -H. E Cr° ° 
Winn, Mable L -A. & S a a° 
Woods, Johnnie J -Ag .Yazoo City, Miss. 
Worde, Savannah A. & yee^.e 
Wright, Kathryn —H. E u in 
SENIORS 
Name Division Address 
Abernethy, Montraville A. & S Denver, Colo. 
, , . ,, rT v Dallas Andrews, Arthuryne ri- & TT , , 
Archie, Juanita -H. E. (2) Hempstead 
Austin, James C M. A. — p^wine 
Baker, Roy -Ag Houston 
Ballard, Eula Mae .N. E 
Barrett, Edna K -A. & Liberty 
Batts, William -A. & S — a 
Booker, J. Leon -A. & S. (1) 
Booker, Velma L. A. & S Pakstin 
Boyce, Nellie R. A. & S Housto 
Bridges, Esther Hightower A. & un . 
Brownlow, Hannibal A~ & S ^nlS 
Bondage, Arthur Ag. _ Stoneham 
Carter. Willie J Ag -*™1 
Catalon, Mary Louise — A. & S Lake Charles, La. 
Catchings, Robert M., Jr A. & T^n011 
Cleaver, Alversia A. & S ® as 
Cleaver, Cornell G .H. E Prairie View 
Cole, Mattie I .H. Kildare 
Coleman, Barney A M. A Hearne 
Coleman, Bessie A. & S San Antonio 
Collins, Rudolph A. & El Paso 
Cratic, Virgie Lee -N. E. Hungerford 
Cunningham. Iney Ag Bryan 
Davis, Louis C Ag. - Kerrville 
Davis, Mertha Lee N. E Schulenburg 
Duval, Bable _A. & S. (1) Chapel Hill 
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Name 
Estelle, Ruby V. 
Flowers, Joel B. 
Floyd, Bernice 
Fortson, Versie B. 
Franklin, John W. 
Frazier, Eva Bee 
Frazier, Juanita R. 
Gaines, Louise E. 
Gaston, Johnnie L. 
Givens, Hattie C 
Gooman, Lodis 
Green, Hattie R 
Grissom, Albertine 
Grundy, Eloise P. 
Guinn, James E 
Hampton, Sara E. 




Henderson, Emma Sue 
Henry, Robert A. 
Hill, Damon H. 
Hines, Therman 
Hogan, Columbus H. 
Holley, Irene T. 
Hughes, Rhenee Joyce 
Jackson, Bernice 
Johnson, Alphonso P. -
Johnson, George E. .— 
Johnson, Morris T. 
Kemp, Mollie M. 
Kennedy, Picola Olga 
King, Albert M. . 
Kirby, Gladys 
Lee, Alice L 
Luckett, Helen 
Division 
-A. 4 S. (1) 
_.3I. A. 
..A. & S. _ 
...H. E. (2) 
—A. & S. _ 
LA. & s. 
-A. & S. 
-JI. 'E. 
A. & S. 
-A. & S. . 
..A. & 8. 
_H. E. (1) 
N. E. (1) _ 
A. & S. (1) 
A. & S. 
Luper, Luther George 
McBroom, Camille — 
McBroom, Jewell 
McGaskey, Johnnie — 
McMillan, Arthur E. 
Madison, John C. 
__N. E. _ 
—N. E. . 
-JI. E. _ 
A. & S. 
—N. E. 
—A. 4 S. _ 
—A. & S. _ 
M. A. (1) 





—A. 4 S. _ 
,.JV. 4 8. _ 
...A. & 8. _ 
.11. E. 
-JI. E. (2) 
„3f. 'A. — 




_A. 4 S. _ 
—H. E. (2) 
.JI. E. 
_A. 4 S. _ 
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Name Division Address 
Mason, Beulah „H. E Houston 
Matthews, Eryn JI. E. Cleburne 
Matthews, Mattie L A. & S Ft. Worth 
Means, Raymond H Ag Ft. Worth 
Meridith, Adell Delores H. E Temple 
Meridith, Ernestyne JI. E Temple 
Milligan, James Monroe .M. A Sherman 
Moody, Richard A. A.g. Giddings 
Moore, Lottie V A. & S. _..... ..Beaumont 
Muckelroy, Eula Mae A. & S. Texarkana 
Myers, W. B A. & S. San Antonio 
Nash, Eunice A. & S Galveston 
Nelson, Hallie B .A. & S .Kerens 
Nickerson, Doris JI. E Houston 
O'Brien, Mary L H. E .....Beaumont 
Odom, Herbert -A. & S. (1) Palestine 
Patton, Edward E A. & S East Chicago, Indiana 
Perkins, Ben Etta JI. E. Hearne 
Petty, Grayson R Jd. A. Ferris 
Powell, Gladys L A. & S Temple 
Prewitt, Granderson A. & S. (2) Brazoria 
Pryor, Bernice J .Ag --Sunny Side 
Rand, Anna Belle .H. E Lodi 
Rice, Jessie Morgan H. E Houston 
Richardson, Leon -A. & S -Houston 
Riley, Mildred J. „N. E Franklin 
Runnels, Jo Leatha H. E Mineral Wells 
Russell, Fannie Mae .A. & S Ft. Worth 
Rutledge, Irving W Ag. Bishop 
Rutledge, Lorenzo C Ag. Bishop 
Ryan, James Knox, III A. & S Houston 
Sayles, C. Felton Ag Kingsville 
Sayles, Ernestine H JI. E. (1) Victoria 
Scott, Bennie A. & S. Austin 
Simond, John L Ag. Lufkin 
Sloan, Maceo A A. & S Little Rock, Ark. 
Smith, Ora M —JI. E. Hearne 
Southwell, Novella A .A. & S. Conroe 
Starr, I. J Ag. Gilmer 
Thomas, Alice V & S Ft. Worth 
Thomas, Edna O. E Dale 
Toliver, Elvis H. E". ZZZZZZZZZempstead 
Toliver, Katie A. & S Hempstead 
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Name Division Address 
Tyler, Lillian J -H. E. McKinney 
Valien, Helen - A- & S. - Beaumont 
Wallace, Vivian -A- & S Galveston 
Walton,, Gladys -H- E- (2) Bryan 
Weaver, Inez ~H. E Jefferson 
Weaver, Morris W -Ag- Jefferson 
Wedgeworth, Harry -Ag Itasca 
Westbrook, Alice Catheine A. & S Ft. Worth 
Westbrook, Milas M M. A. (1) Ft. Worth 
White, Charles E -A. & S Houston 
Whitley, Hazel A. & S - Dallas 
Wiley, Herman B Ag. — Clarksville 
Williams, George H -M. A Ft. Worth 
Williams, Thelma -H. E. - Houston 
Wilson, Felix E A & S - Dallas 
Wilson, Ross V. H A. & S San Antonio 
Young, Consuela A. & S - Waco 
SPECIALS 
Name Division Address 
Allen, Oren P -M. A. — Dallas 
Archia, Ernest -M. A Houston 
Barnwell, William -M. A - Ft. Worth 
Bell, Charles J -M. A. (2) Haynesville, Ala. 
Blocker, Clarence L -M. A. ... San Antonio 
Bohman, Wadell E -M. A San Antonio 
Browden, Lula H. E. (2) Lubbock 
Burns, Andrew J A. & S. (1) Ft. Worth 
Byars, Willie B .H. E. — Houston 
Byrd, Andrew .M. A Houston 
Calhoun, Marvin -M. A Galveston 
Choyce, Charlie H. E Marshall 
Collier, Milton -M. A Little Rock, Ark. 
Dabney, E. L .M. A. (2) — Prairie View 
Dailey, James E Ag Prairie View 
Duvall, Clifford M. A. (1) Galveston 
Echols, Richard .M. A Ennis 
Ford, Louis E -M. A Louisville, Ky. 
Fuller, Edith H. E. (1) Prairie View 
Gillis, Louise A. & S. (2) .Ft. Worth 
Gooden, Zavia Martha H. E Beaumont 
Hadnott, Jesse E Ag Bessmay 
Hammons, Lawrence Ag Tyler 
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Name Division Address 
Hamton, Rezolia .H. E Galveston 
Harris, Lewis _JM. A. (1) Abinger 
James, Walter .M. A. (1) Houston 
Jones, N. A ..M. A. (2) Prairie View 
Kuykendall, Ernest M. A. (2) San Antonio 
Lee, Wilmer J _.M. A. Houston 
McElroy, Penn M. A. Ft. Worth 
Mcintosh, James M. A Dallas 
Madison, Julia A A. & S Houston 
Morgan, Jasper JVC. A Ft. Worth 
Moreaux, Lee M. A. (1) Louisville, Ky. 
Muckelroy, Lee P M. A. (2) Prairie View 
Norris, Edgar M. A. (2) Austin 
Odom, Samuel T JVI. A. (1) * Burkeville 
Randall, Artie T JVI. A. Oklahoma City, Okla. 
Rhambo, Horace M. A Marshall 
Roberts, Ethel ..A. & S. (1) Colorado Springs, Colo. 
Sanders, Oscar .H. E. Nacogdoches 
Session, Curtis .M. A. (1) Ft. Worth 
Smith, Armstead ...H. E Ft Worth 
Thomas, Q. D ...M. A .La Grange 
Vallery, Alfred A. & S. (2) Alexandria, La. 
Williams, Josheph -M. A Bryan 
Williams, Trigg M. A. Ft. Worth 
Wormely, Jarvis M „M. A. Giddings 
ENROLLMENT—EXTENSION SCHOOLS 
1936-1937 
Names Extension School Attended 
Adams, Mrs. Krma .Paul Quinn 
Adams, Naomi Paul Quinn 
Adams, N. E Corsicana 
Allen, Mrs. C. E. Paul Quinn 
Allen, Marie Galveston 
Anderson, Mrs. P. N Paul Quinn 
Armbrister, Lizzie Brenham 
Baity, Mrs. J. A. Paul Quinn 
Baltimore, Mrs. S. E. V Brenham 
Banks, Mrs. E. A Paul Quinn 
Bartlett, Mrs. O. V. Paul Quinn 
Beaver, Annie Corsicana 
Bell, Florence B _ Rosenberg 
Beverly, Lucille Wharton 
Bewer, Mrs. J. M Corsicana 
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Ml 
NameS Extension School Attend 
Booker, Robert T _ 
Boone. Langston . : ' 
„ ... , ton Bouldm, Hilda Boy cu 
Bouldin, Naomi R 
Bowers, Miss J. M Iwhart 
Bowers, Ruby Wharton 
Brantley, Eliza - Rosenb. , 
Brewer, A. ..... Corsicana 
Brooks, Bernice £• i l > 
Byrd, Mrs. L. E. pouI yumn 
Cade, Mrs. M. A Corsicana 
Campbell, Mrs. N. K. Corsicann 
Chatman, Miss Edith Brenham 
Chatman, Mrs. A. Corsicana 
Clark, Mrs. B. Johnson Corsicana 
Clark, Elvie Galv< ton 
Clay, Mrs. Jessie B. Brenham 
Cockrell, O. D. Wharton 
Coleman, Katerine Corsicana 
Conner, Mrs. B. B Brenham 
Cooper, Miss Lelia B Brenham 
Cotton, Mrs. Clara R. ' osicana 
Crain, Mrs. Mary Corsicana 
Cummings, Mrs. Lula Brenham 
Cummings, Miss Nellie B Corsicana 
Cummings, P. B can-
Dailey, Lula Crockett 
Day, Glodine — mrsicnna 
c, - nr r cc- n Brenham Davis, Mrs. Lottie G P.ul Qmnn 
DeShay, Mrs. M. Brenham 
Dever, Mrs. Willie <'r,„krit 
DuBose, Myrtle (, y 
Duncan, Mary McHenry (.f)I 
Edwards, Miss Jimmie ,, 
English, Miss Eva ];rt . i 
Estelle, Mrs. S. B. J Brcnhna' 
Evans, Miss Emma 
Farris, Juanita Galveston 
Fedford, V. _ Rr< • I 
Fielder, Mrs L. " Brenham 
Flanagan, Mrs. Aneita Br- ••••''» 
Flanagan, Miss Virginia Ro»enl« 
Flemings, Daisy 
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Names 
Flemings, Gladvs Extension School Attended 
Flemings, Rubye V Rosenberg 
Flewellen, Mrs. Willie A Rosenberg 
Ford, Bertha A Brenham 
Ford, Mrs. Ira M Wharton 
Forman, Miss Effie G. Brenham 
Forward, Mrs. L. L D Paul Quinn 
Francis, Mrs. E. W Paul Quinn 
Franklin, Mrs. Alice M Brenham 
Freeman, Miss Jimmis D Brenham 
Gable, Victoria Corsicana 
Gabriel, Gertrude V Corsicana 
Gee, Ethel Corsicana 
Grant, Thelma W Galveston 
Green, Alice Corsicana 
Green, Mrs. Zelma ..... Bay City 
Golden, C. M Corsicana 
Gordan, L. B. Kelly Wharton 
Gordan, Lidia W. Galveston 
Hamilton, Mrs. Ethel M Rosenberg 
Hamilton, Mrs. O. C Paul Quinn 
Hamilton, Mrs. W. H Paul Quinn 
Harris, Lorraine Paul Quinn 
Harvey, Mrs. M. L Paul Quinn 
Hathaway, S Paul Quinn 
Hayes, Grace Galveston 
Heard, Mrs. Mabel E. Bay City 
Henderson, A. B Brenham 
Henderson, Mrs. M. E Crockett 
Herald, Lizzie P Brenham 
Hicks, Mrs Lola W Rosenberg 
Hilliard, Mrs. N. E. G Paul Quinn 
Holmes, Mrs. M. E Wharton 
Hopkins, Mildred Paul Quinn 
Hoskins, Miss Bert E Crockett 
Howard, Mrs. P. V. Williams Brenham 
Jackson, Agnes Brenham 
Jackson, Annie Lee Wharton 
Jackson, B. L Galveston 
Jackson, Mrs. L. S I" Galveston 
Jefferson, Amelia Quinn 
Jefferson, G. W Bay City 
Jenkins, Mary R0y Quinn 
Bay City 
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Names Extension School Attended 
Jonhson, Miss Beatrice Brenham 
Johnson, Iona .'Crockett 
Johnson, Jessie M Wharton 
Johnson, Jessie M. P Rosenberg 
Johnson, Moses Brenham 
Johnson, Omazelle Corsicana 
Johnson, Willie M. P Rosenberg 
Jones, Mrs. A. V Paul Quinn 
Jones, Mrs. Birdie Corsicana 
Jones, Laura Crockett 
King, L. M Crockett 
Kinnar, Mrsd. Bedia G Brenham 
Knighton, C. B Galveston 
Langrum, Mabel Crockett 
Laster, Mrs. Ella Brenham 
Law, Larna Bay City 
Lee, L. J Rosenberg 
Lee, Rosamon E Wharton 
Livingston, Sam Crockett 
Lott, Mable R Brenham 
Lott, Viola Brenham 
Lucas, O. K Galveston 
Lynch, Arnell Crockett 
Lynch, Tom Crockett 
Lyons, Millie Brenham 
McBride, L. E ......Galveston 
McCIain, Mrs. O. G Paul Quinn 
McCollough, Mrs. N. L Galveston 
McElroy, Jannie V Brenham 
McPherson, Mrs. A. R Wharton 
McWard, Irma Galveston 
Maddox( M. E Wharton 
Madison, Mrs. E. F Brenham 
Marshall, B. L Galveston 
Martin, Eva Crockett 
Martin, Mrs. Rubye F Z.Corsicana 
Merida, Mrs. M. E Paul Quinn 
Money, Mildred Wharton 
Moody, Mrs. Martha Corsicana 
Moore, Miss Eula M Corsicana 
Moore, Ida L Wharton 
Morris, Verna Crockett 
Nelson, Miss Olivia Brenham 
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Names 
Noble, Eleanor Extension School Attended 
Osby, J. A Galveston 
Owens, Pearl T. Brenham 
Phillipps, A. O Crockett 
Pichard, A. R Wharton 
Polk, Elizabeth . .Brenham 
Porter, Andrew Wharton 
Prather, Mrs. V L Crockett 
Redus, George PauI Quinn 
Reed, Amanda Bay City 
Riles, Annie M Galveston 
Revis, Daisy Lee Corsicana 
Roberts, Elizabeth Bay City 
Roberts, H. G Wharton 
Roberts, Linnie McHenry Wharton 
Roberts, Thelma S City 
Robertson, Algeron Brenham 
Russell, Odessa " Wharton 
Sanford, J. M Crockett 
*an ford, Johnnie Mae Wharton 
Sargeant, Elovs Rosenberg 
Sargent, Mrs. Mattie R Brenham 
Savannah, B. B. Brenham 
Scott, Miss Gaston Wharton 
Seabron, Irene Paul Quinn 
Seifel, Miss Willie Rosenberg 
Smith, Mrs. E. E Brenham 
Smith, Mrs. L. E. ......... Quinn 
Smith, Mrs. R. Cobbs Quinn 
Smith, R. L Quinn 
Smith, Mrs. Tula A Wharton 
Speaker, M. A Brenham 
Stratton, Polly E. W Wharton 
Talton, Mrs. P. A city 
Taylor, Anna G Quinn 
Taylor, Eliza Paul Quinn 
Taylor, Miss Geneva E Wharton 
Taylor, Rosetta J Brenham 
Tatum, Mrs. F. D Crockett 
Terrell, A. S Paul Quinn 
Thomas, Mrs. A. B — Brenham 
Thompson, Bernice Paul Quinn 
Thornton, Miss M. C Rosenberg 
Paul Quinn 
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Names Extension School Attended 
Tindle, Mrs. M. D - Paul Quinn 
Titus, Guy Corsicana 
Vaughn, Albertine Crockett 
Walker, Juanita Galveston 
Ware, Inez Corsicana 
Watson, Miss F. B. Paul Quinn 
Webster, Mrs. Effie S Paul Quinn 
White, Mrs. Bessie Cain Brenham 
White, Miss M. L. Galveston 
White, S. A Crockett 
Whiting, Mrs. Prudie Brenham 
Wilder, Lawrence Corsicana 
Wiley, Charlie B. F Crockett 
Wiley, Willie Crockett 
Wiley, Z. D Crockett 
Williams, Annie L. Galveston 
Williams, Mary Bay City 
Windle, Mable Bay City 
Womack, Mrs. M. E. Corsicana 
Woods, Mrs. Emma L Brenham 
Wooldridge, Wilma Rosenberg 
Knight, Mrs. K. M Paul Quinn 
ENROLLMENT—CORRESPONDENCE DEPARTMENT 
1936-1937 
Names Extension School Attended 
Armstrong, Miss Thelma port Arthur 
Cropper, Miss Annie C port Arthur 
Dixon, Miss Lorraine F. Salem N. C. 
Edwards, Miss Cleo H Dallas 
Jackson, Mr. William Dallas 
Mosby, Miss Tillie M. Granger 
Price, Mr. L. W Naples 
Reeves, Mr. Clarence L — Andalusia, Ala. 
Rucker, Mr. Robert A. Weatherford 
Stivers, Mrs. Sarah Owsley Port Arthur 
Sterling, Mr. R. F Galveston 
Smith, Miss Mary Louise Dallas 
Walton, Miss Dora Louise Fort Worth 
»« PRAIRIE VIEW STATE N. 4 I. COLLEGE 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF ENROLLMENT BY SEXES, CLASSES. 
AND DIVISIONS 
RESUL,, Session, 19S6.l9S7_First ,nd Second Se.ne.ters 
MSF V P u E' " A »• E' M F M F M F M F M F M F 
Junior 27 0 30 40 I! 31 10 ° ° 13 52 79 131 
Sophomore 43 0 48 fa o S on ° ° 16 65 116 181 
Freshman 78 0 1 80 0 , 2 n ° ° 111 108 219 
Special 2 0 I o 0 0 19 184 259 443 
— —- 2 0 2 3 2 6 33 0 Q 0 39 9 48 
—0 176 198 2 325 106 0 Q 48 454 574 4022 
Summer Session, 1936-First and Second Terms 
M*F V J " E- M A x E- T.uiGT*,M — -  M F M F M F  M F  M  F  M  F  
Junior """ 04 0 19 449 n 11 8 0 0 10 95 226 321 
Sophomore 10 0 13 SO 0 5r 1 0 0 7 44 195 239 
Freshman 3 0 6 20 S o o ° ° ° 24 136 169 
Special ....... 17 1 J , 2 0 0 6 11 35 46 
— 1 5 27 0 11 13 2 0 2 35 43 78 
^L=r=££g==^2J74 0 233 25 2 0 25 209 635 844 
=£I^^^£LS^GG£LMENT OF EXTENSION SCHOOLS 
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ENROLLMENT BY STATES 
1936-1937 
State Male Female Total 
Arizona 0 1 1 
Alabama 2 (T 2 
Arkansas 4 0 4 
California 0 1 1 
Colorado 1 3 4 
Florida 0 1 1 
Illinois 2 1 3 
Indiana 1 0 1 
Kentucky 2 2 4 
Louisiana 3 5 8 
Mississippi 1 0 1 
Missouri 1 0 1 
New Mexico 0 1 1 
New York 1 1 2 
North Carolina 1 0 1 
Oklahoma 4 5 9 
Pennsylvania 1 0 1 
Texas 426 550 976 
Wisconsin 1 0 1 
Total 451 571 1022 
GRADUATES -
May, 1935-36 









Bachelor of Arts 4 
Bachelor of Science 8 
Bachelor of Science in Agriculture 11 
Bachelor fo Science in Education 6 
Bachelor of Science in Home Economics 0 
Bachelor of Science in Mechanic Arts 5 
Nursing Diploma 0 
Special Certificates in Mechanic Arts 15 
Total .49 54 103 
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GRADUATES 
May 25, 1936 
ame Degree 
Avery, Leonard Olton g g Educ. 
Bailey, Ernest A., Jr g g 
Barrett, Annie Laurie B S H E. 
Bell, Velma Mae B S LI E 
Beverly, Bernice Viola g g Educ. 
Black, Timothy O s m A. 
Bland, Reda Lee .ZZZZB." S! Educ. 
Boothe, Donnie Lee B S H E 
Brittain, Lottie Herbert g A. 
Campbell, Ella Mae B S 
Canada, Dock g g Agri 
Clater, Marie g Educ. 
Cleaver, Ella Jewell g g jj E 
Coffey, Doris Lee g g Educ. 
Cunningham, Elbert Marion g. s. Agri. 
Dansby, Annie B. Moore g g E. 
Dean, Olivia Mildred g g Educ. 
Dennard, Clarence LeRoy g a. 
Dixon, Sevella Gloria g g jj. E. 
Foster, John Moses g 
Franklin Ann g a. 
Garner, Vivian Ardell g g_ Educ. 
Gibson, Lorene Marie B. S. H. E. 
Gibson, Ruth Lee g g Educ. 
Green, Whitlowe Radcliffe g. s. Educ. 
Guess, Connie Leon, Jr s M A 
Hardin, Emily Clarissa g g Educ. 
Haws, Maurice Arvey g g 
Herald, Aurlocolus Clyde g g 
Hutchinson, Blossom g_ g Educ. 
Jackson, Edward Alvin g g Educ 
Johnson, Lorenzo Vernon g g 
Jones, Andrew Lee g_ Agri 
Jones, Edward Zack g g 
Kissam, William Lowell g A°-ri 
Landry, Lelia Elvera g. S. Educ 
Leaven, Thelma Inez g' g' gduc 
Lee, J. Chilton g g ^ 
LeGendre, Emma Theresa g g Educ 
Marshall, Delementro Monroe g' Agri 
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Name 
Martin, Jerry Lee 
Millard, Ethelbert Wellington 
Millard, Sidney S. 
Morris, Frank Jaques 
Mosby, Lucille Thompson 
Muckelroy, Mattie Lee H. 
Perkins, Lee E., Jr. 
Perrino, Grace Lavenia 
Phillips, Lawrence Leonard 
Polk, Ruby Helen 
Pollard, William Buster 
Porter, Hugh Albert 
Powers, Evelyn Jewel ... 
Prater, Grant Allen 
Pulliam, Jessie Wilma .... 
Raibon, Lonnie R .... 
Routt, Ludell Thelma ..... 
Scott, Eddie William — 
Sellers, Tom Elizabeth . 
Shepard, Madey Marie . 
Smith, Ethyel M. 
Smith, William H. 
Steward, Sabra D. Curl — 
Stinson, Ophelia Alverta 
Stone, Rhetta Cabrere 
Summers, Gerald Esterlyn 
Tamplin, Dorris 
Taylor, Frances E 
Thibodeaux, Audrey Marie 
Thomas, Charles Young — 
Upchurch, Ray Creola 
Watson, Leonidas 
Whiting, Hattie Mae 
Williams, Catherine Leta _~ 
Williams, Samuel Budd 
Yancy, Colquitt DuBois 
Special Certificate* 
Name 
Adams, John E. 
Adams, Lionel _ 
Caraway, 
Degree 
-B. S. 11. A. 
A. B. 
_B. S. Educ. 
—B. S. Educ. 
_B. S. II E. 
—B. S. H. E. 
B. A. 
B. 8. 
...B. S. Agri. 




U S. Educ. 
_B. S. II. E. 
_B. S. Agri. 
._B. 8. Educ. 
-B. A. Muaic 
_B. 8. Educ. 
_B. 8. Educ. 
__B. 8. Educ. 
_B. 8. Agri. 
_B. 8. Educ. 
B S. B. E. 
B. S. H. E. 
B. A. 
_B. S. Agri. 
B. 8. 
B. 8. 
,B. 8. M. A. 
_B. S. H E 
_B. 8. Agri. 
B. S. H E. 
_.B 8. Educ. 
_B 8. 










Coleman. Barnev Carpentry 
Hoeran. C. H Carpentry 
Hubert, Harvey Carpentry 
King. J. L Carpentry 
Martin, Jerry L Mechanics 
Odom. Max C. ; -Printing 
Peters, James W AIakln« & Repairing 
Porter, Thaddeus Laund™ 
Prater, Stephen Carpentry 
Va'!STA°m EK'""th 
Webster/ Illistin/ Electrical Repair Work 
Williams, George .'. Laundering 
Printing 
Campbell, Maeline Ida 
Davis, Julia Delphine 
Dawson, Alzuma Louise 
Golden, Ruth 
Kilpatrick, Carlie Wendell 
Diploma 
Modisette, Julia Berta 
Roberts, Mable L. 
Shute, Viola Graham 
Wilkins, Helen Juanita 
Williams, Dazerine Daisye 
GRADUATES 
August, 1936 
Degrees Male Female Total 
Bachelor of Arts 
Bachelor of Science 
Bachelor of Science in Agriculture 
Bachelor of Science in Education 
-4 8 12 
...2 0 2 
13 0 13 
7 44 51 
23 23 Bachelor of Science in ome Economics 0 Bachelor of Science in Mechanic Arts 2 0 2 
Bachelor of Science in Industrial Education "I. 2 2 2 
Trade Certificates in Mechanic Arts 1 1 2 
Cetificate of Proficiency in Shorthand 
and Typing Oil 
Total ~ ~ 
31 77 108 
PRAIRIE VIEW STATE N. & I. COLLEGE 1M 
GRADUATES (Summer) 
August 3, 1936 
Name 
Aikens, Anita L 
Alton, Constance G. . 
Arnold, Timmoxena 
Asberry, Mrs. D'. J. 
Barnwell, Mrs. M. M. 




Barrows, Bryan H., Jr R S 
Biglow, Beulah II 8 
Bradley, Bessie M H. !* 
Brooks, Mrs. Jerushia B 8 
Brown, Dora F H 8 
Bryant, Frank B -s 
Buggs, Marie —" 8. 
Burnett, Lillie B " 
Canada, Mary Lee 
Casey, Theresa Smith 
Cheeks, Mary O 
Chisum, Ethylyn T. 
Coleman, James Henry 
Cosby, Ethel Bernice 
Coss, Winmon 
Crawford, Rhoda Lee 
Curl, Oma D. 
Curtis, Carrie S. W. 
Dansby, Lera H. 
Douglas, Blanche M. H. 
Evans, Pearl L. 
Flemings, Jessie L -
Foreman, Emma 
Frost, Kenoly Jack .......... 
Galloway, John S — 
Glasgow, Samuel G. H. 
Gore, James Howard — 
Greene, Geneva M. 
Grigsby, Rebecca F. 
Hall, Allie R 





















Hansboro, Ferdinand K. 
Harris, Beulah J 
Hines, Madeline T. 
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Name 
Degree 
Hodges, Mrs. M. J 
Hooper, Beatrice ... B' Educ-B g H E 
Howard, Georgia 
Hoyt, Gussie V 
Jackson, Edward 
Jackson, John Henry .... 
James, Alberta Green ... 
Jeffery, Harley C 
Johns, Clarence Albert 
Johnson, Estella S 
Johnson, Thelmo 
Love, Jewell W. 
Love, Ruth E 
O'Brien, Odessa E 
Oliver, Joseph Green 
Overstreet, Mrs. A. B. 
B. S. Educ. 
B. S. H. E. 
....B. S. Agri. 
B. S. I. E. 
B. S. H. E. 
...B. S. Educ. 
.....B. S. Agri. 
..B. S. Educ. 
...B. S. Agri. 
B. S. 
Jones, Edward Zaek 
Jones, Laura N _ _ 
Jones, Lucvnthia W 
O. H. JCJ. 
- S. Agri. 
Edua 
Jones, Robert Henry 
Keel, Rosa Mable 
Kennedy, Helen E. ... 
Kilcrease, Elizabeth „ „ „, 
Kitchen, Ora B' S" Edu.c" 
Lewis, Narva L. 
B. S. H. E. 
B. A. 
Lockett, Effie E. h'"I B" Bdu®' 
Love, Juliet R ' E-
..B. S. Educ. 
-B. A. Music 
B. A. 
B. A. 
...B. S. Educ. 
B. S. I. E. 
..B. S. Educ. 
Lowery, Vivian ..... 




Mayfield, Myrtle Belle A 
Minor, Primus 
Montgomery, Jesse Louis 
Morgan, Ella F 
Nelson, John D. 
B. S. Educ. 
....B. S. Educ. 
....B. S. Agri. 
B. S. H. E. 
—IB. S. Agri. 
-B. S. H. E. 
B. A. 
Pace, Mrs. Thaddeus A S- Educ-
Parker, Lillie Jones II S' Educ-
Pendleton, Carrie * B* Educ. 
Perry, Nettie Lee """ B S- H- E-
Ramsey, Jewell L B S- Educ. 
Riley, Bernice C S- Educ. 
B. S. Educ. 
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Name Degree 
Scott, Lloyd E B- A. 
Sells, Mrs. Onnie F - B. S. H. E. 
Shropshire, Johnnie B B. S. Educ. 
Simmons, Lewy A B. S. Agri. 
Smith, Bennie P B. S. H. E. 
Smith, L. A B. A. 
Smith, Rosa M - B. S. Educ. 
Sterling, Ella L B. S. Educ. 
Stevens, George D B. S. Educ. 
Stonum, Alexander B. A. 
Stubblefield, Ludie O B. S. Educ. 
Talley, Margaret M B. A. 
Toran, Mrs. Mable L. B. S. Educ. 
Tucker, Georgia B. S. H. E. 
Ware. Addie Metria A B. S. H. E. 
Washington, Jordan T B. S. Educ. 
Washington, Ruth S B. S. Educ. 
Williams, Juanita Doris B. S. H. E. 
Williams, John Henry B. S. Agri. 
Williams, Versia L B. S. Educ. 
Wright, Helen A. McLemore B. S. Educ. 
Certificate of Proficiency in Shorthand and Typing 
Simuels, Ima 
Trade Certificates 
Pentecost, John W. 
Randle, Marie H. ... 
...Printing 
.Tailoring 
lu4 PRAIRIE VIEW STATE N. & I. COLLEGE 
ATTENDANCE RECORD AT THE VARIOUS ACTIVITIES 
SPONSORED BY PRAIRIE VIEW 1935-1936 
Activities 
. Total 
Waller County Meet JZZIZZ 
Jeanes Supervisors' Institute 500 




Vocational Home Economics Judging'co^est" 150 
Vocational Home Economics Institute Z 
Mid Wives Conference 
Medical Clinic 26 
Extension Agent Meeting 31 
Interscholastic League Meet 8° 
Conference of Key Farmers II 
State Inter-racial Commission J3 
Vocational Basket Ball Tournament 
Seventh Educational Conference 
Vocational Judging Contest 
N. F. A. Conference 492 
im,, ;ai; -
Boy Scout Leadership Conference 
Agricultural Unit Short Course 132 
Leadership Conference 50 
College Curriculum-Teacher Traininl 131 
Curriculum Unit Institute 44 
Rural School Institute _ ^' 
Rural Engineering 77 
Open Tennis Tournament Ill" ~46 
Athletic Coaching School 55 
Vocational Agricultural Conference 118 
4-H Girls Encampment 1®^ 
Farmers' Short Course 107 
Soil Conservation Conference 2,915 
Librarians Conference 1,525 
GrandTotal " 28 
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I N D E X  
A 
Athletics ,24 
Academic Information - 25 
Admission 25 
By Examination 26 
To Advanced Standing 26 
As Adult Special 26 
As Irregular Student 27 
Attendance and Absence, Class 34 
Application for Graduation 29 
Agriculture, Division of 36 
Department of Instruction 37 
Graduation Requirements 37 
Summer Session 37 
Agriculture Education, Outline of Course of Study 37 
Agriculture Two-Year Collegiate Course, Outline of 
Course of Study - 39 
Description of Courses 40 
Arts and Sciences, Division of 44 
Requirements for Graduation 44 
Major and Minor Requirements 44 
Degretes 45 
Course of Study, Outline of 45 
Department of Commercial Studies 46 
Department of Education 46 
Major and Minor Requirements 47 
Description of Courses 48 
For Elementary Teachers 48 
For High School Teachers 49 
General Education 51 
Psychology 52 
Geography 52 
Department of Physical Education 52 
Major and Minor Requirements 53 
Description of Courses 53 
General Courses Required of All Women 53 
Advanced Courses 54 
156 
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INDEX—Continued 
Suggested Courses from Other Fields . 
N on-academic Requirements 
Department of English 57 
Major and Minor Requirements ?Z 




Department of Mathematics 59 
Major and Minor Requirements ®! 
Description of Courses 
Department of Modern Forei^W~ fa 
Minor Requirements 
Description of Courses 
Department of Military Science 
Description of Courses 
Department of Music 
Requirements 
Advanced Standing 64 
Course of Study, Outline'of fv 
Description of Courses 65 
Choral Music 
Band Music 70 
Organizations 71 
Honorary Society 
Natural Science Departments ..III 
Biology 71 
Chemistry 
General Science 73 
Physics 
Social Science Department 75 
B 
Board and Maintenance 
Biology, Department of 
Description of Courses 71 
Calendar. College 
Calendars, 1937 and 1938 
Committee, Prairie View 
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INDEX—Continued 
Classification 34 
Change of Program 35 
Class Attendance 34 
Certificates 29 
First Year 30 
Second Year 31 
Issuance of 31 
Trade 30 
Courses of Study, Outline and Description of 36 
Chemistry, Department of 73 
Description of Courses 73 
Credit, Unit of 36 
Course Numbers .,-36 
D 
Directors, Board of 7 
Discipline and Government 24 
Deduction 34 
Degrees and Diplomas 29 
E 
Equipment 19 
Division of Agriculture 19 
Division of Arts and Sciences 19 
Natural Science Laboratories 19 
Library 20 
Division of Nursing 20 
Division of Home Economics 21 
Division of Mechanic Arts 21 
Expenses 32 
Examinations 27 
Absence from 27 
Deficiency Examinations 28 
Mid-semester 27 
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INDEX—Continued 
Extension School 






Key Deposit —33 




Government, Description of Courses ™ 




History of Prairie View 
Hazing 
History, Description of Courses 24 
Home Economics, Division of 80 
Requirements for Degree 
Outline of Course of Studv 
De"S,lin °f c:™r — 
One and Two'vla^r Foods- Clothing; House 86-88 
ing- Coot u°UrSeS: ®auty Culture; Dress Mak-
Hospital ngi H°USe Maids 88 




Incomplete Class Work 25 
28 
Location of Prairie View 
Library 
20 
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INDEX—Continued 
M 
Majors and Minors ....... 44 
Military Science ......63 
Matriculation, Late 34 
Mechanic Arts, Division of 89 
Objectives 89 
Required Courses 90 
Two-Year Courses 90 
Special Students 90 
Admission 91 
Graduation Requirements „ 91 
Outline of Courses 91-94 
Description of Courses 94 
Automobile Mechanics 94 
Broom and Mattress Making 95 
Carpentry 95 
Commercial Art 96 
Bra" g 96 
'UV 97 
ring 98 
„ ^tension Courses .99 
Laundering 100 





Shoe Making ^03 
Stationary Engineering 104 
Tailoring and Garment Making 104 
Trades and Industrial Education 105 
Wood-Working 106 
N 
Nurses, Expenses for 33 
Nursing Education, Division of 107 
Admission Requirements 107 
Outline of Course of Study 108 
Description of Course of Study 111 
1G0 PRAIRIE VIEW STATE N. & I. COLLEGE 
INDEX—Continued 
O 
Officers, Non-resident Administrative 
Officers of Administration 7 8 
Purpose 
Payments 
Physics, Department of 
Description of Courses 





Religious Influences .... 
Registration, Order of 
Refund 
Reports from the Registrar 
Requirements, Graduation 
Requirements, Special (English, 'Arithmetic)""Z." 
S 
Social Science, Department of 
Major and Minor Requirements 
Sociology, Description of Courses 
Semester Hour 
Text Books 
Transcript of Records 







Unit of Credit 
18 
.29 
...31 
.36 
Veterinary Science 
X-Ray 
X 
19, 43 
..20 
